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Letter from the Editor:
Dear East Texas HistoricaL JournaL Subscribers and Readers:
You have no doubt noticed some changes in theJournal. specifically the
new cover and page design. Last summer the Board of Regents of our host
instirudon Stephen F. Austin State Universiry approved the establishment
of a new academic press, SFA Stare University Press. Mter consul radon
with Press editor Kimberly Verhines, the Association and the new en dry
agreed to a new arrangemenr in the production of the Journal. While
the Association will retain full editorial concrol, SFA State University
Press has agreed [0 produce the design. page set-up, and prinring of the
East Texas Historical Journal. The new partnership aJlows our Aagship
publication to take advantage of new production technology, which will
allow us [0 utilize color and reproduce photographs more effecrively. It is
also cost-effective and will actually reduce some of the COSt of producing
the Journal.
There are also a few changes in the conrent of the Journal. [n today's
economic climate, book publishers are producing fewer works, which
means that the JournaL will conrain fewer book reviews. While nor fully
implemenred to offset the pauciry of book reviews, each issue will contain
more than reviews of books; it will evolve to produce film, lecture,
and evenr reviews. The current issue begins such a procedure with the
cooperation of CLio's Eye. an online journal generated by the Stephen F.
Austin State University Department of History under the tutelage of Dr.
Deanne Malpass.
The JournaL will concinue to evolve in the next few issues. Future
plans call for a "theme" issue over Spanish Colonial East Texas, perhaps
a few longer and more in-depth pieces with a greater use of images and
phorographs. But change will never replace the qualiry that we have all
come [0 expect from the Association's leading publication and will always
reflect our mission ro preserve and enhance the understanding of East
Texas' unique heritage.
I hope that you enjoy these changes in the East Texas HistoricaL
JournaL and, as always. J welcome any feedback or com men ts you may
have concerning the Association's publicarion.
SCO(( Sosebee
Editor
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McKENZIE COLLEGE, RED RIVER COUNTY, TEXAS,
(1841-1868)
by Milton Jordall
As the frontiers of European American senlemenr moved into the
somhwest, American education, especially higher educalion, slruggled 10
keep up. This struggle was evident on the frontier in Texas. From Ihe days
of Stephen F. Austin's firsl setdement through the years of early slalehood,
many schools, institutes, colleges, and universities were planned and some
begun. Not many survived for more than Ihree or four years. One that
did was McKenzie College, established in Red River County in Northeasl
Texas, which survived for over twenry years.
John H. McLean was fifreen years old when he lefr his home
in Marshall, Texas, and Iraveled approximarely 120 miles lO McKenzie
College. He arrived in the winler and afler his firsl night Ihere found
himself, aboul 4 a.m., awakened in an unheared dormilory room by Ihe
ringing of Ihe college bell calling him 10 morning-prayer. The chapel
service began in half an hour and McLean quickly learned Ihat missing
chapel meant missing breakfas!. He and mOSI of his c1assmales sometimes
headed off lO the service wilh a blankel over their shoulders, Iheir
nighlshirt over Iheir brilches and Iheir shoes untied'
McKenzie College, localed near Clarksville, began everyday
wilh early morning prayers, scriplure, a leclure, and singing. For dlOse
who allended morning-prayer, breakfasl followed. Each day, Sunday
excluded, continued with recilations, leclures, mid-day and evening
prayers, and sludy until Ihe closing prayer service, often as lale as
midnighl. Sludents allended mid-week prayer meetings as well. On
Sunday morning, prayer and breakfasl were followed wilh Sabbalh School,
an eleven o'clock service, and an evening service.' The College adopled
the Bible as "the only sure foundalion of moral Iighl." It was 10 be read
daily by every slUdent and "sludied as part of Ihe course withom which
no one can be properly educaled."s Tom Yarbrough remembers Ihal when
he arrived al Ihe college thaI Dr. McKenzie, founder and president, lOok
him lO Ihe library 10 secure books he would need. Learning Ihal Tom did
Milton Jordan is from Georgetown and is the current president ofthe
East Texas Historical Association.
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not own a Bible, the McKenzie said, "Well, you must have one; you can't
go through this school without a Bible."4 The course of study, however,
went far beyond scripture. The courses listed for college students
included Latin (Cicero and Tacitus), Greek (Homer and New Testament),
Chemistry, Moral and Natural Philosophy, and Mathematics including
geometry and calculus. Electives were offered in Music and Modern
Languages, German and Spanish, and other subjects. s
The strict, task-filled schedule was purposeful at McKenzie College.
The catalogue stated, "We wish every student who comes here to have
work to do and plenty of it, to keep constantly at it and to do it weH."6 M.
B. Lockett, a student in the later years of the school, said he thought it
"was a religious reformatory and to my mind it was a real reformatory."?
In case students fell behind in their constant work, a "general average of
the standing of each student [was sent] monthly to his parent or guardian
for the exercise of favorable influence."8
Although McKenzie and most of his instructors were Methodists,
they did not force their particular brand of Christian practice on their
students. B. F. Fuller, a Baptist, said that when he arrived at McKenzie
College he was nervous about the difficulty he wouJd have in continuing
there. His experience, however, proved different. He continued in school
and later, though still a Baptist, taught at McKenzie College. 9
Like most coJJeges of that era, McKenzie's extra-curricular
activities were tied closely tied to academic goals. The school had two,
often competing, newspapers, The Bee, run by the young ladies, and 1he
Owl, run by the young men. John McLean remembered that a later, "more
pretentious college paper, 1he School Monthly, was edited and published
byT. ~ Patton," a student other students usually referred to as "Tin Pan."lO
The school also supported literary or debating societies, The Philologian,
founded in 1854, and The Dialectic, founded a few years later. "These
societies contributed much to the social and academic life of McKenzie
College."ll Mclean thought that the literary societies were crucial to
his and others' learning. 12 After 1860, McKenzie, like most schools,
instituted a "military department," to organize the male students into
companies for drill each day.u
In many ways McKenzie College was typical of the schools of its
time. During the first years of Texas' existence as a Republic and a state,
"the only institutions of higher education were those that came into being
under various religious denominations."14
The Texas Congress approved, in 1839, a bill to provide fifty

12
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leagues for the endowment of rwo srare colleges. IS The firsr did nor open
until nearly forry years larer. 16 In 1840 rhe Rev. Chauncey Richardson.
a Merhodist clergyman. obrained a charter from the Texas Congress for
Rurersville College near La Grange. l ? Marshall Universiry. locared in rhe
ciry of thar name. received a charrer in 1842. and Baylor Universiry in
Independence was chartered in 1845. 18 These schools under different
names or in differenr places conrinue ro offer higher education in Texas.
Orher efforts to provide higher educarion in rhese early years
included the Universiry of San Augustine under Presbyterian leadership.
and Wesleyan College. anorher Methodisr effort. also locared in San
Augustine. Washington College. Independence Academy, Nacogdoches
Universiry, Guadalupe Academy and Matagorda Academy were also
organized or charrered. ' ? 1l,ese and as many more of a similar narure
were short lived usually five ro six years ar most. In rhis regard. McKenzie
College was arypical. It exisred for much longer rhan orher schools of its
day and was financially and academically more stable throughout irs life.
A primary reason for this success was rhe determinarion of irs founder.
John Witherspoon Pertigrew McKenzie W{lJ McKenzie
College. He was founder. owner, president, business manager. reacher,
chaplain. recreational supervisor. and. wirh wife Marilda Hye Parks
McKenzie. ran rhe Female Institute and supervised the women's dorm.'·
To understand the school and irs success, ir is necessary ro know something
of this man and his family.
J. W P. McKenzie was a North Carolinian who apparently
lived in Georgia, Tennessee. and perhaps South Carolina during his
younger years. His educarional background is obscure.'1 He was admirred
into rhe Tennessee Conference of rhe Methodisr Episcopal Church in
1836 and soon rransferred inro rhe frontier Arkansas Conference. 'n,e
conference sent John and Marilda McKenzie ro the Choctaw Tribes in
southeasrern Oklahoma. In 1839. the Methodist Church were appointed
the McKenzies ro the Clarksville Circuir. also known as the Sulphur Fork
Circuir. in the Republic ofTexas H
The Sulphur Fork circuir involved responsibility for the area
from the Red River on rhe north. easr ro me Sulphur River on rhe
south. then west ro the area of present day Dallas and Denison. It took
several months ro make a rrip around the circuit. 13 Soon after his arrival.
McKenzie purchased 420 acres west of Clarksville. After mree or four
tours around rhe Widespread Sulphur Fork circuir. McKenzie's healrh
forced him to take a leave of absence--whar Merhodists call location.
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He located on his Clarksville plantation. Since he was no longer in
the Methodist "Itinerant System," McKenzie named his plantation
"Itinerant's Retreat."24 Andrew Davis, one of McKenzie's early students,
described the small beginning of the school at this plantation, "In the first
Brother McKenzie [haq] only
fifteen or eighteen students, taught in a compartment of the dwelling."25
John D. Osburn, whose Southwestern Historical Quarterly essay
on McKenzie College is the starting place for the study of the college,
claimed that the first term of McKenzie's school began in the fall of
1841 with approximately sixteen students. These students studied at the
high school or elementary levels. Classes met in a small log cabin that
measured twenty by sixteen feet. 26 From such small beginnings, in less
than fifteen years a full campus had developed. The increase in numbers
of students demanded the school move into what Davis called "four
splendid buildings."27
The size of the student body and the breadth of instruction grew
steadily. By 1845 the enrollment was sixty-three distributed within
Elementary, Female, and College departments. Two years later McKenzie
College received its charter from the State ofTexas. The college, all male,
had eighty-six students. The total enrollment, including Preparatory and
Female departments, may have exceeded 200. 28 The curriculum of the
Female Department at McKenzie was similar to the College course of
study. Although basically equal academic work was demanded of them,
women who completed their course were awarded diplomas, not degrees.
McKenzie Institute received a second charter in 1853.
In 1854, when the fifteen year-old John McLean arrived from
Marshall "there were nine professors and teachers and over 300 students. JJ29
Frederick Eby, writing in The Development ofEducation in Texas. asserted
that the nine faculty members were probably the largest number of any
college in the area at the time. 30 The years 1854 through 1860 mark
the high point of McKenzie College. The student body and faculty were
at their most numerous and the school's reputation spread throughout
Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana, the Territories, and even into Missouri. 31 In
these years the College boasted a campus of four large, multi-storied
buildings. The president's home served also as the dormitory for young
women. The Main Building housed the chapel, offices, recitation rooms,
laboratory, and library, also serving as a book store. The third floor was
used by the literary societies for their meetings, debates, and oratory. Two
dorms for young men were the Grant and Duke houses, named for their
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builders."
In 1858 the Education Committee of the East Texas Annual
Conference, Methodist Episcopal Church, Sourh. within whose territory
McKenzie College then operated, reported thar the "Institute now
numbers between two-hundred and fifry and three hundred students."
The Committee recommended that the Bishop appoint J. W. P.
McKenzie as president and that a committee be formed to "receive a regular
transfer of the Institute to this Conference."" At the time. McKenzie
College never belonged to this or any other Conference. "Throughout its
existence the college was a private enterprise owned and operated by" J.
W. P. McKenzie..l4
ll,e last year that McKenzie College was a success was 1860.
That year the Catalogue reported an enrollment of 246 students in all
departments, instructed by a faculry of eight. 35 The surviving Charter for
McKenzie Male and Female College is dated in January of that year and
signed by M. D. K. Taylor, Speaker of the House, Edward Clark, president
of the Senate. and Sam Houston, Governor of the State of Texas. The
original of this Charter is in the McKenzie File, Special Collections.
Southwestern Universiry Library. Georgetown, Texas.
The Civil War brought an end to the school's prosperiry. War
basically emptied the school of male students. decreased the number of
females entolled, and depleted the faculry as well. By the close of the
1860-1861 school year, a majoriry of the college students were in Texas
military units or seeking ways to join one..l6 In June 1861, McKenzie
deferred the general examinations. These and the Graduation exercises to
follow. apparently cancelled. had been a time ofexcitement and celebration
on campus that drew much public attention and large crowds."
McKenzie College struggled to continue operations on a reduced
scale through out thewarand fora few years afterward. It finally proved to be
too much. The Triniry, now North Texas. Annual Conference. mer in Dallas
in October. 1868, and the Education Committee reported that McKenzie
College had suspended operation. The Committee recommended that Dr.
McKenzie be appointed head of the college and pledged the Conference
to build up and sustain it.'8 Within a year McKenzie had ended all efforts
to sustain the college in Clarksville and was soon involved with Francis
A. Mood of Soule Universiry in Chapel Hill, Texas. in establishing the
central college for Methodists in Texas. now Southwestern Universiry in
Georgetown. McKenzie College is one of four institutions through which
Southwestern Universiry traces its history. ll,e other three are Rurersville

15
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and Wesleyan Colleges, previously mentioned, and Soule University.
Southwestern, in its Jibrary's Special Collection, also holds the records
of these institutions including their charters. Several McKenzie students
were involved in the establishment and early years of Southwestern. One
of them, John H. McLean, was regent (president) from 1891 - 1897. He
had served as vice regent under F. A. Mood in the 1880s. 39
Frederick Eby considered McKenzie College to have been "the
most prosperous and vigorous institution in the southwest, if not west of
the Mississippi River during the period up to the Civil War."40 Unlike the
financial situation of many Texas and area schools which had trouble to
stay solvent for any length of time, McKenzie College remained financially
secure for over twenty years. This unusual success depended on several
factors. The first was the commitment and constant effort of J. W. I>. and
Matilda McKenzie and their family. Brothers, daughters, sons, sons-inlaw, and likely a few nieces, nephews, and cousins were regularly involved
in the school and on the plantation. They worked as instructors, agents,
dorm supervisors, and overseers at the plantation. 41 For brief times the
college was nominally under denominational control, but McKenzie
himselfwas always in charge. His determination was essential to continued
stability of the college.
Secondly, McKenzie was committed to what today would be
called the organic growth for his school. Other schools, such as Methodist
projects at Rutersville and Wesleyan, made and announced elaborate plans,
secured charters, and sought financial backing from one and all, and were
soon defunct. J. w. ~ McKenzie began in a different mode. He did not
start his school until two years after he settled at Irinerant's Retreat. He
made no attempt to secure a charter or the financial support of others. He
taught the few students he could gather each year and developed plans for
the next year on the basis of experience:u
Finally, the most significant factor in the twenty year success of
McKenzie College was its full integration into the structures ofMcKenzie's
plantation. His first purchase of 420 acres in 1839 grew steadily over
the next twenty years. By 1860 the plantation had grown to over 3,000
acres. 43 M. B. Lockett, a student in 1862-1863, was amazed that "the
Old Doctor ever fed his students." It is "beyond my comprehension at
this time," he wrote, "unless he raised everything the students consumed
and this most likely he did."44 According to McKenzie's daughter, Mrs.
Smith Ragsdale, the entire farm was for the use of the college, which
included slaves. Corn and wheat for bread and hogs and cattle for meat
16
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supplied the college rhroughout the year." Apparendy the planrarion
never produced corron.
Other rhan nor raising corron, McKenzie and his school were fully
invesred in the Amebellum Southern economy. As Locke[[ explained,
"Dr. McKenzie was a determined pro-slavery man and equaJly as
determined a secessionist. He often enrerrained us with his norions on
rhese subjecrs."~G The planrarion was worked by only twO slaves in rhe
beginning. As it grew in size McKenzie increased his number of slaves.
By 1854 he reponed twelve slaves on his plantarion tax records. By 1860
the number was twenty five and in 1861 it had grown ro thirty six. W
B. Jones nored that "McKenzie College and its closely related plantation
were fully inregrated inro the economic system" of rhe Old SouthY
The close rdation of the school ro rhe plan ration economy of
its day explains much of irs success and aJso its failure. The collapse of
the planration economy in the South and the end of slave labor was a
primary cause of McKenzie College's failure. 48 The loss of large numbers
of studenrs ro the war effon and later to rhe work once done by slaves,
brought rhe end of the school.
As we have seen, McKenzie struggled for another eight years ro
maintain the school, bur gave ir up by 1868. For a brief rime, 1873
- 1874, McKenzie served as the first presidenr of Marvin College in
Waxahachie. Marvin, another efforr at higher education by Merhodisrs,
continued only unril 1878. McKenzie, who was never comfortable under
[he direction of others, was in poor healrh, however, and soon returned
to Clarksville and retired. On Monday, June 20, 1881, ar 5:30 a.m.--aher
rhe time for morning prayer~~John Wirherspoon Penigrew McKenzie
died ar hi neran t's Rerreat. 4?
The college and irs president were remembered inro
the twenrieth century with alumni reunions near the old campus in Red
River County. Perhaps surprisingly, these students remembered their rime
at rhis "religious reformatory» wi[h much joy.so The lase college building,
perhaps the Granr House, was raken down in [he 1940s, and some of
[he timbers used for a new barn. 51 A larer srruCture, consuucred late in
rhe nineteenth cenrury by one of McKenzie's descendanrs, was destroyed
by fire in October 1990. 52 The Texas HistoricaJ Commission placed a
Medallion HisroricaJ Marker ar rhe old school site, located off highway
37, abour three and a haJf miles sourhwest of Clarksville in 1963. The
name, ar leasr, of rhe school and its founder, is carried into the twenty-first
century by ehe Merhodisr, now Unired Methodisr Church, in Clarksville,
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McKenzie Memorial United Methodist Church.
More than a name, of course, is involved. In its twenty plus years
ofexistence McKenzie College kept before the state ofTexas and its people
the important role of colleges and universities. Before the state or the
Jarger society had taken their responsibility for it, Dr. j. W E McKenzie
had made sure that higher education thrived on the frontier.
00
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CONFEDERATES AND COrTON IN EAST TEXAS
by Judy Gentry
The Union naval blockade of the Confederate coastline severely
disrupted existing marketing practices. Cotton producers east ofthe Brazos
found their efforts to market their crops disrupted by the unavailability of
shipping and the accelerating breakdown of the factorage system that had
served their needs since the 1830s. The Union blockade, distance from
the Mexican border and the main blockade--running port at Galveston,
and the unavailability of enough wagons and teams for overland transport
of crops kept the gold value of their cotton in the low range.
Government policies originating from the Confederate capital
in Virginia and implemented by the Confederate army also affected the
production and marketing of cotton in Texas east of the Brazos. The
Confederate Produce Loan in 1861, a government cotton purchasing
agent in 1863, Cotton Bureau policies in 1864 and early 1865, and in the
last few months of the war, new Confederate Treasury Department rules
greatly impacted the lives of cotton producers. Texas east of the Brazos
did not share in the large profits that cotton producers in western Texas
enjoyed during the war, but planters were able to survive economically
despite the blockade and despite the coerced sales ofhalftheir crops. Some
large planters successfulJy resisted both coerced sales and impressments,
thereby preserving their ability to benefit from the short-lived high prices
for cotton that prevailed in the third quarter of 1865.
Students of the Confederate Army's Trans-Mississippi Cotton
Bureau have generally concluded that the Bureau failed to achieve its
mission to acquire cotton to pay for imported supplies required by the
army. They have focused on the cotton that crossed the Rio Grande in
payment for supplies and concluded that only a small percentage of the
cotton that crossed the Rio Grande was government-owned. 1 This study
of Cotton Bureau actions east of the Brazos demonstrates the complexity
of Cotton Bureau success in utilizing cotton in support of the war effort.
Some of the cotton was indeed sent across the Rio Grande, but, in an
Judy Gentry is Professor 0/ History at the University of Louisiana
at Lafayette. She is the past preSident of the Southern Asssociation for
W0men Historians and the Louisiana Historical Association. Her most recent
publication is as co-editor with Janet Allured of Louisiana Women: Their
Lives and Times from the University ofGeorgia Press.
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effon ro ree tabli h the governmenr's credit, mo t of the governmenrowned corron in Texas ea t of the Brazo wa paid in eastern Texas ro
firm that had delivered good ro
onfederate military official in
advance of payment. Another large portion wenr ro Housron ro purchase
upplie run in through the blockade or to be exported ro England ro pay
Confederate debts and build a fund for further purchasing. All the corron
acquired by the Corron Bureau was u ed for the needs of the Confederate
army, but Iitrle of it reached the Rio Grande a army property. This
study al 0 throws Iighr on a econd i ue about the Co([on Bureau thar
ha been conrrover ial: To what extent did the Co([on Bureau impress
(commandeer) cotron for government use, when farmer and planrer
refused ro sell for the price the Bureau offered? The evidence is very
trong that in this region almost all producers sold rile Bureau half their
o([on because Cotron Bureau agents threatened to impre all of their
co([on if they would not ell half, but no actual impre sments of co([on
rook place.
rudent of the private cotron trade or the governmenr acqui ition
of cotron in Texa have traditionally looked at the Rio Grande area
from Brownsville to Eagle Pas. They have al 0 studied the transport of
COtron ourhward from an Anronio and Alleyron (below Housron)' the
conflict between Texas Governor Pendleton Murrah and the Confederate
Commander of the Trans-Missi ippi Deparrmenr Edmund Kirby mith·
the effort of the Texas government to acquire and rran port co([on in
we tern Texas; and me political respon in Texas ro Confederate cotron
policies. Other than one small book rhat focu ed on one Confederate
quarterma ter operating in the northeastern rno t part ofTexa , hi rorian
have rotally ignored operations of the TMD Cotton Bureau ea t of the
Brazo River. 2
Texa Civil War hisrorians have long lamenred the lack of attention
ro the economic hi rory ofTexas e pecially it agricultural aspects, but few
scholars have re ponded ro the challenge. Hi torian of agriculture have
especially neglected the marketing of cotton. Morton Rothstein poinred
our in 1970 that few studie addressed the "transportation marketing, or
banking relation hip to corron culture" in me nineteenth-century outh.
Again few have re ponded. As recently at 2003, Gavin Wrighr included
governmenr regulations of agricultural marketing among sadly neglected
topics in agricultural hi tory. Harold D. Woodman's path breaking study
of cotton factor limit hi di cu ion of Civil War cotton marketing in
the Trans-Missi ippi area almo t exclu ively to New Orleans. In 1965
Paul Gates-anomer of the few exceptions-devoted one-third of hi
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highly respected Agriculture during the Civil war to the South, but two of
his main conclusions-that the war devastated the South and that King
Corn displaced King Cotton during the war years-do not appear to be
accurate for Texas. Richard Lowe and Randolph Campbell's 1983 Planters
and Plain Folk added considerably to our understanding of antebellum
Texas agriculture but lacked a discussion of marketing networks. John
Solomon Otto's short 1995 book on southern agriculture, 1860-1880,
does address marketing as well as government agricultural policies
during the Civil War, but mentions Texas only in his closing chapter.]
This study's focus on the impact of government cotton policy in a major
cOHon-producing area ofTexas--the area east of the Brazos River~-where
the Union naval blockade had severely disrupted marketing practices
contributes to our understanding of the Texas economy during the Civil War.
An outline of the major events is useful. Many cotton producers
east of the Brazos patriotically pledged to lend part of the proceeds of
the sales of their 1861 crop to the Confederate government, but when it
came time to market their crop they found that the blockade prevented
exports and had depressed cotton prices well below pre-war levels.
Neither factors, other private buyers, nor government purchasing agents,
were interested in buying their cotton until the winter of 1862-1863,
and then only in the westernmost parts of the region. Cotton could only
reach Galveston to run the blockade or the Rio Grande to cross into
Mexico by wagon transport, and [here were too few wagons, teams, and
drivers. Finally, when all the cotton of western Texas had been exported,
private buyers and Cotton Bureau agents competed to buy cotton farther
and farther east. By 1864, the Bureau required all owners of cotton in
Texas (0 sell half to the government, and almost all producers east of the
Brazos complied with the requirement. They then could sell the rest to
private buyers or hold it until after the war ended, when they expected the
blockade to end and cotton prices to rise.
For at least the first eighteen months of the war, cotton traders in
Texas acquired cotton only west of the Brazos and transported it to the
Rio Grande for export. Texans, Mexicans, and some others attempted
to export cotton across the Rio Grande because the Union blockade of
the Confederate coastline made exports from seaports risky. The blockade
created a shortage of cotton and high cotton prices in Europe and in the
North, as well as a surplus of cotton and low cotton prices inside the
Confederacy. Overall, the Union blockade of Confederate POftS reduced
the commerce into and out of the Confederacy to about 1 percent of
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the pre-war trade. Although many vessels entered and left Confederate
POrtS during the first year or twO of the blockade, these were small vessels
with limited cargo space. The large sailing vessels that had carried conon
to England, Europe, and New England could not get insurance to run
the blockade and abandoned the trade for the duration of the war.
Confederatc army officers, in their official capacities, began to purchase
cotton in western Texas with quartermaster and ordnance funds for
transport to the Rio Grande where it would pay for arms, ammunition,
and quartermaster stores available there. 4
Conon producers east of the Brazos found the markering and
transporting of the fall 186 J crop (which would normally would have been
exported during the winter and spring of 1861-1862) disrupted by the
unavailability of shipping and the accelerated breakdown of the factorage
system that had served their needs since the 1830s. Most plantations were
located on or near navigable rivers and, before the war, transported their
crop on steamboats to the coast where it was loaded in small vessels, which
carried ir to Galveston or New Orleans. Some conan went by wagon
short distances to rail heads that connected to Shreveport or Houston
for forwarding to New Orleans or Galveston. The blockade closed these
routes. The high cost of transporting cotton the long distances from
northern or eastern Texas to the Rio Grande discouraged exports from
the atea so much that conan prices remained low there, and the 1861
crop remained, for the most part, where it had been grown, harvested,
ginned, and perhaps baled. The well-established marketing patterns had
been disrupted. 5
1he Confederate government in 1861 urged planters throughout
the Confederacy to subscribe to a Produce Loan, pledging to lend the
government part of the proceeds of their crop. The Confederate Treasury
Depanment intended to use rhe loan's certificates as security for borrowing
in England or France pounds or francs to purchase supplies ro be run in
through the blockade. However, the large ships, which left in May 1861
with remnants of the 1860 crop did not return until the blockade was
lifted four years later. Southern debtors refused to reimburse Northern
creditors until the war ended, causing Northern credit, which was
essential for factors to conduct their business, dried up. Corton factors
soon understood that only small amounts of canon would get through the
blockade and that the POrt warehouses would overAow. The New Orleans
cotton factors placed a notice in the newspapers, to the effect that they
would not accept conan shipments that they could neither ship nor store.
23
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This decision affected part of the crop in east Texas that previously had
been marketed through Shreveport, Louisiana to New Orleans factors.
More importantly, all factors in the major Confederate seaports faced the
same problems as their New Orleans colleagues. When export proved
to be almost impossible, the Confederate government accepted in the
summer of 1862 the cotton itselfin return for Produce Loan bonds; when
necessary, it would pay for up to half of the cotton in Confederate
currency rather than in bonds. Some Texas planters subscribed to the
Produce Loan, giving the Confederate government ownership of 25 % to
100 % oftheir crop; this cotton remained on the plantations and eventually
became the security for a major bond issue in Europe that raised over $8
million (specie value) for the Confederacy. Produce Loan records show
that producers in Texas, mostly east of the Brazos, subscribed over 14,000
bales of cotton. The producers were paid primarily in Confederate bonds
that promised 8 percent interest twice a year in specie. (The government,
however, actually paid the interest in Confederate notes.) Some producers
may have demanded and received partial payment in cash instead of
bonds. In mid-1862, it took $1.50 Confederate dollars to equal $1.00 in
gold; by micl-1863 it took $9.00. Mter the fall of Vicksburg in July 1863
cut the Trans-Mississippi off from the Confederacy east of the river, it is
unlikely that enough Confederate currency reached the TMD to pay this
interest. Nevertheless, the interest payments to bondholders may have
provided a small income from mid-1862 through mid-1863. Those who
got some of their subscription in Confederate dollars could have spent
them in 1862 without much loss, but would have lost five-sixths of their
value if they held them until 1863. 6
At cotton planting time in early spring 1862, Confederate hopes
for a quick victory were still high. Many cotton planters optimistically
planted a full crop, or nearly so, with perhaps more acreage than usual
devoted to food crops. After the Confederacy quickly won the war, it would
be good to have a large crop growing in the fields. The Confederate defeat
at Shiloh in April and the fall of New Orleans in May came after planting.
In April 1862 the Confederacy began conscripting young white men who
had not volunteered for military service. The small family farms east of
the Brazos, which produced about 20 percent of the total cotton crop, lost
virtually their entire labor force. Some enrolled in the Texas militia but
were soon sent to the western frontier; others avoided the Confederate
troops that hunted down draft evaders~ but few were able to continue
their normal labor. The production of cotton and food crops by small
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farms necessarily declined. During 1862, rhe Confederare government
was increasingly unable ro meet rhe army's needs. In Texas, as well as in
rhe entire Confederacy. milirary commanders shorr offood, draft animals,
wagons, and forage aurhorized impressmenr from the local population. Ir
had long been rhe practice of Europe and rhe Unired Srares ro aurhorize
impressments necessary ro keep an army funcrioning. Officers supervised
the seizures and gave derailed receiprs. Impressment of drafr animals and
wagons inrerfered wirh rhe moving of corron ro marker.]
Because of rheir disrance from rhe Mexican border and from rhe
main blockade-running porr ar Galvesron. producers easr of rhe Brazos
found rhar rhe gold value of rheir corron remained in rhe low range
(in comparison ro 1860 prices) rhroughour rhe war excepr for a shorrlived rise in 1863. In November 1862, rhe Confederare aurhoriries in
Richmond arrempred ro prevent comperirion among quarrermasrers in
Texas by appointing Major Simeon Harr. an EI Paso merchant, as rhe only
quarrermasrer in Texas aurhorized ro imporr supplies and acquire and
rransporr corron ro rhe Rio Grande ro pay for rhem. By rhe rime Harr
rook charge. corron prices in wesrern Texas were so high rhar he used mosr
of his Iimired fund of Con federare currency ro purchase corron in easrern
Texas. Some businessmen also began ro buy corron in rhe area, causing
real (gold equivalent) corron prices ro rise. Harr srruggled for rhe nexr year
and a half ro move rhar corron ro rhe Rio Grande. Small amountS reached
rhe Rio Grande border in rhe summer of 1863, bur some of his Easr Texas
corron was still on rhe plantarions in rhe summer of 1864'
Because Han's corron would nor be available soon enough, Kirby
Smirh creared in Augusr 1863 a Trans-Mississippi Deparrment Corron
Bureau ro acquire corron ro pay for imporred supplies arriving in Mexico.
Colonel William A. Broadwell, a prominent New Orleans corron facror,
headed rhe new agency, and by November 1863, Lr. Col. William J.
Hurchins headed a sub-unir. rhe Texas Corron Office. Hurchins' charge
was ro acquire corron in wesrern Texas for forwarding ro rhe Rio Grande.
He was also ro buy corron near Housron ro pay for supplies arriving ar
Galvesron rhrough rhe blockade or ro send ro rhe Rio Grande. To avoid
impressmenr of all of a producer's corron crop. he had ro sell half ro rhe
government and deliver ir ro Corron Bureau depors. To a large exrenr, rhe
Bureau acquired corron under rhis plan only near Housron or in rhe area
between rhe Brazos and Trinity rivers.'
1he army quanermasrers were busy in lare 1863, serring up depors
ro collecr a rax-in-kind rhe Confederare Congress had passed in April.
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By October 1, 1863, agricultural producers had to pay ten percent of
the 1861 and 1862 crops nor yet sold, and by February 1864, they owed
ten percent of their entire 1863 crop. The tax applied to virtuaJly all
agricultural products, including cotton. For goods aJready impressed or
sold to the government, the tax was ten percent of the sale or impressments
price. Congress later extended this "tithe" to the 1864 and 1865 crops.
The dried peas, grains, hay, and bacon were consumed by the troops
nearby. Quartermasters delivered the cotton to Treasury agents, who at
first held it as security for potential foreign loans but later exported some
to England to buy supplies. The farmers and planters apparently did not
have to provide an additional ten percent of their cotton after selling half
to the Conon Bureau. 1o
Unlike cotton growers elsewhere in the Confederacy, Texas cotton
producers never experienced occupation by Union troops during the war.
Their slaves may have known about the Emancipation Proclamation but
had no opportunity to escape to Union lines. Their masters knew better
than to send them near the Mexican border, where they could easily slip
to freedom across the Rio Grande. The Confederate armies sometimes
impressed slave labor, and slaves sometimes acted as teamsters hauling
government cotton. Because fewer white men supervised their labor on
plantations, the slaves could slack off in their work. They experienced
deprivation, since planters could not import cloth, clothing, and shoes
for their use. Since the Texas antebellum planters generally produced all
the food needed for their families, laborers, and animals, slaves probably
did not see a decline in their diet. All in all, Texas planters encountered
far fewer problems controlling their slaves than those in other parts of
the Confederacy. The war only minimally affected cotton production of
plantations east of the Brazos. 11
Texas planters also enjoyed at least the possibility of selling their
cotton for export across the Rio Grande. Consequently, producers in
western Texas experienced rising prices for their cotton as businessmen,
state agents, army quartermasters, and eventually the Cotton Bureau
competed to buy their crop. By 1863, that competition for cotton
reached the area between the Trinity and Brazos rivers, and by early 1864
it had penetrated even east of the Trinity, where the prices were limited,
however, by the costs of transporting cotton greater distances.
After the fall of Vicksburg, Kirby Smith ordered the removal
of government-owned cotton (mainly Produce Loan cotton near the
Mississippi River) to safety farther west. As Produce Loan agent and
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then Cotton Bureau agent, Andrew W. McKee worked from July until
the end of December 1863, moving 3,600 bales of government cOtton
from Louisiana south of the Red River to Niblett's Bluff on the Sabine
River. Captains W. W Barrett and Noble A. Birge, Cotton Bureau agents,
hauled 7,000 additional bales from Louisiana ro the Sabine River from
August through December 1863. They also transported cotton from
northwestern Louisiana or points on the Sabine River by wagon rrain
to Waco for evenrual shipment to the Rio Grande. Barrett and Birge
were exrremely efficient ar hiring drivers with their teams and wagons,
organizing rrains, repairing wagons, managing the livestock, selecting
routes with adequare forage, and personally supervising rhe rrains en
route. Within a few months they had 350 loaded wagons on the road to
Waco. The wagons returned to departmental headquarters at Shreveport,
Louisiana with quartermasrer, ordnance, and medical srores imported
across the Rio Grande. These wagon trains made regular round trips,
except when diverted for other military purposes. By November 1864,
Barrett and Birge's trains had hauled 6600 bales to Waco or San Antonio,
had 965 bales on wheels to those places, and had delivered almost 1100
bales of cotton to other depots-for a total of 8,660 bales transported
westward through Texas east of the Brazos."
The Cotton Bureau also arranged to move cotton from farther east
in Louisiana to Pulaski, Burr's Ferry, and Sabinetown on the Sabine River.
Broadwell then contracted with Moore and Smoker, and later Davenport
and Burns, Caprain B. H. Perry, and Captain J. W. Polk, to build sheds to
prorecr the merchandise on the Sabine, build Aatboats, put the cotton in
order (it suffered from deteriorating bagging and rope and lack of shelter
during transport and to some extent while on the plantations), and at
the first rise of the river to ship ir to Orange, Texas. From there it could
be shipped by steamboat and then rail ro Housron or even southwest of
Houston to Alleyton, a depor for wagon trains to Brownsville on the Rio
Grande. Altogether 12-14,000 bales of cotton accumulated at the Sabine
River from Louisiana or nearby areas of Texas, on their way to Houston
and beyond. Minimal rises of rhe Sabine River in rhe drought of 18631864 delayed shipping. Orher delays included the need to buy cotton
presses and import bagging and rope to put the cotton into good order,
rhe need to load it on steamers or wagons ar Orange for rransport to the
railhead ar Beaumont, and the paucity of labor available to accomplish
these tasks. The firsr Sabine cotton arrived at Orange in July 1864, and
some was still at Pulaski when the war ended. Some reached Houston
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by rail in the late winter and spring of 1865 and some was delivered at
Sabinetown in payment on a huge debt owed to R. King & Company.l3
Although the agents and government contractors had many advantages,
including freedom from impressments of their equipment or transport and
an occasional work detail from the military, moving fewer than 14,000
bales of cotton overland to the Sabine River and then to the railhead at
Beaumont highlight the difficulties private businessmen and producers
encountered in moving cotton to market.
Once established in August 1863, the Cotton Bureau took over
existing government cotton contracts and cotton operations, most of
them in Texas west of the Brazos or near Houston. By November
Hutchin's Texas Cotton Office expanded the purchasing effort to east of
the Brazos. The TCO directly administered the area between the Brazos
and Trinity Rivers, the area surrounding Houston, and an area eastward
along the coast to the Sabine. The TCO area to the east of Houston
extended northward about 90 miles on the Sabine River end and about
125 miles northward on the Trinity River end, encompassing Orange and
Beaumont in the southeast and Crockett in its northwestern corner. Soon
the TeO estabJished major depots at Waco, Marlin, and Mosely's Ferry
on the upper Brazos River, and Navasota, Magnolia, and others between
the Brazos and Trinity rivers north and northwest of Houston. 14
In January of 1864, the TMD Cotton Bureau required planters
to sell half their cotton to the Confederate government or have all of
it seized. Broadwell directed Barrett and Birge to purchase cotton in a
large area of northern and eastern Texas-north and east of a line drawn
diagonally along the eastern boundary of Anderson County, to Dallas
County at the northwestern end and Sabine County at the southeastern.
The western boundary of the area bordered on the upper Trinity River,
and the southern bounds met the TCO-administered area that stretched
eastward along the Gulf Coast. Barrett established his headquarters at
Henderson and Birge operated from Jefferson. They attempted to buy
half the cotton of their districts. They could offer the schedule price
for half, and exemptions from impressments for the rest if the producers
hauled the government half to depots within twenty-five miles of their
plantation. For permits to export their half, producers had to deliver the
Cotton Bureau's half the longer distances to Marlin on the upper Brazos
River or Magnolia (nearer to Houston), for instance. Barrett and Birge
were only minimally successful until the system was reformed five months
later. Five factors limited their success. Entrepreneurs who had previously
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confined their activities to western Texas began buying corton during the
winter of 1862-1863 not only between the Brazos and Trinity rivers but
also in the western pans of Barrerr's and Birge's districts, pushing prices
up. From early 1864 to the end of the war, Governor Henry W. Allen
of Louisiana employed agents to buy corron in Louisiana and northeast
Texas and move it to Waco and then through San Antonio to rhe Rio
Grande. 1here, his agents exchanged it for medicine, corron cards for the
hand manufacmre of cloth, and other civilian necessities. Allen's operation
seldom came into conflict with Corron Bureau agents, and when it did,
Broadwell quickly negotiated mutually acceptable solutions. More
importandy, by March 1864, Texas government agents offered growers
who sold corron to the state protection from impressment for an
amount equal ro the amount sold to the state. State agents offered higher
prices than the Corron Bureau. They also claimed that the Corron
Bureau was nor legally authorized to impress corton and denounced its
agents as corrupt. Most planters therefore preferred to sell to the state.
A fourth factor was a February 1864 law of the Confederate Congress
that transferred control of corron exports to the Treasury Department.
But, a key reason rhe Corron Bureau's January 1864 plan f.1iled was the
simple fact that growers did not have the teams and wagons ro transport
more than a few bales, and the January 1864 Bureau plan relied on
producers to take the initiative to deliver the corron to get exemptions
from impressments and export permits. IS
In June 1864, Broadwell and Kirby Smith designed a new plan
for acquiring corron and by early July Governor Murrah agreed to no
longer oppose the Bureau corron purchasing program. Again, the threat of
impressments was at rhe hearr of rhe plan. Corton Bureau agents visited
evety farm and plantation and offered to buy half the crop at the schedule
price in return for exemptions from impressments for d,e rest. An officer
with the authority to impress all their cotton visited producers who did
not sell half to the government. Usually, at that time, the producers
agreed to sell half to get the other half exempted. Everywhere eaSt of the
Brazos except in Barrerr and Birge's districts, producers also got export
permits for delivering the government bales to nearby depots. [n 1864,
corron with export permits sold for almost twice as much as other corron,
but permits were our of reach for most of the producers east of the Trinity
River. To obtain export permits for their half, they would have had to haul
the corron they sold to the Bureau from 120 ro 200 miles cross country
to points on the Brazos River or near Houston. The value of corron in
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these easternmost areas was only 2 to 3 cents (specie), because buyers
deducted the cost of transport to market. Broadwell used export permits
to encourage producers to bear the cost of transport at least as far as the
Brazos. Barrett and Birge proved unable to convince Broadwell that the
producers simply lacked the means to move their cotton that far. 16
Whereas almost all producers east of the Brazos sold half their
cotton to the Bureau, in several counties the largest owners refused to
sell even when the impressment officers arrived, claiming the Bureau
had no authority to impress cotton. Kirby Smith based his authority on
directives from the Secretary of War and President of the Confederacy
when the surrender at Vicksburg brought about a separation of the TransMississippi states from the Confederacy east of the Mississippi River.
They instructed Kirby Smith to exercise the civil and military authority
of the Confederate government in the Trans-Mississippi and do what
was necessary to supply the army in that area. In August 1863, TransMississippi governors agreed to cooperate with Kirby Smith and most
often did so. (The exception was Texas governor Pendleton Murrah, from
early March to early July 1864.) Kirby Smith also pointed out that the
Confederate Congress had confirmed that traditional military authority
for impressments. When in early August 1864, new regulations arrived
from Richmond with an order to turn control of cotton over to the TMD
Treasury agent, Kirby Smith convinced him that the Overland Regulations
were impractical and received permission to continue as before until
February L 1865. Cotton Bureau agents corresponded regarding the
desirability of impressing cotton. Most agreed that there was no way to
keep the army supplied without acquiring cotton and that the army had
no money to pay for cotton or supplies. Because of that necessity, many
believed it important to demonstrate the resolve of Kirby Smith and to
make an example of the few large planters who refused to sell. They
argued that fairness to the smaller planters and farmers who had sold
cotton to the Bureau required impressments. Others suggested that while
impressments of supplies was lawful, impressment of the wherewithal
to pay for imported supplies might not be. Since the Texas legislature
had passed laws requiring full payment at the time of impressment
and requiring Texas authorities to arrest anyone who attempted illegal
impressment, officers in the field tried to shift responsibility up the chain
of command but could not obtain a clear order to impress particular
cotton. The correspondence of the Cotton Bureau indicates that no
impressments of cotton took place in Texas east of the Brazos. I ?
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Allhough in January 1865 some large planrers successfully defied
COllon Bureau mreals 10 impress Iheir COllon, Ihe June 1864 program 10
coerce sales through Ihreals of impressmenr had made il possible for Ihe
Bureau 10 acquire nearly half Ihe COllon easl of Ihe Brazos. When Governor
Murrah agreed in July 1864 10 SlOp opposing Ihe Bureau purchasing
program and officers began arriving on farms and planralions ro impress
all of Ihe COllon of Ihose who were slow 10 sell, almosl all producers sold
half Iheir COllon 10 Ihe Bureau. The growers believed impressmenr was
imminenr and needed Ihe promised paymenl. Moreover, Ihose wesl of
Ihe Triniry River gOI permils 10 exporr Ihe Olher half. Even in Barrell and
Birge's disrricls, producers sold half 10 Ihe governmenr, in me hope Ihal
Ihe exemprions would allow [hem 10 sell Ihe resl. Privale buyers, some of
whom broughl wagons and Mexican drivers inro easlern Texas, could get
Ihe exporr permils for rhe other half (which increased its value
considerably) if they hauled Ihe governmenr half 10 the Brazos River. I.
Corron Bureau agenrs east of Ihe Brazos used Ihe large amounrs of
COllon Ihey purchased from June 1864 through January 1865 in various
ways. They rransporred some 10 Waco or San Anronio for reshipmenl 10
Ihe Rio Grande and some 10 Navasola (al rhe junclion of Ihe NavasalO
River wilh a shorr rail line 10 HouslOn) or Olher depOls for shipmenr ro
Housron, 10 pay for goods being run in Ihrough Ihe blockade al Galvesron.
HUlchin paid 13,700 bales of COllon al Houston, from July Ihrough
OClober 1864, for goods run in Ihrough GalveslOn, or ro credirors of
Ihe COlron Bureau. Afler Ihe lasl blockade-running porr on rhe easl
coaSI fell in mid-January 1865, Hutchins could exporrlarger amounrs of
COllon on blockade runners Ihal shifled Iheir operalions 10 GalveslOn.
This COllon was shipped 10 Havana, 10 pay credilOrs or 10 Liverpool for
sale on governmenr accounr. During Ihe lasl five monrhs of Ihe war, Ihe
Texas COllon Office exporred 7100 bales of COlron from GalveslOn on
governmenr accounl.'9
BUI most of Ihe COllon purchased by Ihe Bureau eaSI of me Brazos
appears 10 have been used ro pay for army SlOres delivered during Ihe
preceding !WO years. To improve governmenr credil, 10 mainrain Iheir
honor and rhe governmenr's, and 10 induce cOl1lraClOrs 10 conrinue
imporring army supplies, Broadwell and Kirby Smilh direcled rhar COllon
be paid 10 Bouldin and Newell, R. King and Company, Bouldin, Riggs
and Walker, Governor Morehead, and a few olhers who had delivered
supplies when needed insread of demanding paymenr before delivery. In
Ihe spring of 1865, Bouldin, Riggs and Walker was slill awailing paymenr
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for thirteen tons of lead delivered to the arsenal at Marshall in January
of 1864, and R. King and Company awaited payment for supplies
delivered in June 1864 and advances made to Broadwell at that time so
that the Cotton Bureau might sustain its cotton acquisition and transport
program. In some instances, the Bureau delivered cotton to contractors
at depots east of the Brazos, Eventually, the Bureau transferred to King
and Company, and others to whom cotton was owed, the government
half of the cotton of entire counties where it lay on the plantations. The
contractors' agents then took possession of the cotton directly from the
producers and attempted to transport it to the Rio Grande or run it out
through the blockade at Galveston or the mouth of the Sabine River. 20
Few buyers in Barrett and Birge's districts, however, could obtain
Cotton Bureau export permits, because most did not have wagons and
teams to deliver cotton to the Brazos River. Those who wished to sell
rheir cotton could sell it [0 private buyers who brought teams and wagons
into the district. Generally, private buyers paid in Confederate currency
equivalent to the specie value. Thus, if Broadwell's upper estimate that
cotton in Barrett and Birge~s districts was worth 3 cents per pound (specie)
was correct, the buyers would pay 60 cents per pound in Confederate
dollars in July 1864. The Bureau, on the other hand, paid a set prke, 20
cents per pound in early 1864 (and 25 cents in late 1864) in certificates
that could be exchanged for Confederate dollars when the currency
became available and, moreover, was dilatory in providing certificates.
Bureau buying of cotton and issuing of exemptions and export permits
ended February L 1865. 21
Through coerced sales, the Bureau~s effective cotton-buying
program in Texas east of the Brazos - under the authority of Kirby Smith as
Commander of the Trans-Mississippi Department -lasted seven months.
In that time, it had acquired nearly half the cotton of the area for the use
of the Confederate Army,
Congress's February 1864 law mandated that importers and
exporters make available to the government half of their cargo space and
effectively transferred control of cotron exports from the army to the
Treasury Department. Treasury Department regulations under the new
law envisioned exporting to England half rhe cotton of the Confederacy
and prohibited both paymenr in cotton for purchases of supplies in
the Confederacy and contracts providing for payments in cotton in the
Confederacy for imported supplies. All cotton would go to England to
purchase supplies there at wholesale prices. The Treasury Deparrment
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planned to acquire Catton from exponers at the pons (and, in Texas, also
at Alleytown and Waco), since the exponers could ship Catton only ifhalf
the cargo wa government owned. 22
The Treasury Depanment developed regulations for exportS by sea
and by overland transpon in April 1864. They reached Kirby Smith in
early August 1864. Peter W. Gray, former Confederate Senator from Texas,
had become the Treasury agent for the Trans-Mississippi Depanment in
February and soon established his headquarters at Marshall, Texas. When
Kirby Smith and Broadwell pointed Out ro him the impracticality of the
overland regulations, Gray allowed Cotton Bureau operations to continue
while he requested modification. He allowed the Cotton Bureau to buy
and transport catton, and issue exemptions and export permits until
February I, 1865. The Cotton Bureau and those with expon permits could
continue to expon catton without Treasury Depanment interference until
May I. From early August on, however, Gray refused to provide any new
issue Confederate dollars for Catton buying and directed that payment
be made in certificares, or old issue currency that the Cotton Bureau
might have on hand. When the modified regulations arrived in early
October 1864, Gray published them bur did nat gain control of Cotton
Bureau staff until mid-November. Gray slowly familiarized himself
with the practices of the Bureau and in the meantime allowed the June
1864 plan to continue for the overland trade. By December 1864, Gray
regretted having agreed to the permits for export and indirectly approving
impressments. In early January, Gray published a notice that he had never
approved impressments of cotton, and soon after, Kirby Smith withdrew
his authority for impressments of COlton, thus undercutting the threat of
impressment that was at the heart of the June 1864 program. But by that
time, the Colton Bureau had already acquired a large pan of the Catton
of the region. 13
Although the June 1864 Cotton Bureau program had been in effect
for seven months, for the last three and a half momhs of the war the threat
of impressments was gone. Cotton producers could freely sell colton they
had not previously sold. The buyers would then attempt to transpon it
to the Mexican border or Galvesron. In either case, buyers intending to
expon catron eventually would have to sell half to the government because
half rhe cargos leaving the Confederacy had to be government-owned.
Similarly, wagon trains carrying cotton past Alleyton or Waco toward the
Rio Grande had to provide half the cargo space to the government, so
the traders had to sell to the government half of their stock. Given the
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time it took for wagon trains to move cotton from northern and eastern
Texas, few if any cotton buyers were able to export cotton from east of
the Brazos under the Treasury Department plan. An unexpected obstade
appeared when the drought that had plagued Texas since early 1864 broke
with drenching rains in the winter of 1864-1865 and spring of 1865,
producing mud that bogged down wagon trains across the state. 24
By late 1864, realizing that the Confederacy had lost the war,
some planters became unwilling to sell to private buyers at any price)
expecting lifting of the blockade and reopening of the traditional routes.
They hoped that the specie price of cotton would then rise considerably.
At the time of the surrender, much cotton remained on the plantations.
Indeed, many factorage firms returned to business soon after the war
ended and exported large amounts of cotton in late 1865 and early 1866.
The specie price of cotton at Galveston in the summer of 1865 was 50
cents, more than seventeen times the price east of the Brazos during most
of the war. Although the price at Galveston quickly feU to a high of 3132 cents during 1866 (the 1865 crop marketing year), that was ten times
the price that Texans east of the Brazos could get during the war and five
rimes the usual pre-war price. 2S
Texas east of the Brazos did not share in the large profits that
cotton producers in western Texas enjoyed during the war, but the
planters survived economically despite the blockade and the coerced sales.
Although for thirteen months Oanuary 1864 through January 1865),
cotton producers faced government policies that demanded that they
sell half their cotton or have all of it impressed, producers could, after
complying, then sell the other half at higher prices, since it was exempt
from impressments. Some major producers apparently successfully held
out against this government coercion and probably sold their cotton to
private buyers during the summer or fall of 1865, taking advantage of
much higher prices once the blockade was lifted.
~

This study illuminates two important aspects of the economy ofTexas east
of the Brazos River during the Civil War: the economic lives of cotton
producers, as the Union blockade disrupted well-established marketing
arrangements for cotton; and the Confederate Cotton Bureau's efforts to
acquire half the cotton of Texas.
After the people of eastern Texas found it almost impossible to
export or sell their cotton during the first year and a half of the war,
the revised Produce Loan provided a little relief in late 1862, and some
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buyers appeared in the western part of the area in 1863. In early 1864,
the demands of the Confederate Corron Bureau that they sell half their
corron at low prices or have the entirety impressed dashed local hopes
to sell corron at good prices. Private buyets in some areas paid higher
prices for the other half but struggled ro get permits ro export it. By
late 1864, many producers preferred ro hold their half in anticipation of
higher prices after the war was over. It was not until the war ended, the
army disbanded, and the blockade was lifted that corron marketing could
hope ro return ro the pre-war routes and practices.
11,e TM D Corron Bureau was successful in the last year of the war
in acquiring in eastern Texas latge amounts of corron to pay for military
goods imporred inro Texas. This success was based on coercion by threats
of impressing all of a producer's cotron if he or she would not sell half
ro the army. As a few inAuential Texans refused ro comply and a much
larger number protested ro the state legislature and Confederate Congress,
Kirby Smith withdrew his authorization for impressing corron. The army,
however, required the overwhelming majority of producers who had
Signed contracts under that threat ro deliver their cotron as conrracted.
Clearly, if the war had continued for another year, the unwillingness of
Texas citizens ro sell corron at low prices to the Confederate army would
have prevented the army from continuing ro import essential militaty supplies.
This study also demonstrates the compleXity of the Confederate
use of corton ro pay for imported goods. The Confederate Treasury
Department u ed Produce Loan corron where it lay on the producer's
land as security for borrowing in England and Europe. The Confederate
Army in Texas paid corron on delivery of imported goods on the Rio
Grande and at Galvesron, delivered corton at depots along the Brazo
River ro contracrors who had delivered goods in advance of payment,
and delivered half the corron of entire counties ro contracrors who had
advanced huge sums of money ro the Cotron Bureau. Finally, in 1864
Confederate Treasury agents exported large amounts ofcorron for sale in England.
11,e Confederate army in Texas increasingly undersrood the
importance of cotron in its ability ro protect Texas from Union forces.
11,e inability of producers of corron in Texas east of the Brazos to export
or sell their corron eliminated their main source of income. The resulting
tension was one example of a weakening of support for continuing the
war that was evident by late 1864 in most pam of the Confederacy.
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La Salle Lands in Texas: La Salle and the Historians
by Gene Rhea Tucker
In April 1682 the expedition of Rene Robert C avelier, Sieur de
La Salle, reached the mouth of the Mississippi River. Such a feat of
exploration should have resulted in the correct cartographic placement
of the mighty river~ yet in 1684 when he was to return to the mouth of
the Mississippi, his expedition landed over four hundred miles west in
Matagorda Bay of present-day Texas. Scholars have since debated why La
Salle could not find the river that he knew beeter than any other European.
In the March 1969 volume of the East Texas Historical Journal, historian
Eft J. Gum penned an article titled "La Salle and the Historians" that
discussed the multitude of conflicting opinions concerning the course and
nature of La Salle's final voyage. La Salle's foray brought East Texas into the
conflicting world of European imperial and coloniaJ politics, which led to
the inclusion of Gum's article in a 1978 anthoJogy of East Texas Historical
Journal articles entitled Eastern Texas History. Looking at numerous works
from 1856 to 1967, Gum recounted the utter lack of agreement among
historians concerning both the motive of La Salle's 1684 mission and
his intended landing place. 1 Since Gum wrote, there has been renewed
interest in La Salle's last journey in the scholarly community, spurred on
by the tercentenary of his death and the discovery of one of the ships
under his command, the Belle, off the Gulf Coast. The major points of
disagreement between scholars concern La Salle's intentions co either land
at the mouth of the Mississippi or west of it, the possibility he deceived
the French court and the motives behind this fraud, and the extent his
inaccurate geographical knowledge of the Gulf impaired his judgment.
Rene Robert Cavelier, Sieur de La Salle, was born to Jean Cavelier,
a wealthy merchant, and his wife Catherine Geeset, in St. Herbland
parish, Rouen, France~ on November 21, 1643. He attended the Jesuit
College in Rouen and entered the Society of Jesus as a novice in 1658.
After nine years of education and a few teaching posts, La SaJle thought
himself unsuited for priestly life and left the Jesuit order in 1667. He
sailed for Canada in 1667, where his brother Jean, a priest of Sr. Sulpice,
Gene Rhea Tucker is a Ph.D. candidate in Transatlantic History
at the University of Texas at Arlington and is writing a dissertation on the
cartography and toponyms of the Spanish New World
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had traveled the previous year. Afrer more rhan a decade of exploration
and trading, La Salle received a commission ro descend rhe Mississippi
and find irs outler with the sea.'
La Salle's expedition began ro descend the Mississippi River ar its
juncrion with the Illinois River on February 13, 1682. As he began
his trip down the river, his asrrolabe gave him faulty readings, and his
compass disabled. Afrer more than a month of rravel down the river, rhe
group reached an oxbow lake rhar supported eighr Taensa Indian villages.
Here, La Salle took a reading wirh his asrrolabe and calculared 31 degrees,
in reality a full degree short. Such a reading led La Salle to doubt that
rhe Mississippi entered the Bahia del Espititu Sanro, rhe bay many maps
showed his river emptying into, as its northernmosr poinr was supposed
ro be at 31 degrees'> His righr hand man, Henri de Tonti, observed that
it "caused him to believe thar we were on the Abscondido [Escondido]
River.'" The Escondido (or "hidden") River was a warerway shown on
early charts of the Texas coast as early as early as 1562, usually abour
where rhe Nueces River roday is, "the mouth of which was 'hidden' from
view when approached by sea."5 Continuing past the Taensa villages, on
April 6, 1682, the explorers came to rhree channels, which each reached
the sea. On April 9, rhe party rook formal possession of the land in a short
ceremony. La Salle claimed rhe entire drainage basin of the Mississippi
and all the land south ro rhe RIO de las Palmas in northern Mexico, for His
Mosr Christian Majesty Louis XlV. A copper plaq ue was ser in a sq uaredoff tree trunk, a "Te Deum" was sung, and a musker volley saluted as rhe
expedirion members shoured "Vive Ie Roi!"6
Upon his rerurn ro France in December 1683, La SaJle found
rhar rhe French court did nor suPPOrt his proposed plan ro colonize rhe
mouth of rhe Mississippi and place a string of forts along the river up to
rhe Grear Lakes. Given such resistance, La Salle's backers in Paris and at
Versailles, foremosr among them rhe Abbe:' Claude Bernou, linked his plan
to one proposed a few years before by Spanish turncoat Diego Dionisio
de Penalosa. Bernou and La Salle claimed rhar a colony planted at the
Mississippi could, in the event of war between France and Spain, be a
sraging point for an invasion of the rich mine country just sourh of the
Rio Bravo (the Rio Grande). 111e scheme assumed thar the Mississippi
was within easy striking disrance of New Spain's fruitful Nueva Vizcaya
province and the Rio Bravo. In order to legirimize rheir plan, La Salle
and his circle moved rhe Mississippi farther wesr in each successive report,
map, and memorandum they produced. While some scholars maintain
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that La Salle deliberately falsified this geography, others maintain that La
Salle was mislead by the inaccurate geographical knowledge of his era and
by faulty measurements made during his 1682 descent of the Mississippi.
La Salle, in this latter theory, was simply a "lost explorer" who made an
honest mistake in thinking the river discharged on the Texas coast. 7 Either
way, La Salle's planned expedition soon received royal support.
La Salle sailed from Rochefort, France, on August 1, 1684, for the
Gulf of Mexico and the mouth of the Mississippi River. Calamity and
tension beleaguered the expedition from the start, including dissension
between La Salle and the Royal Navy officer, Tanguy Ie Gallois de Beaujeu,
the loss of a ship to the Spanish, and defections during a layover in SaintDomingue. In late December and early January 1685, La Salle probably
sailed very close to the many outlets of the Mississippi yet continued west,
eventually landing in Matagorda Bay in present-day Texas on February 20,
1685. He told Beaujeu this was a western mouth of the Mississippi, but
his misfortune continued. The party lost store ship Aimable at the mouth
of the bay, and La Salle allowed Beaujeu, along with other disenchanted
colonists, to return to France aboard the naval vessel Joly. After a few
attempts to find the main channel of the Mississippi, the last remaining
ship, the bark Belle, wrecked in the winter of 1686. Finally, in an attempt
to reach Illinois country overland, disenchanted followers ambushed and
killed La Salle in present-day East Texas. Karankawa Indians soon overran
his settlement in Texas, dubbed Fort St. LouiSa 8
This simple outline history of La Salle's last two expeditions has
spawned much speculation as to La Salle's true motives. Historians have
generally answered in two ways: some believe that La Salle was honestly
mistaken about the geography of the Mississippi, and he truly felt exited
along the Texas coast; the other holds that La Salle deliberately falsified
the geography of the Mississippi [0 gain royal support and intended to
strike at Spanish possessions in Nueva Vizcaya. The two positions have a
long and varied history and utilize much of the same evidence, since, in
successive reports, there is no doubt that La Salle and his cohorts moved
the Mississippi farcher west. Each side of the argument, however, takes
liberties with the available documents and perhaps ignores a possible
interpretation that allows for an incorporation of all elements of the story.
The earliest published account of La Salle's last voyage was the
journal of Henri Joutel, one of the few survivors of the 1684 expedition
that landed on the Texas Gulf coast. Published first in French in 1713,
and in English one year later as The Last VOyage Perform'd by Monsr. de
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Sa/~, To th~ Gulph of M~xico, To find Ollt th~ Mouth of th~ Mississippi
River, it gave Joutel's opinion, that "Heaven refus'd him th[e] Succeeds"'
of finding the river. Furthermore, La Salle declined to listen to any advice

La

as he traveled farther west past the delta. Only after making landfall did
it become apparent to La Salle that he was nowhere near the Mississippi,
finally considering that it must lay east of his landing site.'· Besides the
concept thar "Heaven" made the explorer miss the Mississippi, it seems
from his account that Joutel supposed La alle sailed past it because he
thought the river lay at the western end ofthe Gulf. It must be remembered,
however, that Joutel was one of La Salle's most ardent supporters. II
Many nineteenth century La Salle histotians were preoccupied
with the personalities of great men. In an era of imperialism and rugged
individualism, they lauded La Salle as the consummate ideal of a man
btaving the odds. II In such histories, La Salle may have been mistaken,
but never would he lie and mislead his superiors. Harvard historian Jared
Sparks wrote that La Salle took an incorrect latitudinal reading in 1682
with "some rude instrument" and, believing his reading, sailed on until
he was on the Texas Gulf coast at his 1682 reading. I> Politician and
historian George Bancroft portrayed the French explorer as a SOrt of
fearless adventurer who has to fight the calumnies of both "heaven and
man."" Bancroft's La Salle only noted that a colony at the mouth of the
Mississippi might be useful as a staging point for an invasion of New
Spain in the event of a war between Spain and France; it was not his intent
to deceive the French court. Bancroft had La Salle actually believing he
had landed his men on a western arm of the MississippL ' 5 Louisianabased historians of the same era such as Fran~ois-Xavier Martin, CharlesEtienne Arthur Gayarre, and AJcee Fortier portrayed La Salle as a French
hero only motivated solely by the act of discovery and the aggrandizement
of the French king-he was no deceiver of his patron. European historians
of the age made similar claims. '6
In 1869 gentleman historian Francis Parkman authored what has
become the most popular and influential biography of La Salle in his La
Salk and rh~ Discov~ry of th~ GrMr Wm. He depicted his subject as the
greatest French explorer of the colonial era who only failed to realize his
goals due to the machinations of his detractors. '7 Like Bancroft before
him, Parkman suggested that La Salle introduced the idea of the conquest
of ew Spain only to interest the French government in his colonizing
venture. Parkman's La Salle is tOO scientific to have made the mistake
Sparks claimed-of marking an incorrect latitude in 1682. According to
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his contention, La Salle traveled too far west only because he believed
that the eastward-flowing Gulf current was stronger than it in fact isno deliberate deception was involved. IS Historian and pastor John S. C.
Abbott's 1875 portrayal of La Salle is similar as well. Abbott is particularly
laudatory in praise of the explorer:
1here is no one of the Pioneers ofthis continent whose achievements
equal those ofthe Chevalier Robert de La Salle... Fear was an emotion
La Salle never experienced. His adventures were more wild and
wondrous than almost any recorded in the tales ofchivalry. 19
No mention is made of the mistaken latitude reading in 1682 and again
La Salle missed the Mississippi River only because he sailed too far west.
After landing at Matagorda Bay, he searched both west and east for his
river. La Salle's motives were again pure, as no mention is made at all of
any possible use of the Mississippi colony as an invasion staging area. 20
As the nineteenth century progressed, some authors questioned the
prevailing portrayal of La Salle as a great hero. Prominent historian Justin
Winsor wrote a number of works pertaining to La Salle such as Cartier to
Frontenac and in certain articles of his eight-volume opus Narrative and
Critical History ofAmerica. Winsor raised the then derogatory possibility
that La Salle may have been motivated not by a kind of patriotism but
by personal, monetary greed. 21 Winsor, like Bancroft, mentioned that La
Salle and his supporters tied his scheme to the Pefialosa plan to subjugate
the mine country of northern Mexico. Winsor did not think that La Salle
faked his geographYj he only calls the geography of La Salle, as embodied
on the later maps of his official draftsman Jean Baptiste Franquelin,
"confused."22 Beginning in 1683, Franqudin's maps, based on La Salle's
own, showed the southward-flowing Mississippi taking a ninety-degree
turn between the Ohio and the Arkansas Rivers and actually run nearly
due west before turning south and southeast again before entry into the
Gulf of Mexico near the Rio Bravo. 23 Winsor mentioned that La Salle had
taken a latitude reading in 1682, but chalks his passing of the Mississippi
up to his inability co calculate longitude. La Salle, in Winsor's estimation,
simply mistook Matagorda Bay as an outlet of the Mississippi; it only later
dawned upon him that he was far from the great river. 24 For Winsor, La
Salle may have appropriated the Peiialosa scheme for his own ends, but he
was still a victim of his mistaken geographical ideas-he did not lie about
the location of the Mississippi, he thought it was west of its true location.
Respected American Catholicism historian John Gilmary Shea
viewed La Salle as a schemer who appropriated the plan of Penalosa for
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his own gain. For Shea, it was always La SaJle's intent to land far west of
the Mississippi for an attack on Nueva Vizcaya. In a strong content note
to his 1881 translation of First Establishment ofthe Faith in New France by
French histOrian Chrestien Le Clercq, Shea stated:
It waspretended that La Salle sailedfrom France to settle in Louisiana.
This farce has been kept up till recently, and historians generally have
been misled... all show that his real objeer was the conquest of the
Santa Barbara and other mines in Mexico. It would seem to have
been his objeer from the first to reach the rich mining country by
means ofthe Mississippi."
He continued to expound this thesis in his next work, The Expedition of
Don Diego Dionisio de Penalosa.'6 Shea's reputation as a serious scholar
kept this proposition in the spotlight, and many early twentieth-century
histOrians embraced ir with vigorY
Building on this growing critical distrust of La Salle, the 1904
work of histOrian and political scientist Frederic Austin Ogg, The Opening
of the Mississippi, delved further into the Frenchman's business dealings.
Ogg's La Salle again offered the closeness of his proposed colonies to
the Nueva Vizcaya mines and the faciliry of staging an invasion from
Louisiana as a sop to gain government approval for his venture. La Salle's
primary interest was in gaining his trading concession on the Mississippi.
No mention is made, however, of La Salle's faulty astrolabe reading at
the Gulf or the subsequent alteration of the hydrography of the North
American continent's interior on his maps and in his reports." Still, the
La Salle as "great man" thesis survived. Peter Joseph Hamilton, an amateur
histOrian with the Alabama HistOrical Sociery early in the twentieth
century, mentioned La Salle's final expedition, but claimed he had just
inadvertently missed the Mississippi. HamiltOn singularly declared that
La Salle's fame was all that was needed to secure financing for his final
voyage into the Gulf. 29
In the October 1901 edition of the Southwestern Historical
Quarterly, E. T. Miller stoked the debate over La SaJle's intentions and
his appropriation of the Penalosa plan to secure the king's suPPOrt for
his 1684 Mississippi venture. Since the writings of Shea, historians had
mentioned Penalosa, but Miller described in detail La Salle's usurpation
of the Spaniasd's plan. Although he chasacterized La Salle as a schemer
as Shea had done, willing to deceive to gain support for his cause, Miller
maintained that the explorer's true intent had always been to land at the
mouth of the Mississippi. His geographical ignorance, Miller declared, led
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him to believe the river actuaJ1y met the coast at the Gulf's northwestern
corner. 30
As the twentieth century dawned, most historians held that La
Salle utilized the notion ofhis river's military closeness to the mine country
of Nueva Vizcaya only to gain financial support. The maps produced
under his direction, by Franquelin and Miner, were confused in their
geography, but La Salle was still not a cartographic deceiver. Historians
split over whether La Salle intended to land at the Mississippi or west of
it, closer to the mines. Most accounts had him accidentally sailing past
the Mississippi, Parkman the foremost of these, but a growing number
of historians, led by Shea, believed his intended goal was always the
Texas coast for a military adventure. A minority, exemplified by MilJer,
acknowledged La Salle's acceptance of the Peflalosa plot to invade Nueva
Vizcaya, but stil.J clung to the notion that La Salle's geographical notions
forced him to sail past the true location of his Mississippi.
Historian Carl A. Brasseaux, writing in "The Image of La Salle in
North American Historiography," has noted that many twentieth century
works suffered from the bias of presentisffi, as some scholars became
fascinated with pointing out the flaws of their subjects and removing
prominent figures from their Victorian-era pedestals. 31 Denigrating the
psychological makeup of La Salle, as some authors have done, does not
prove his motives one way or the other. Looking at history through the
lens of the present has also led many historians to stress the technological
inexactitude of La Salle's time. Historian Christopher Morris noted:
It is perhaps tel/ing, that historians have argued over navigational
measurements and technology. It is as if they were onboard L'Aimable
with him, pouring over charts, taking compass and astrolabe
readings. .. In fact, all his maps were worthless, as were most of his
navigational tools. And yet historians. no less than La Salle, have
put their faith in charts and instruments, seeking ways to make
the technology work by calculating which was most accurate, or
estimating degrees oferror and then correcting measurements. It might
even be possible to determine the error in compass readings caused
by the magnetic poles and correct them. But this misses the point. 31
Robert S. Weddle, well-respected amateur historian of the GulfofMexico,
agreed:
Historians still hog down over the reasons fOr La Salle's misplaced
landing, ascribing it to either navigational error or his "secret" design
for striking Mexico. Actually, neither reason applies. the confusion
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arius from assigning to the uventeenth-cmfUry explorer a geographical
understanding that came only in a later periodY
Hisrorians on both sides of the issue have used the issue of
technology for their own ends. For instance, in 1910 J. F. Steward
rold the Illinois State Historical Society that La Salle was misled by
mistakes in longitude, when, in fact, he had no viable way to determine
it in the seventeenth century.34 Proponents of the conspirarorial theory
posit that with his mariner's rools, La Salle could never have been that
lost-therefore he must have lied about his geography and perhaps his
intentions. Advocates of the La Salle as "lost explorer" camp believe that
with his faulry geographical notions and inaccurare rools La Salle never
knew where he was or where he was headed-therefore he must have been
losr. Judging the technology available ro La Salle accurate on the one
hand and inaccurate on the other is not a helpful historical argumenttechnological evidence that "proves" two opposing hypotheses is no proof
at all.
Nevertheless, the rwentieth century saw a continued critical eye
placed on La Salle and the motives behind his final trip into the Gulf
of Mexico. The preeminent hisrorian of La Salle in the first half of the
twentieth century, Jesuit scholar Jean Delanglez, made careful analysis of
primary and secondary sources, including hundreds of maps, which led
him to explode many of the prevailing notions of La Salle hisrorians such
as Parkman. In numerous books and articles on the Ftench exploration
and colonization of North America, Delanglez reexamined many aspects
of La Salle's life and travels. J5 In Some La Salle Journeys, he investigated
the role of Abbes Eusebe Renaudot and Claude Bernou in linking La
Salle's proposed colonization of the Mississippi with Penalosa's plan ro
conquer the silver mine country of northern MeJUco. With access ro
Bernou's papers, manuscriptS that Parkman and others did not have,
Delanglez pointed out that Bernou, not La Salle, was the prime mover
in making the plan palatable ro French minister Jean-Baptiste Colbert,
Marquis de Seignelay, and the rest of the courr..l6 With his emphasis
on cartography, Delanglez showed that La Salle and his circle actually
altered their geography in successive reports and maps. Delanglez judged
that Parkman was "quite unaware of La Salle's geographical hoax, which
Franquelin faithfully copied [in his maps]."J] He rook Parkman ro task
for rrying ro whitewash La Salle, claiming that "[T]he efforts of Parkman
to absolve his hero from indirecrness-a rather mild term for deceptionare totally unconvincing." 3'
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Though Delanglez heartily believed thar La SaHe consciously
deceived his backers in an effort to secure funding, he was careful enough
to note the French explorer still labored under faulty geographical
notions. Delanglez analyzed the so-called "Chucagoa fragment," a short
letter written by La Salle and widely published in 1879 in Decouvertes
et Etablissements des Franfais dan ['Ouest et dans ie Sud de /~merique
Septentrionale, 1614-1698 by Pierre Margry.39 In this document) La
Salle gave his reasoning for equating the Mississippi River with the Rio
Escondido as portrayed on maps of the period. Delanglez held that even
if La Salle had utilized a functioning astrolabe when he took his latitude
reading at the Gulf in 1682, his inaccurate geographical knowledge
would have led him to place the Mississippi along the Gulf's western
shore. Having no conception of an extended deltaic mouth during his
descent of the river, La Salle noted that the river reached the sea after
traveling eastward, that morning mists rolled in from the same direction,
and Indians gathered sea salt from the east as well-his river) he thought,
must lie along the western Gulf Coast. The first reports of La Salle's
1682 expedition noted that the mouth of the Mississippi was about thirty
leagues from the Rio Bravo. Still, De1anglez notes that after La Salle's
return to France in December 1683, he needed to bring the Mississippi
closer to the Rio Bravo to please government ministers. 4o Thus, Bernou
and La Salle obliged with a "fanciful" hydrography of North America and
"deliberate tampering with the geography of the Lower Mississippi such
as can be explained only by his will to deceive Seignelay by making the
river Row near New Biscay."4t In a later 1684 report, Bernou even had the
Mississippi flow directly into the Rio Bravo, making that once Spanish
river a mere tributary of the French great river, a fact noted in later maps
by La Salle's new draftsman Franquelin. 42 Delanglez determined that
even if he did not originate this geographical hoax, he countenanced it,
concluding: "When it suited his purposes to deceive people, he was not
one to be bothered with scruples."43 La Salle the deceiver missed landing
at the Mississippi because he thought it was elsewhere.
Yet Delanglez's "middle road" claim that La Salle was both misled
by his conception of North America's geography in 1682 and 1683 and
then a cartographic deceiver in 1684 has been little regarded. Even
though De1anglez is oft-quoted and well-respected in scholarly circles,
his thesis has not been accepted. Through [he twentieth century, most
authors held to the notion that La Salle lied about his river's location only
to receive funding for his 1684 expedition to the Gulf. In Carlos Eduardo
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Castaneda's Our Catholic Heritage in Texas, 1519-1936, the authot held
that La Salle's intent was always to carry OUt the military aspect of the
apptopriated Penalosa plan." Making a claim no othet author has made,
Castaneda contended that La Salle's instructions were to fortify a point
sixry leagues south of rhe Mississippi, not sixry leagues up the river. "It
must be concluded," said Castaneda, "rhat he passed the mourh of rhe
great river purposely, rarher than accidentally."'s Historian Bernard
Augusrine De Voto, in 1952's The Course ofEmpire, not only declared that
La Salle "was forced to forfeit the integrity of his plan and to falsify rhe
geography of the Mississippi" to gain government approval of his project,
but disparaged him as "a doomed man" and "monstrously despOtic."'" De
Voto's La Salle knew he was a liar and while at sea en route ro rhe Gulf
"wanted to give up before they made their landfall.""
Historian Henry Folmer reserved a special revulsion for La Salle
in his Franco-Spanish Rivalry in North America, 1524-1763, published
in 1953. Folmer's La Salle has almosr no redeeming features. He is a
pawn of Louis XIV, the bogeyman of the seventeenth century. As eatly as
1678, Folmer claims, La Salle's mission was ro find a quick access route
to the silver mining region of northern Mexico. Mter his 1682 descent
of the Mississippi, La Salle immediarely appropriated the Penalosa plan
and "rhus began a series of lies and deceptions, misrepresentations, and
fantasies which were ultimarely to lead to La Salle's ruin" in Easr Texas."
Folmer continued: "La Salle must have realized that the distance from
the Mississippi to Mexico was acrually far too great for his proposed
serdements on rhar river to be of any assisrance in the conquesr of New
Spain."" Srill, La Salle, according to Folmer, falsified the course of the
Mississippi "placing its mouth some rwo hundred leagues wesrwards"
and "making this river turn sharply wesrwards berween the mouths of
rhe Missouri and the Arkansas rivers."so Only then did the river rum
sourheasr and enter rhe Gulf along rhe Texas coast. As the ships of the
1684 expedition headed toward the location of his fake river mouth,
Folmer claimed that La Salle tried to lose Beaujeu so he could then rum
back to the real Mississippi River. sl Orher authors, like biographer John
Upton Terrell. cleaved to the notion rhat La Salle was genuinely a "losr
explorer." His 1968 biography of La Salle discussed the appropriation
of the Penalosa proposal as a patriotic gestute meant to bring glory to
France. According to Terrell, La Salle did not alter the geography of his
1682 discoveries; he was JUSt a victim of his era's cartographic ignoranceY
In 1982, Louis De Vorsey gave new imperus to the La Salle as
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deceiver hypothesis, discussing the explorer's more than twenty-year
impact on the cartography of the Mississippi region in "The Impact of
the La Salle Expedition of 1682 on European Cartography."53 De Vorsey
surmised that upon finding no officials at the French court interested in
his proposal to colonize the mouth of the Mississippi) La Salle deliberately
fabricated geographical evidence to gain the needed support.
La Salle accomplished this turnabout by launching the greatest
geographical hoax in the history of North American exploration , a
hoax which, among other things, had the effect of arresting European
cartography of the continent for twenty years. What La Salle did was to
make it appear that the mouth of the Mississippi River was on the western
coast of the Gulf in Texas rather than in present-day Louisiana where he
had placed the king's arms and read his proces verbal in April of 1682. By
this stratagem he made his planned colony appear to be an ideal staging
point for an aggressive attack on the fabled mines of New Spain. It would
seem certain that La Salle was well aware of the favorable reception which
Seignelay and the king were extending to the plan for a similar attack then
being promoted by the Spanish exile PenaJosa. 54
De Vorsey does not even begin to countenance that La Salle might
not have known where he really was, implying the Frenchman knew he
was "in present-day Louisiana."55 Besides running down the evidence that
La Salle and Bernou began moving the outlet of the Mississippi closer and
closer to the Rio Bravo to gain royal favor, De Vorsey looks at the maps of
the period, primarily those of Franquelin and the engineer Minet. These
two draftsmen are known to have copied La Salle's personal, but now
lost, map of the North American interior. The Mississippi depicted on
their maps begins by heading due south, makes a ninety-degree turn to
the west for about ten degrees of longitude, before swinging south and
southeast for the last one hundred leagues or so and emptying into the
Gulf along the coast of present-day Texas. Later Franquelin maps even
showed the Rio Bravo, now christened the Fleuve Seignelay, flowing into
the Mississippi. 56
De Vorsey made some logical errors in his thesis. He brazenly
equated the maps of Franquelin and those of the Venetian Franciscan,
Vincenzo Coronelli, who had been commissioned to make an enormous
set of terrestrial and celestial globes for the Sun King. While it is true
that Coronelli was in Paris from 1681 to 1683 and was in a perfect
position to hear the first news of La Salle's descent of the Mississippi,
De Vorsey implies that his globe, and subsequent maps based on these
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globes, was a part of the La Salle "conspiracy."S] Coronelli's Mississippi
is shown running due south through what would be roday's Great Plains
states and disgorge on the Texas Gulf Coast. Coronelli's depiction of the
Mississippi was created before La Salle's return to France and before the
explorer and Bernou began adjusting their cartographic data to entice
Seignelay and others ro finance his expedition. The fact that the maps of
Franquelin and Minet, known to have been copied from La Salle's map
and made at his direction, differ so substantially from Coronelli's proves
that Coronelli was not a part of the larger conspiracy. If the Mississippi
Rowing far west of its true location, near to the mines of Nueva Vizcaya,
was all that martered ro La Salle, why did he just not point Siegnelay to
the famous completed Coronelli globes and use them as prooP'S8 De
Vorsey also scoffed at the norion that La Salle, whom he called a "gifted
former Jesuit teacher of mathematics" and a "genius," would be unable to
determine his longitude-thus he must have landed at Matagorda Bay on
purpose. s, This notion, of course, ignored the fact that few could easily
and accurately determine longitude until the late eighteenth century.
In 1984 Peter H. Wood published a rejoinder entitled "La Salle:
Discovety of a Lost Explorer," in The American Historical Review. 60 Wood
rook many hisrorians to task, De Vorsey especially, for assuming that La
Salle's seventeenth-century geographical knowledge was on par with that
of the twentieth-century. He scoffed at the thought that La Salle erred
because he could not ascertain his longitude, as nobody could. Wood
instead putS La Salle in his cartographic milieu, listing the preconceptions
he probably held as he descended the Mississippi to the Gulf in 1682.
These included that the norrh Gulf coast was at about 30 degrees north
latitude; this coast ran east-west with no protruding delta; a Bahia del
Espiritu Samo was the prominent feature along the coast; east of this
bay several rivers entered the Gulf; the Texas coast curved west of it, and
several rivers Rowed southeast and east into the Gulf there; and "One of
these rivers, the Escondido, was often particularly prominent, with a large
entrance ro the gulf near 27 degrees {and with forks upstream ro the north
and west that gave it features similar ro those of the actual Rio Grande)."·'
These preconceptions led La Salle ro believe that his Mississippi indeed
Rowed into the Gulf at its northwestern end, based on his observations of
the lower river's southeasrern Row, mists from the east, and his astrolabe
reading of 27 degrees at the mouch.
Wood went over La Salle's geographical teasoning, faulty, though
He uJrimately
logical, as embodied in the "Chucagoa fragment."
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concluded that in 1684 La Salle headed to where he honestly thought the
Mississippi's mouth was located. 62 Wood's contention that La Salle may
have been mislead by his conception of North American hydrography
perhaps laid too much emphasis on absolving La Salle of any deception, as
Wood totally ignored the alteration inherent in successive Bernou-written
proposals and Franquelin-created maps. De Vorsey issued a riposte in
a 1988 article titled, "La Salle's Cartography of the Lower Mississippi:
Product of Error or Deception?"63 He pointed to La Salle's portrayal of
the Mississippi and wondered how he could honestly confuse the river's
real-life, slightly curved, north-south direction with the zigzagging course
found on the charts of Franquelin and Minet. De Vorsey then claimed
that the Chucagoa fragment was of dubious authorship and, even if it was
written by La Salle, it could be evidence of his continued dissembling as
he perpetrated his hoax on the French court. In this article, De Vorsey
focused not on longitude, but on latitude. He wondered why La Salle,
who excelled in mathematics at the Jesuit College Henri IV at La Fleche,
could incorrecdy accomplish the "comparatively easy" task of determining
latitude. 64 Here De Vorsey ignored the first-hand evidence that La Salle's
astrolabe was defective. 65
One of the most respected La Salle scholars today is amateur
historian Robert S. Weddle. Weddle takes a fairly reasoned approach
similar to that of Wood: La Salle honestly believed his river lay on the
Texas coast. He called De Vorseis conspiracy hypothesis a "specious
argument.'~66 "Consider, then," he wrote, "that La Salle was lost not only
when he overshot the Mississippi in 1685 but also three years previously
when he descended the river from Canada.'~67 With a broken compass,
a malfunctioning astrolabe, and the mistaken geographical concepts of
his time, La Salle was bound to think that the Mississippi's mouth lay
along the Texas coast. Weddle viewed the "Chucagoa fragment" as La
Salle's thought process as he "wrestled with the confusing facts of his
exploration."68 Weddle further claimed that there was little connection
between the proposals of La Salle and those of Peftalosa. When La Salle
landed at Matagorda Bay, Weddle argued, he honestly thought it was a
western arm of the Mississippi. 69 Weddle concluded that:
La Salle clung tenaciously to his mistaken concepts. His stance
bespeaks no shrewd plot to deceive his king and the minister,' rather.
it reflects the prevailing ignorance ofhis time concerning the northern
Gulfshore and its hinterlands. 70
Weddle also made some serious missteps. Like De Vorsey, but
for different reasons, he noted the map evidence of boch Franquelin and
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Coronelli. 71 Coronelli's maps, of course, were made without the benefit
of La Salle's and Bernou's later alterations. 71 Weddle, in his latest work
from 200 I. The Wreck of the Belle, the Ruin of La Salle, nOted Bernou's
part in creating La Salle's reportS and maps. For Weddle. Bernou may
have made some dubious claims. but La Salle was nOt a party to them.
Weddle discussed Bernou's equation of the Rio Bravo and the Mississippi
and stated, "La Salle had never identified his river [the Mississippi] as the
Rio Bravo."') Weddle also discounted the theory that La Salle had heard
of the Penalosa proposal before his descent of the Mississippi." Such a
notion ignored La Salle's certain knowledge of the reports Bernou made
for his benefit. He also ignored all the evidence that La Salle's circle in
France appropria<ed the Penalosa plan and changed it to further their
designs. As early as 1931 historian Marc de Villiers du Terrage nOted that
Bernou had informed La Salle of the Penalosa scheme in a letter before his
1682 expedition. 175
111e debate over La Salle's mOtives and aCtions on his last voyage
has been the subject of frequent debate. Was his landing at Matagorda
Bay the prodUCt of error or deception? Did he miss the Mississippi
because he thought it lay farther west? Did he knowingly falsifY the
riverine geography of North America? Was it his intention to land weSt
of the Mississippi for an invasion of Nueva Vizcaya? Nineteenth century
historians. perhaps motivated by a form of imperial hero-worship. tended
to turn a blind eye to any hint of La Salle's deceptive "moving" of the
Mississippi closer to Mexico in the maps and reportS of 1683 and 1684.
If they mentioned his appropriation of the Pen.losa plan a< all it was
only made to secure government backing. In the twentieth century.
historians have both highlighted La Salle's complicity in deceiving the
French court or displayed how he was hopelessly lost. Even Tony Coulter.
in a 1991 biography of La Salle written for teenaged readers takes sides:
With a pair of ambitious lobbyists, Eusebe Renaudot and the Abbt
Claude Bernou, La Salle soon became involved in a bizarre scheme
to pique Louis's interest by proposing that his colony be used as a base
from which to attack New Spain. In order to make his proposal
more attractive, La Salle presented the king with a map that greatly
distorted the true path ofthe Mississippi by making it appear as if the
river veered west, leaving its mouth on the western coast ofthe Gulfof
Mexico, in present-day Texas-an ideal location from which to harass
the Spanish and raid their silver mines. Through this distortion. La
Salle created confusion about the actual location of the Mississippi's
mouth. which remained a mystery until 12 years after his death. '6
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It is a pity that historians have not more widely accepted the ideas
of Jean Delanglez. His La Salle is naIve enough to make a geographical
mistake, yet deceitful enough [0 lie about his intentions, an interpretation
that allows for all evidence to be taken into account. La Salle's limited,
erroneous, geographical knowledge, as embodied in the reasoning of the
"Chucagoa fragment" can be taken at face value. La Salle thought his
river's mouth was on the west coast of the Gulf of Mexico. This was
confirmed, in his mind, by his inaccurate astrolabe reading at the mouth
of the Mississippi in 1682. Stilt it is also a fact that Bernou's reports,
which La Salle at least tacitly approved, brought the Mississippi ever
doser to Mexico, culminating in its imaginary commingling with the
Rio Bravo. La Salle was, in a sense, a lost explorer-he did incorrectly
place the Mississippi on his maps. But he was also a deceiver-he and his
circle had no qualms about fudging the geography of his river to secure
funding from the French government. Placing too much stress on La
Salle as either a cartographic deceiver or an erroneous fool means that
some evidence must be ignored.
~

'Ert J. Gum, "La Salle and the Historians," East Texas Historical
Journal 7, no. 1 (March 1969): 5-12; Ert J. Gum, "La Salle and the
Historians," in Eastern Texas History: Selections .from the C(East Texas
Historical Journal.» Archie ~ McDonald, ed. (Austin: Jenkins Pub. Co,
1978) 29-54.
2Jean Delanglez, '~ Calendar of La Salle's Travels, 1643-1683,"
Mid-America 22, no. 4 (October 1940): 278~305. The best biography of
La Salle is still, even modern historians claim, Francis Parkman, La Salle
and the Discovery of the Great lX'est (New York: Little, Brown, and Co.,
1879), though Jean Delanglez, Some La Salle Journeys (Chicago: Institute
ofJesuit History, 1938) makes some useful corrections and annotations.
3DelangJez, '~ Calendar of La Salle's Travels, 1643-1683," 300301; Robert S. Weddle, the French Thorn: Rival Explorers in the Spanish
Sea, 1682-1762 (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1991),3-4.
4 Pierre Margry, Decouvertes et Etablissements des Franrais dan
L'Ouest et dans ie Sud de l'Amerique Septentrionale, 1614-1698. vol. 1,
Voyages des Franrais sur les Grands Lacs Decouverte de I'Ohio et du Mississipi.
(1614-1684) (Paris: Maisonnueve, 1879),602. Translation from Weddle,
The French 1horn, 4.
sJack Jackson, Flags Along the Coast: Charting the GulfofMexico.
1519-1759: A Reappraisal (Austin: Book Club ofTexas. 1995), 7. Jackson
and Weddle both make note of the fact that the Nueces is "hidden" from
view by the barrier islands of the Texas coast, yet no map untH the 1690s
showed these islands.
6Weddle, The French Thorn, 4-5; Delanglez. '~ Calendar of La
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Salle's Travels," 30 I.
'David Buisseret, Mapping th~ French Empirt in North Amtrica: An
Inttrprttiv~ Guid~ to th~ Exhibition Mounted at th~ N~wb~rry Library on th~
Occasion ofth~ SroentunthA1I1111al Conftrenuofth~ Frmch Colonial Historiettl
Soci~ty (La Sociitt d'Histoirt Colonia/~ Fran~ai,,) (Chicago: Newberry
Library, 1991), 21; David Buisseret, "Spanish and French Mapping of
the Gulf of Mexico in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries," in 7h~
Mapping of th~ Amtrican Southw~st, eds. Dennis Reinhartz and Charles
C. Colley, 3-17 (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1987),
15; Louis De Vorsey, "The Impact of the La Salle Expedition of 1682 on
European Cartography," in La Sall~ and His L~gacy: Frenchmen and Indians
in th~ Lowtr Mississippi Valley, ed. Patricia K. Galloway, 60-78 (Jackson:
University of Mississippi Press, 1982), 70-71; Louis De Vorsey, "La Salle's
Cartography of the Lower Mississippi: Product of Error or Deceprion,"
G~oscimu and Man 25 (June 30, 1988): 5. 1he works of De Vorsey are
the most recent and complete account of the La Salle "conspiracy theory,"
i.e. that he knew the Mississippi was not where he placed it. Peter H.
Wood, "La Salle: Discovery of a Lost Explorer," 7h~ Amtricnn Historical
Rroi~w 89, no. 2 (April 1984): 294-323, is the standard bearer for the
contrary theory, that La Salle was JUSt "lost."
'See Parkman, La Sall<; Delanglez, Som~ La Sall~Journeys; Weddle,
7h~ French 7horn.
'Henri Jourel, 7h~ Last Voyag~ Ptrform'd by d~ /a Sa/~ (London: A.
Bell, 1714; faes. Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 1966), 20.
IOJoutel, 7h~ Last Voyag~ Ptrform'd by d~ la Sa/~, 20, 27ff.
"Weddle, 7h~ French 7horn, 26.
"Carl A. Brasseaux, "The Image of La Salle in North American
Historiography," in La Salk and His L~gacy: Frenchmen and Indians in th~
Low~r Mississippi Valley, ed. Patricia K. Galloway, 3-1 0 (Jackson: University
of Mississippi Press, 1982), 3.
"Jared Sparks, 7h~ Library ofAm~rican Biogmphy, vol. I (Boston:
Little and Brown, 1848), 127ff.
"George Bancroft, History oftIl' United States ofAmtricn, Jrom th~
Discov~ry ofth~ Cominent (New York: D. Appleton and Co, 1888), 2: 173.
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ofth~ Continent, 2: 160-174.
16Brasseaux, "The Image of La
aile in North American
Historiography," 4.
"Brasseaux, "The Image of La
aile in North American
Historiography:' 5.

"Parkman, La Salk and th~ Discov~ry of th~ GrMt W~st, 345ff;
Wood, "La Salle: Discovery of a Losr Explorer," 299. This was a reason,
bue noc [he only reason he missed [he river.
Sall~

"John Stevens Cabot Abbott, 7h~ Adventltr~s oftIl' Ch~vali~rd~ La
and His Companions (Dodd, Mead, and Co., 1875), 5.
lOAbbote. chapters 13-15.
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History, 33.
22Justin Winsor, ed., Narrative and Critical History of America,
vol. 4, French Explorations and Settlements in North America and those
of the Portuguese. Dutch. and Swedes. 1500-1700 (Boston: Houghton,
Mifflin, and Co., 1884), 234.
23Jean Delanglez, "The Cartography of the Mississippi: The Maps
ofCoronelli," Mid-America 30, no. 4 (October 1948): 258; Jean Delanglez,
"Franquelin, Mapmaker.... Mid-America 25, no. 1 Oanuary 1943): 29, 3435, 60-61.
24Winsor, French Explorations and Settlements in North America.
233-238.
25Chrestien Le Clercq. First Establishment of the Faith in New
France, trans. John Gilmary Shea (New York: John G. Shea, 1881). 202,
footnote.
26Nicohis de Freyras, The Expedition of Don Diego Dionisio de
Penalosa., Governor ofNew Mexico, from Santa Fe to the river Mischipi and
Quivira in 1662, as described by Nicholas de Freytas. With an account of
Penalosa 's projects to aid the French to conquer the mining country in northern
Mexico. and his connection wth Cave/ier de La Salle~ trans. John Gilmary
Shea (New York: John G. Shea. 1882; reprint, Albuquerque: Horn and
Wallace, 1964); Delanglez, Some La Salle Journeys, 92, n. 119.
27E. T. Miller, "The Connection of Peiialosa with the La Salle
Expedition,"
Southwestern Historical Quarterly 5, no. 2 (October 190 I): Ill.
28Frederic Austin Ogg, The Opening of the Mississippi: A Struggle
for Supremacy in the American Interior (New York: Macmillan Company,
1904),110,117-119ff.
29Peter Joseph Hamilton, Colonial Mobile: An Historical Study
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1910), 40-41.
30Miller, "The Connection ofPeiialosa with the La Salle Expedition,t>
104ff., 109-112.
3lBrasseaux, "The Image of La Salle in North American
Historiography." 3-4.
2
3 Chrisropher Morris, "Finding Louisiana: La Salle's Encounter
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THE BACKWOODSMEN'S IMPACT ON THE BIG THICKET
by Michael H. MacRoberts
and Barbara R. MacRoberes

It is becoming clear that the time-honored view of the Big 1l1icket
of southeastern Texas is inaccurate.' For nearly half a century the Big
Thicket has been described as "the biological crossroad of North America,"
"possibly the most biologically diverse area in the world," and "species
rich" with a "staggering number of flowering plants.'" Recent research,
however, shows that it is none of these but simply the unexceptional
western edge of the southeastern flora that begins in the Carolinas and
extends across the south to eastern Texas. 3 It is also widely believed that
the Big Thicket was such a dense tangle of vegetation that not only the
Indians but the French and Spanish avoided it, which means that the Big
Thicket was a wilderness until the 1820's when Anglo-Americans moved
into the region' But again, recent research reveals that there has been
virtually no archeological investigation of the Big Thicket region, which
limits the investigation of human activity there during the late Pleistocene
and Holocene eras. s
Further, it is clear from an investigation of French and Spanish
accounts that neither France nor Spain was interested in the Big Thicket
region, JUSt as they were nor interested in many other regions of eastern
Texas and western Louisiana."
Another belief concerning the Big Thicket is that conservationists
saved it as a preserve. 7 While there is no doubt that the big oil and
lumber companies had a tremendous impact on the Big Thicket, there is
one group who escapes blame for destruction of the Big Thicket -- the
"backwoodsmen" or "frontiersmen," the first Anglo-American colonizers
of the area.' As a number of authors have stated: "for the fitst one or two
generations following settlement, settlers' impact on the Big Thicket was
slight, with vegetation rapidly reclaiming small building sites or farmlands
once they were abandoned."9 At the same time, there is little debate that
Michael H. MacRoberts is an ecologist with Bog Research in Shreveport,
Louisiana. and curator ofthe Herbarium, Museum ofLift Sciences, Louisiana
State University in Shreveport. Barbara R. MacRoberts is a botanist with Bog
Research. and associate curator of the Herbarium. Museum of Lift Sciences,
Louisiana State University in Shreveport.
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bear, cougar, passenger pigeons and other animals that had lived there
for thousands of years went extinct. IO Many other authors say little or
nothing about these early Anglo-American settlers; they mention their
arrival and immediately skip to describing the exploitation of the Big
Thicket by, first, lumbermen and later oilmen. 11 Their version is one of
scattered, small, subsistence farmers who cultivated only a few acres and
kept a few pigs and maybe a cow or two.
As part ofa continuing study of the Big Thicket region, we examine
the impact of man, specifically backwoodsmen, on the Big Thicket. Our
purpose is to correct the impression that the lumber and oil companies
were primarily responsible for the transformation of the Big Thicket from
what it was in 1820 to what it is today.
In recent years, cultural geographers such as Terry Jordan and Thad
Sitton have researched the life-style of the Big Thicket backwoodsmen
between initial settlement in the 1820's and the1950's, when stock laws
came into effect. 12 1he authors have shown that the vast majority of early
settlers came from the southeast, notably the Carolinas, and brought with
them a "frontier culture" characterized by a "diverse lifestyle of small
farming, free-range stock raising, and subsistence-based hunting, fishing,
and gathering...." 13 Add to this "neglect of livestock, a combination
of cattle and hogs on the same range, reliance on [stock] and hunting
dogs, periodic range burning, and trapping,"14 extreme individualism,
lack of hierarchical culture, fundamentalist religion, anti-intellectualism,
and belligerence to outsiders, and the picture is complete. IS Two main
principles guided such a lifestyle: "living off the land ... and the land
belonged to everybody." 16 Such modes of living occurred throughout
"the South where wilderness, and the old lifeways based on wilderness,
persisted,"l? and this lifeway persisted in the Big Thicket after it had ceased
to exist elsewhere in the South. I8 Such a culture, which developed in the
piney woods along the Atlantic Coast, transplanted easily to eastern Texas
because:
the Texas Piney WOods region ... was almost exactly what the pine
barrens herdersfrom the Lower South had known back east. It was ItS
close an environmental twin to the coastalplain ofSouth Carolina as
could be found in Texas. a setting in which Carolina's deep southern
children could easily feel at home. 19
Thus, when settlers arrived in East Texas, they did not have to adapt
to the land; they simply continued to live as they always had. 20
The backwoodsman was a "jack-of-all-trades." He had to be. Aside
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from basic rools such as axes, cast iron cooking pots, guns, ammunition,
seeds, dogs, and livesrock, he came ro the Big Thicket with little except
the knowledge of how ro live as a backwoodsman. His need for money
was negligible except to obtain the few irems that could nor be grown,
raised, or hunted. Thus, he trapped animals for pelts or engaged in shortterm work such as making railroad ties, shingles, and barrel staves for
sale." Del Weniger, the eminent Texas ecological historian, sets the stage:
Th~ first ofmodan man's actions to hav~ a major tJfict upon ruxltS}
WItS his rapacious hunting. H~ had dtScmd~d upon a IUW /and filkd
to ovuflowing with animals, and r~gardlm ofhis nhnic background
and nationality. ha~ h~ b~cam~ first andfor(lnost a htmur. Oh, how
Iu hunud. And th~ tJfict upon th~ wildlift of th~ Joung Toms was
horrmdous. l l
More is written about the beat and its demise in East Texas than
any other animal." Considered a predator because it killed hogs, and a
competiror because it ate honey and mast, it was also a prized food and
fur animal. Backwoodsmen not only hunted but trapped bear and other
predarors." By the 1890s, it had become "an exotic big-game animal, and
bear hunting became a famous sporr."'s This passage from Vernon Bailey's
1905 Biological Survry ofTexas gives the Aavor:
In Nov~mba, 1904, an old bMr IJtlnur, Ab Carur, living on th~
west ~dg~ ofTarkington Prairi~, in Liberty County, told m~ that thae
wae no bears at that tim~ ill Libaty County west ofthe Trinity Riva,
but the active part takm by Mr. Carter in ~xt~rminating the b~ars
in that locality mak~s his stat~lIl~nt ofpeculiar inur~st. Forty-nine
yMrs ago he was born on tbe ranch he now owns, and his principal
occupation, like that ofhis father, has bUll the kuping of hogs and
killing bMrJ. To a man with sevaal hundr~d hogs running in th~
woods, bear killing was th~ most important part ofthe season's work,
but it was not until about 1883 that th~ ~xurmination ofbMrs b~gall
in Mrnest. At that tim~ Mr. Carur and a neighbor ~ach got a pack
ofgood bear hounds and in th~ followillg two JMrs thry kilkd 182
bears, mainly within a radius of 10 miks from th~ir ranches. This
rtduud th~ numba ofbears so that /aur not mort than Un or twmty
w~r~ killd annually up ro J 900, whm Mr. Carter kill~d the last two
in th~ vicinity. Two JMrs ago h~ kill~d th~ last ofhis bear dogs, and
now kups only hog and wolfdogs, whil~ his hogs ~at acorns in saftty
ova 100 squart mil~s ofmagnificmt fomt and dmse thicket. 16
Bear are now extinct in the Big Thicker. 27
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Deer, a prized food animal and, by all accounts, abundant from
initial settlement until the 1880s, went the way of the bear in about the
same amount of time. 28 Hunter prized deer not only for food but for their
hides. In 1905, Vernon Bailey wrote:
In the Big Thicket region of Liberty and Hardin counties deer are
still common, owing to the dense forest and the tangle ofvines, briers,
palmettoes, and canes which afford them almost impenetrable cover.
]hey are now hunted mainly with hounds, but formerly when more
abundant night hunting with a headlight was the favorite method,
and deer were wantonly slaughtered in great numbers. One hunter
told me that he had no idea how many deer he had killed for their
skins, but that in the fall of 1886 he remembered selling 69 skins of
deer, the carcasses of which were left in the woods. 29

By the 1920s and 1930s, deer became extinct. Some years later
they were reintroduced to a generation who, when they first saw deer
unloaded from box cars, had no idea what they were. 3D The extermination
of the deer is interesting because hunters foresaw what over-hunting did
to the deer population but, instead of holding back, they increased their
effort to ki.ll deer. Even when it was suggested that there be restraints on
deer hunting, many "hunters did not stop hunting, however, and they
pursued East Texas deer to virtual extinction ... the hunt for the last deer
... had been relentless."31 As one informant said: '''There was a little
bunch of deer in there, and they got to running 'em with hounds. They
killed all of 'em. Then there was thirty years you didn't see a deer track in
this country."'32 However, as Doughty in Wildlife and Man in Texas has
pointed out:

The program ofdeer restoration has been highly successful. After being
shot outfor meat and hides and sold illegally up to the first years ofthe present
century to the point of becoming endangered species, deer population have
climbed back.... By the 19505, the deer population in East Texas has grown
substantially through periodic restocking. 33

This restocking involved southern and western Texas deer released
in East Texas between the lace 1930s and late1960s. 34 East Texas deer
diversity of 1850 was lost and replaced in the mid-twentieth century with
non-native animals.
Backwoodsmen also hunted turkeYJ another prized game animal,
to extinction. Common before the arrival of Anglo-Americans, it was
essentially extirpated from Eastern Texas by the late nineteenth century.35
"A successful restocking of the area with birds from Louisiana and
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Mississippi was begun by the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department in
1978. aided by the ational Wild Turkey Federation. 111is species is once
again widespread in East Texas..." 36 bur, like the deer, it lost its original
genetic diversiry.
Th, rtd wolf, comida,d to b, v,rmin, had, by 1905, bun so pursutd
that Vtrnon Bailry dular,d that whil, "common y,ars ago, now v'ry rar,
or quiu ,xtinct. .. 37 Not only did gov,rnmmt trappas and hunurs htlp
,xurmirrau tilt r,d wolf but th, backwoodsmm communally hunud it.
Today, th, spui's has vanish,d 1I0t Ollly b,cauu ofhabitat lo!! andpas,cution
by mall, hilt also from th, fact that thtir numb,rs b,cam, so low that wolv,s
b'gan imabruding with coyous; thllI, pur' wolv,s no langa ocist..M
The fate of the cougar, always ca.lled "panthers" in East Texas and
classified as vermin, is similar to that of the red wolf. As inon wrOte:
"For some, the hunt for the big predators became almost an obsession,
and a few stockmen killed hundreds of bears and panthers during their
careers."J9 In 1905, Bailey reported:
In most of ,asurn HXas pamh'rs art r,porud as formaly common,
but now art v'ry rart or mrirtly octillet. Illdividuais haY' burr kill,d,
howry,,, withill a ftw yMrs in th, swamps 1I0r far from jiffrrson in
th, 1I0rth,asurn part and Sour Lak, in th, southMsurn part of th,
Stau. At Tarkington Prairi' [ill th, Big Thick,,} Mr. A. W Carta
says that war a ftw pantlurs whm h, was a boy ill J860, but h,
has not sun on, sinu. In tilt Big Thick,t of Hardin County a ftw
pamhm haY' bun kill,d in the past years. and Dan Griffin, who
lives 7 miles northeast ofSour Lake, says a very large olle occasionally
pasm his piau. He saw irs tracks in the winur of 1903-4. 40
Today. there are none of these globally rare animals left in the
Big Thicket. either the jaguar nor the ocelOt was ever common in East
Texas. According to Bailey, a jaguar was "killed south ofJasper a few years
before [1905]." and there were "reports of the former OCcurrence of the
species along the eches River near Beaumont and in the timber south of
Conroe."" Regarding the ocelOt, Bailey reports that in 1902 at Sour Lake
"several so-called leopard cats [were] killed near there" and that "near
Beaumont Oberholser reported them as occasionally killed in the woods
along the eches River:" Jaguar and ocelOt have also been extirpated
from this region.
ear-extinction also came for the alligator. " eches Valley
Woodsmen shot every alligaror they could. and had deeper reasons than
animal' predation on their livestock:" Apparently, alligators occasionally
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killed a stock dog, an unpardonable sin, and settlers killed them on sight.
By the twentieth century, over-hunting brought the alligator to near
extinction, but in recent years, with federal help, the species has made a
comeback.
Over~hunting affected small game as well. Hunters trapped and
killed squirrel, mink, bobcat, fox, opossum, raccoon, and rabbit; some
for food, some for pelts. During the high price years of the '(fur boom,l'
thousands of mink, raccoon, bobcat, and fox skins were shipped out of
East Texas. At the same time, raccoon, rabbits, and squirrel were food in
hard times, as during the Depression. 44
The Passenger Pigeon was once found in the millions in East
Texas, but it was gone by the 1890s. Big Thicket backwoodsmen, like
backwoodsmen elsewhere in East Texas, contributed to its demise..~5
Pigeon Roost Prairie, four miles south of Kountze, was named for the
vast flocks that once roosted there and attests to their abundance in the
Big Thicket. The wanton destruction of this bird is almost unbelievable.
Reports are many and much the same: "farmers dreaded their coming,
because they destroyed the acorn crop, leaving little mast for hogs. The
birds were hunted persistently, largely by the use of flares and sticks, since
this was the most economical method and did not require expenditure
of funds or ammunition."46 "All accounts emphasize that there were so
many birds that the farmers and other inhabitants of the region killed
large numbers every year, part ofwhich were consumed as food, others fed
to the hogs or thrown away spoiled."47 J. D. Goodgame, who lived near
Athens, Texas, said:

Little heed was paid to the disappearance ofthe pigeons. at that time
by a great many people. like myself. who had extensively participated
in killing and destroying them by the mil/ions merely for sport. It is
a little astonishing that they existed here as long as they did. since the
pigeon was used extensively for food and greatly relished. 48
The last Passenger Pigeon died in a zoo in 1914.
Fish were a major food and item of export in the Big Thicket;
fishermen cook vast quantities of paddle fish, gar, buffalo, and cat-fish.
According to Sitton, there was "a long folk tradition of no-holds-barred
exploitation of river fish going back to settlement times" where "the rule
seemed to be 'anything goes."49 Settlers use multiple methods from pole
fishing to tfot lines to poisons. The ultimate effect on the fish population
in mere speculation because there are no reliable estimates of fish numbers
from the early 1800s.
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Trapping in the Big Thicket equally contribured ro pecific 10 .
Trappers procured peltsand,oc asionally,food; meyrookbear, raccoon ,and
rabbir forbomfoodandpelt ,burvaluedminkand beaverformeirfuralone.
Hunting and trapping for furbearing animals had a long history
along the Neches; as an economic exploitation of the wilderness,
closely linked to world markets, it long predated the coming of the
Anglo Americans. French, Indian, and Hispanic trappers and hunters
dominated the earlyfur trade, producing an impressive volume offurs
and hides. 50
For example, in 1830 it was "estimated thar Indian had upplied 40,000
d er hides, 1,500 bearskin, 1,200 orrer pelt, and 600 beaver pelts ro
atchiroche merchant :'51 Unfortunately mere are no figure for other
years or period, but me flow of pelt and rhe destruction of animal lasted
until the creature were either exrirpated or low population number
made rrapping unprofitable. Or fashion changed. Bailey, in 1905, peaks
of 'relentless trapping."52 Because of the high commercial value of their
peltS beaver figured prominently in th early exploitation and etdement
of Texa . Thou and of pelt were harve ted and by the 1850 , beaver
were largely extirpated. 53 A century later McCarley concluded that "the
narive beaver of East Texa is apparently extirpared."54 Restocking after
1959 has re ulted in the return of beaver to Ea t Texas. 55
While the panish brought both hogs and cattle ro East Texa
a early a the eighteenth century ir wa not until the early ninereenth
century that Anglo-Americans began flooding East Texa and e pecially
outheastern Texa , with cattle and hog. 6 Frontier men brought small
numbers of livesrock and relea ed mem ontO me open range where mey
were left ro run free and forage for food on their own. They nor only
urvived but pro pered. "With little doubt, the woods along the Neches
were filled to overflowing wim feral hog and cattle in the la t decad
of the open range [ca. 1920-1950]. Exactly how many we will never
know. Many observers arrested that hog and cattle were everywhere in
the 1930 , 1940s, and 1950 ... ."5 However, in 1937 because to kmen
were for ed ro bring their cattle out for dipping, observer e timated that
in Ja per County alone there were at lea t 300,000 cattle or one per every
twO acres. 5 The number of hog wa even greater but how many no one
know. The cattle fed on gra s in both upland and river bottomlands
and hog rooted everywhere, eating almo t anything, including va t
quantirie of mast. Their effect on the environment is not known, but by
analogy with roday's situation it is clear that the number of livesrock and
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their habits would have led to massive erosion and destruction of certain
natural communities, such as prairies, by over-grazing. As Del Weniger
said: "Neither the scope of [over-grazing] upon the natural landscape nor
how early it began impinging upon the original flora is
generally appreciated."59 What is known is that anything that interfered
with their livestock the backwoodmen summarily killed: Passenger
Pigeons (competition for mast), cougars (predators), wolves (predators),
bears (predators), and so on.
Backwoodsmen impact on East Texas timber was often indirect
and, in some ways, marginal. He cleared timber to open fields in the
forest, converted prairies to fields, cut timber for fences to keep cattle
and hogs out of gardens and away from homesteads, cut timber to build
homes, and to make shingles, barrd staves, and railroad ties for money.61
He sometimes engaged in small-time "peckerwoad" sawmiJJ operations,
and, of course, used wood to heat and Hght his house, cook, and make
charcoal. The burning offorested lands for livestock pasture was a common
practice, but how woodburning differed from the "natural" pyrogenic
regime of eastern Texas area is not entirely clear, but apparently it was
done primarily in winter and was a common practice.
There is no question that backwoodsmen had an impact on the Big
Thicket. Backwoodsmen entered an unoccupied landscape and like most
colonizers overexploited the resources. 62 They hunted game animals and
predators alike to extinction. Truett and Lay in Land ofBears and Honey
summarize the situation well: "In 1820 the mark of the white hunter
upon the East Texas wilderness was faint. By 1900 he had skimmed the
cream. Within three shoft decades after that, he had finished off all the
bears and the panthers and most of the deer and turkeys." 63 He could
have added pigeons and wolves as well. But even this was not enough:
during the Depression years "when people were in dire need and game Jaws
lacked teeth, the populations of deer, raccoons, and other wildlife species
reached their lowest ebb in the twentieth century as people stripped the
last resources of the bortoms for food."M
Exploitation was relentless, obsessive, and excessive. As Del
Weniger pointed out, "The first cause of such a decrease in animal life was
the irresponsible hunting of the first Texans." 65 One ofSitton's informants
adds: "'They believed in killing whatever they could see.)))66 Hunters truly
puzzled Weigner: "As one reads through the reports of the many early
hunters, one gets the distinct feeling that they believed they were doing
some great favor in wiping out the wildlife ofTexas." 67 He continues: "all
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the setders seemed to share [the compulsion] to eliminate all they could
of these large animals in the wilderness."·' The slaughter of the bison in
North America best symbolized such mass destructioon; the vaSt herds of
the early 1800s were eliminated by 1880'" Doughry c.'ptures much of the
allitude of early Eastern Texas in his Wildift and Man in Texas in which
rypical passages such as these appear:
Living near W~bbavill~. east of AIIStin. always-adventuroltJ Noah
Smithwick enjoy~d 'rar~-sport' by chasing black bears with his pack
ofdogs. Bears wa~ his sp~cialty in thm cedar-brak~ country because
they W~rt th~ bigg~st gam~: th~ Indians were gone and lik~wise rJu
buffalo. '0
Numaous tal~s ~xist~d about th~ fim, ~xcitem~nt, and adventure
(and ltSeJillness) ofshooting th~ hardened kill~rs [cougars} ofstock. 11
Killing high numbers of large-siud and pr~dotory specit> dmv
recognition and resp~er."
While few people today would condone such an allitude to
wildlife. it was apparendy universal or nearly so in the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. The cultural values of the backwoods men also
guided federal, state, and local predator control oRlcers whose task it was
to protect game and livestock. Doughry in Wildlift and Man in Texas
expresses this:
By contrast. pr~datory mammals rec~ived short shrift from fedaal,
state. and local agenci~s, who combined if{orrs and pooled mourees
to annihilate pmiftrollS canids and felids .... City and county wolf
clubs. ranchas. stockmen, and gov~rnment hunters waged a war of
extermination by s(fting out poisons and traps, digging imo d~ns and
breedingplaces. and huming cougars. wolves. and coyotes with dogs. 73
The backwoodsmen recognized no central authority. The "rules
of the commons" prevailed: each man independent and making his own
decisions." Instead of romalllicizing this lifesryle as many have done,75
Doughty calls the frontier mentaliry d,e "tradition of thoughdess and
unrestrained killing."'· Gunter and Oelschlaeger. in an article "Need for a
Texas Land Ethic," refer to the "strong anti-intellectualism," "exaggerated
individualism," and "the casual expectation of unending surplus" as
the ethic of the frontiersman." But eventually outsiders (federal, state.
conservationists, and even local governments) stepped in and put a stop
to some of the excesses. Only if wilderness had extended indefinitely
westward could this lifeway have continued, moving every half celllllry
or so illlo unoccupied land and beginning all over again. So a culture that
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began in the Carolinas in the 1700s moved west and finally extinguished
itsel f in the 1950s in East Texas, notably in the Big Thicket. 78
While many have written about the need to preserve, not overhunt or over-trap, it is a little startling to realize that even during the
time that Texas was under Mexican control, inklings that resources were
limited began to be expressed. In 1835, Juan N. Almonte, as part of a
report of his inspection of the Department of Nacogdoches, stated:
All ofTexas abounds in the same kind ofgame. but beaver and otter
are more abundant in this department. There are so many hunters.
however, that unless some measure is taken so that they may be hunted
only during a given season ofthe year, the most valuable fUr bearing
animals will be exterminated. 79
Even though the backwoodsmen recognized the declining resources, they
showed no restrain and instead made an extra effort to kill the last deer
and bear.
Recognition did not always change practice. Such sentiment
arose as in a passage in Doughty: ''As more people realized that game had
been literally swept away from vast areas of East and Central Texas and
that useful, interesting mammals and birds had been shot out, restoration
programs gathered momentum. ngO Thus, native species were either "good')
or "bad": the "usefur' species (turkey and deer) to be protected and
restocked, and the "useless" species (cougar and wolf) to be exterminated.
Perhaps the biggest change between the era of the backwoodsmen
and today is that before the stock laws went into effect in the 1950s, the
woods were filled not only with hogs and cattle but with people. As j.R.
Cockrell, an old resident of the Neches Valley, said:
The amazing thing about it [the effict of the stock laws}, the most
marked change that you can observe is that fifty years ago you could
go out in the woods and you'd see people all the time. Td see more
people in the woods than I can see now in town. YOu know. people had
cattle and hogs and they was hunting andfishing --- they was out in
the woods all the time. 81
Now they are not.
J

J
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THE BASS GRAYS: AN ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, AND
DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF COMPANY D, SEVENTH
TEXAS INFANTRY
by Andrew Lang
Advancing toward the small town Raymond, Mississippi, in
the mid-morning hours of May 12, 1863, the Seventh Texas Infantry
Regiment, expecting to find only a few Union regiments, mistakenly
happened upon Major General James B. McPherson's XXVII Corps.
Several Yankee units subsequently ambushed the surprised Texans, and
although the Lone Star boys expended all of their ammunition, the Union
soldiers poured a deadly fire on the unsuspecting Texans. One of the
shocked soldiers remembered that the fight at Raymond was "the most
disastrous battle in which I ever took part.'~ The Seventh Texas, in its
most costly engagement of the Civil War, suffered nearly 160 casualties,
22 of whom were killed in action· l
This study attempts to illustrate the economic, social, and
demographic nature of one of the Seventh Texas~s units, Company 0,
also known as the Bass Grays. Companies were the smallest components
of both the Union and Confederate armies, and generally consisted of
approximately one hundred men. This small number allows the historian
to incorporate a detailed study based on every man in the unit. Historians
have tended to neglect company-level studies and have instead focused on
the economic-social nature of larger units such as the regiment, brigade,
and division. Although company-level studies are not representative of
the entire Confederate fighting force, they do provide an intimate grassroots understanding of where the average southern soldier in a particular
company came from and what his place was within local and county
society. More importantly~ such studies provide a first-hand discernment
of the relationships that companies had with their individual communities
on the home front, and how it was the community, in and of itself, that
primarily reflected the economic-social nature of a company. 2
Therefore, this study seeks to answer the following questions
regarding the Bass Grays: First~ what was the overall economic-social
structure of the company in terms of age, martial status, birth origins,
Andrew Lang is a doctoral student at Rice University. This is his third
article on Texas during the Civil war.
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pre-war professions, wealth, and slaveholding? Ba cd on these factors, is
it possible to determine why rhese specific individuals volunreered
for Confederare service? Second, did officers possess differenr social
and economic characteristics from non-officers? More specifically, what
factors allowed certain individuals to be elected or promoted to the officer
corps? Third, what was rhe war's impact on the company, and was the unit
representative of the conremporary Civil War-era adage that the conflict
was a "rich man's war, bur a poor man's fight?"
Amidst the hundreds of Texas companies that fought in the Civil
War, it would appear to be a nearly futile exercise in choosing just one for
study. Several factors determined which unit would be analyzed, and the
foremost reason the Bass Grays were selected was due to their connection
with Hartison County. Located in the eastern part of the stare on the
Louisiana border, Harrison was among Texas's most "southern" counries.
In 1860, the county conrained Texas's largest slave population, over 90
percent of the white household heads claimed southern birth, and in
1861, the citizens of Harrison Counry zealously voted in favor of Texas's
secession by a margin of 866 to 44. Finally, historians have paid little
attenrion to the economic and social aspects of the Bass Grays' regimenr,
the Sevenrh Texas Infanrry. A swdy addressing a microcosmic portion of
the regimenr could, perhaps, lead to a further understanding of the unit as
well as a deeper knowledge of the diverse nature ofTexas's Civil War soldiers"
In the late spring and early summer of 1861, a group of white
Harrison County males formed a small drill company and referred to
the unit as the Bass Grays. 111e company was named in honor of its first
captain, Frederick S. Bass, a local leader in the community and presidenr
of nearby Marshall University. The company's primary purpose was to
protect the counry's citizens against "Yankee agitators [in) fomenting a
slave rebellion." As war fever spread, many of Harrison County's young
men volunteered to join the unit, and as a result the city contributed
another company, the Marshall Guards. Bass became the captain of the
new unit, which would eventually distinguish itself in the eastern theater
as a part of Hood's Texas Brigade. Bass's absence allowed Kllleber Miller
(K. M.) Van Zandt, a Marshall lawyer, to be elected as the Bass Grays' first
official commander under Confederate service"
In July 1861, John Gregg, a former delegate to the Texas secession
convenrion and member ofthe Provisional Confederate Congress, called for
men actoss the Lone Star State to enlist in companies that would serve under
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his command. Members of the Bass Grays joined hundreds of volunteers
from fifteen East Texas counties who eventually formed Colonel Gregg's
Seventh Texas Infantry Regiment. In September and October, a total of ten
companies assembled in Marshall, mustered into Confederate service, and
departed from Texas to join Albert Sidney Johnston's army in Kentucky5
Originally enlisting for "three years or the war," the Bass Grays,
officially Company 0 of the Seventh Texas Infantry, primarily remained
in the western theater, and first saw action at FoIt Donelson in February
1862. The Confederate surrender at Donelson directly resulted in the
Seventh Texas's (as weB as the Bass Grays') transport to Camp Douglas,
Illinois, where the men spent the next seven months as prisoners of war.
Mter their release in August and September 1862, confederate command
sent the Seventh Texas to Pact Hudson, Louisiana, whereupon the regiment
recruited more men and reorganized its ranks. FoJlowing an idJe faU and
winter, the Seventh Texas participated in the Vicksburg Campaign, and
in May 1863, suffered heavy casualties at Raymond, Mississippi. Mter
another surrender and exchange following the collapse of Vicksburg, the
Texans subsequently fought at Chickamauga and Chattanooga in the latter
part of 1863. In the following year, the Seventh Texas participated in the
Atlanta and Tennessee Campaigns, fought in the Carolinas Campaign in
eady 1865, and finally surrendered as a part of Joseph E. Johnston's army
at Bentonville, North Carolina. 6 As part of the Seventh Texas Infantry, the
Bass Grays experienced and engaged in some of the Civil War's fiercest fighting.
The Compiled Service Records and 1860 Manuscript Census
were the fundamental sources in collecting the war-time experiences and
economic-social status regarding the 122 men who served in the Bass
Grays. 7 Sources indicated that the company's men were relatively young.
At the beginning of their military service, the average age of a soldier in
the company was 23.5 years old, and just over thirty five percent were still
teenagers (13-19 years old). The maj ori ty ofthe men, 48.6 percent, were in
their twenties (20-29), while only 16.3 percent were over thirty years old.
The Bass Grays were representative of [he Texans who volunteered early in
the war because those men were also generally younger. For example, the
average age of the men in the Third Texas Cavalry, organized in February
1861, was twenty-three. The Bass Grays, however, had a small percentage
of men who volunteered later in the war, either in 1862 or 1863, who were
generally older (average age of 25.3 years old) than those who originally
signed-up in 1861. Such a characteristic was similar for Texas units that
organized later in the war. FinaJly, the Bass Grays compared consistently
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wim the average age in the Confederate army as a whole; historian Bell I.
Wiley found that nearly four-fifths of all southern soldiers ranged between
eighteen and twenty-nine years old (see Table 1).8
The overwhelmingly young natute of the Bass Gtays also
corresponded to the small percentage of men who were heads of
households. 9 Only 21.6 petcent of the men were married, and a much
larger proportion, 78.4 percent, were eimer single or still lived with
their families. In the Twelfth Missouri Infantry, a Union regiment also
organized in late 1861, married men constituted only 9.3 percent of
me original volunteers. It is evident mat 1861 volunteets were younger
and did nOt head a household. The Bass Grays were representative of
families who could more easily afford to send their sons, brothers, and
in some cases husbands to war in the early months of the conflict, as
the majority of these individuals did not carry the major responsibilities
of household heads. Consequently, of ti,e oldet men in the Bass Grays
who volunteered in either 1862 or 1863, slightly more than one-tllird
were married and a household head. Finally, in Harrison County only 35
percent of me community's volunteers were married, thus strengthening
me interpretation that in terms of age and household status, me Bass Grays
were somewhat similar to the county's soldier population as a whole. 1O
Antebellum East Texas society, and more specifically Harrison
County, drew primarily from individuals born in the Lower South. Nearly
fifty-two percent in East Texans were born in the Lower South, while only
41.1 percent of the region had Upper South origins. In Harrison County,
forty-seven percent of the population claimed Lower South origins, while
forty-three percent hailed from the Upper South." Nearly two-thirds
(sixty three percent) of Harrison County's Confederate volunteers were
originally from the Deep South, as were me majority of the Bass Grays.
Over half (fifty-nine percent) of the company's men were originally born
in the lower soumern states, and men from Alabama and Georgia singlehandedly accounted for nearly mirty-seven percent of the entire unit.
Slightly more than one-quaner (twenty-six percent) of the company
claimed Upper South origins, wim Tennessee and North Carolina alone
accounting for 20.3 percent. Finally, four percent of me Bass Grays came from
northern origins, whereas 11 percent were originally born in Europe.
In spite of the differences in age and marital status among those
units mat were organized in either 1861 or 1862, it is reasonable to
conclude that Texans originally from the Lower South were more likely
to volunteer throughout ti,e war. Their ideological motivations derived
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equally from their birth origins and subsequendy corresponded to the
larger political climate. It is no wonder that large numbers of men from
the Lower South volunteered early and often, as their native states were
the first to secede from the Union. Influence from the Lower South
dominated the Bass Grays, and possibly provided a contributing factor to
the unit's early organization into Confederate service. '2
Up to this point, a survey ofthe Bass Grays in terms ofage, marital
status, and birth origins reveals a somewhat comparable pattern relative
to antebellum Harrison County and East Texas society, as well as to those
individuals who volunteered for war in 1861. Considering that the Bass
Grays were fairly typical of Harrison County society under such terms, it
would be appropriate to assume that the unit would also be representative
of the county's most robust characteristics of a large slaveholding,
agriculturally-dominant community. But such a characterization would
be inherently misleading since the vast majority of the company was
not involved in agricultural occupations, held very few slaves, and lived
middle-class economic lifestyles.
An inspection of the company's pre-war professions revealed
that only twenry-three percent of the Bass Grays engaged in any sort
of agricultural or farming enterprise. Conversely, 44.6 percent of the
company worked in non-agricultural occupations~ including lawyers,
students, merchants, a printer, barber, county clerk, and tavern keeper.
The Seventh Texas Infantry was also composed of men who, for the most
part, were not involved in agriculture. The Bass Grays' occupations~ and
for that matter the professions of the entire Seventh Texas, presented
an interesting variation from most of the Lone Star State's Confederate
volunteers. Historian Richard Lowe noted that "the more rural and
undeveloped nature of Texas" during the antebellum period helped to
explain why a majority of Texas units included men who were largely
farmers and those involved in agriculture. The Bass Grays, however,
simply did not fit this characterization (see Table 2).13
The men's place of residence offers the most convincing evidence
on occupational patterns in the company_ The vast majority of the Bass
Grays lived in Marshall, Texas's fourth largest city in 1860. The city was
the commercial center for Harrison County, as well as East Texas, during
the late antebellum period, and in spite of it being a predominately
agricultural county, those who lived in Marshall were primarily involved
in non-agricultural pursuits. Members of the Bass Grays came from this
"urban" population, and in terms of profession, vastly differed from their
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fellow Harrison County volunteers. For example, the majority of men in
the Texas Hunters, Company A of the Third Texas Cavalry, were more
occupationally-representative of the county's volunteers as a whole; they
largely lived in the rural eastern portion of Harrison Counry and
principally worked in agricultural occupations."
TI,e nature of rhe Bass Grays' occupational patterns also
corresponded with the company's largely middle-class economic structure.
Slightly more rhan twenry four percent of the unit were considered "poor"
(wealrh measured at less than $500), 52.7 percent claimed middle-class
sratuS (wealth measured between $500 and $19,999), while rhe wealrhy
class (wealth measured at $20,000 or more) comprised only rwenty-three
percent of the company. The company's median wealth was $8,050, onequarter grearer rhan the 1860 mean for the entire srate of Texas, placing
the overall unit decidedly in the middle class c.1regory.'5 Such figures also
illustrate how the company's overall economic srructure was represenrarive
of antebellum Texas, in rhar, regardless of a growing middle-class, large
disparities of wealrh blankered rhe economic specrrum. For example, rhe
wealthiesr twenty three percenr of rhe company owned 72.4 percent of
rhe unir's enrire wealrh. The Bass Grays' wealrhholding patterns, however,
were relarive ro rhe inequaliries found in significantly larger Texas unirs (see Table 3)."
Similar ro wealrhholding, slaveholding among rhe company's men
also presented significanr inequaliries. K. M. Van Zandr, rhe Bass Grays'
first caprain, esrimared thar as many as seventy-five percent of his men did
nor own slaves. In reality, 62.2 percenr of rhe company either owned slaves
or resided wirh slaveholding families. More precisely, rhe planrer class
(rhose individuals who owned twenty or more slaves) constirured 14.9
percenr of rhe company and owned 363, or fifty-nine percent, of all slaves
held by unir members. On rhe contrary, rhose who owned twenty slaves
or less comprised 85.1 percent of rhe slave owning men in the company
and owned forty-one percent of rhe unir's slaves. More importantly, rhe
individuals who owned nine slaves or fewer constiruted 71.6 percenr of
rhe company, while 56.7 percent of rhe Bass Grays owned no more rhan
four slaves. TI,e entirety of rhese slaveholding figures lead ro an important
conclusion: alrhough a majority of rhe unir as a whole owned slaves, on
an individual basis, very few of rhe Bass Grays held a significant number
of bondsmen. Therefore, ir is more appropriare to characrerize rhe Bass
Grays as a unir primarily composed of men who were more likely ro own
eirher a minuscule number of slaves or no slaves ar all (see Table 4).17
In spire of the large number of men who owned few slaves, slavery
in and of irself provided rhe Bass Grays wirh a srrong motivarion ro
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volunteer for Confederate duty in the summer and fall of 1861. In an
attempt to portray his company as a unit made largely of non-slaveholders,
K. M. Van Zandt noted that "slavery was not the cause of the war. War
came because the North was getting too strong [and] ... to show that it
was not slavery that caused the war ... the majority of [my men] had no
interest in the question. It was the invasion by the North that fired the
South." Van Zandt clearly did not take into account the fact that slavery
was ingrained in the antebellum way of life, and southerners, whether
they owned slaves or not, were all directly tied to the peculiar institution's
services. For example, one of Van Zandt's own men, Private Quentin D.
Horr, originally born in Ohio and who did not own any slaves, implored
the citizens of Harrison County for "fifty Negro men aged from eighteen
to fifty years, to be [used] as cooks and teamsters" for the Seventh Texas.
Horr's request only applied to "those [persons] having Negroes that they
can spare," in order to restore "the health of the patriotic soldiers who
have so nobly offered themselves in this struggle, for those institutions
so dear to us." The leading institution, of course, that was most dear to
southerners, and especially the citizens of Harrison County, was slavery. t8
Taking into account that on an individual basis most of the Bass
Grays were not involved in agriculture and owned few slaves, might lead
to the assumption that these specific individuals had little economic or
social stake in the slaveris future. That would be a false conclusion for
two fundamental reasons. First, Harrison County's wealthy slave holders
relied heavily upon the occupation services of the majority of the Bass
Gray's soldiers. It is quite possible that the most significant clients of
the company's merchants, lawyers, doctors, and mechanics, indeed were
wealthy slaveholders. Therefore, a threat to the institution of slavery
would surely affect those who worked in the urban professions. Second,
the Bass Grays, citizens of Harrison County. (as well as all southerners),
had a social stake in the future of slavery. In the event that slavery became
extinct, southerners would be forced to share equality with a supposed
inferior race. With slavery intact, the society that the Bass Grays cherished
and needed would remain stable. In 186L J. D. B. De Bow, editor of De
Bow's Review, asserted a similar nodon. He argued that "non-slaveholders
are either urban or rural, including ... merchants, traders, mechanics,
[and] laborers ... in the town's and cities," and as a result, "the nonslaveholder of the South preserves the status of the white man, and is not
regarded as an inferior."t9
Examination of the Bass Grays' social and economic characteristics
and the motivations that direct resulted revealed that the average soldier
was in his early twenties, a native of the Lower South, and more likely to
be a single, non-household head. Moreover, a typical member of the Bass
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Grays was the middle-class, employed in non-agricultural professions,
and thereby owned few slaves. The motivation to protect slavery was quite
possibly a central element in the psychological impulse to volunteer at the
outset of the war.
Outside of enlisted soldiers, any thorough examination of the
Bass Gray's must include the officers corps, their political power, and the
factors behind their election to such positions. Historian Randolph B.
Campbell noted that in antebellum Harrison County, "wealthy planters
provided leadership on all important public mallers." While this statement
is certainly true, the Bass Grays, as a microcosmic portion of the county,
proved markedly different. The company's small percentage of planters,
who owned most of the unit's wealth and slaves, held very few leadership
positions in the company's officer corps, principally due to the relationship
members of the Bass Grays shared with their community in Marshall.'·
Public elections determined the Bass Gray's officers, usually
presided over by Harrison County's Chief Justice, George Lane.
Numerous scholars have noted that such elections were politically
necessary because Confederate soldiers strongly believed in the right to
elect their commanders. Moreover, historian James M. McPherson noted
that due to the "American tradition," Civil War-era soldiers "voted for
Congressmen and governors; why should they nOt vote for captains and
colonels?" The company's men surely viewed officer election as an essential
practice because they desired individuals who were proven leaders rather
than wealthy slaveholders.'1
By the end of the war a toral of eight men had served as the
company's officers. These individuals were, on average, 25.5 years old,
generally the head of a household, and likely born in the Upper South.
WeaJrhholding among the officer corps mirrored the unit's general middleclass nature; six officers came from the middle-class, while only one officer
represented the wealthy class.1he officer corps' median worth was $9,640,
while the median wealth among non-officers was $6,270. Although the
company's officers were generally wealthier than non-officers, they did nOt
rise to the level of the planter class.
While material wealth was not a primary factor to officer election,
slaveholding also revealed similar pallerns. The Bass Grays' officers held
few slaves. 1he officers' mean number of slave was fifteen, but one must
take into account the fact that Second Lieutenant A. G. Adams came
from a family who owned seventy-five slaves, the most out of any member
of the company. Therefore, the median number of slaves held by the unit's
officers was five, and thus provided a more reali tic calculation. The
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officers' generally owned no more slaves than the men they commanded. 22
The preceding characterizations certainly reveaJed that the vast
majority of the Bass Grays' officers were not representative of Harrison
County's slaveholding class. Furthermore, these officers made no attempt
to depict themselves as such individuals. Lieutenant Colonel Jeremiah
M. Clough, who had a total wealth of $17.700 and owned three slaves,
wrote that "one might think ... my office would pay me something out of
which I could meet my expenses at home.» Clough and his fellow officers
economic worth placed them solidly in the middle-class, a conception
counter to what scholars have found in other Texas units and even across
different parts of the Confederacy. Historian Douglas Hale noted that a
distinct correlation existed between wealthy economic class and positions
of command in the Third Texas Cavalry. Historian Fred Arthur Bailey
asserted that in Tennessee "the attainment of rank ... [was] determined
by class distinctions.» However. the Bass Grays' enlisted men were not
willing to grant the unit's wealthy slaveholders with the opportunities
to lead their unit. Rather, the company's men wanted their officers to
possess, first and foremost, strong leadership qualities. 23
Historian BeH 1. Wiley found that the ability to lead men far
outweighed wealth and slaveholding status, and also remarked that
Confederate soldiers often preferred officers who were not "guilty of
u
putting on airs. K. M. Van Zandt had such a notion. Several weeks after
he was elected as the Bass Grays' first captain. Van Zandt expressed the
desire that even his superiors had to be exceptional leaders. HShould there
be no efficient person for that purpose [to lead the regiment],u Van Zandt
insisted, "I will not remain here longer than six or eight days." Potential
officers in the Bass Grays, as well as the Seventh Texas, had to have already
proven themselves as leading members of their community in order to be
considered for election. 24
The Bass Grays' officers not only reflected the occupational nature
of the company, but also Marshall society as a whole. Every officer except
one was either a prominent merchant or lawyer in Marshall prior to the
Civil War. The company's merchants, for example, were some ofthe leading
businessmen in the community. First Lieutenant and later Captain Charles
E. Talley, for instance, was a partner with William Bradfield, one of the
town's wealthiest merchants. "Bradfield and Talley," as their business was
known, "sold a broad array of goods to the public," including hardware,
clothing, staple goods, fabric, and perfume. In the years immediately
preceding the war, large advertisements for Bradfield and Talley's store
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were placed in almosr every issue of Harrison County's leading newspaper,
rhe Marshall TeXtlS Republican. Talley was well known wirhin Marshall, as
well as by his company's men, and he mosr likely benefired from being
associared wirh such an important business organization. The company's
enlisred men were more likely to elecr an individual wirh whom rhey
worked, socialized, and associared wirh during everyday life on rhe home
fronr. 25
AJrhough professional occuparion was a conrriburing factor, public
leadership in antebellum Harrison County played rhe mosr significant
role in rhe elecrion of officers. Nearly half of rhe company's officers were
considered ro be rhose "who occupied posirions of influence and polirical
leadership" in rhe community. K. M. Van Zandr was probably the leading
individual among rhe entire company who commanded public influence
and name recognirion. Many considered his farher, Isaac Van Zandr, who
named rhe rown of Marshall, ro be the founder of rhe community. K.
M. Van Zandr, who undoubredly benefired from his farher's name, also
helped found rhe Chrisrian Church in Harrison County, and was also a
norable local attorney. Furthermore, Van Zandr arrended organizarional
meerings of rhe Democraric Party in 1859 as well as meerings ro address
rhe secrional crisis in 1860. 26
Several of rhe company's orher officers had attained similar levels
of public influence. For example, Lieurenant Colonel]. M. Clough was a
lawyer, Harrison County's Disrricr Attorney, and, like Van Zandr, he had
attended rhe organizarional meerings of rhe Democraric Party in 1859.
Third Lieurenant Lucien Woodson's farher held public office in Harrison
County, which presumably aided rhe younger Woodson in achieving
sratus in rhe Bass Grays' officer corpsH
Such examples give further credence ro rhe norion rhar urban
occuparions, combined wirh a significant level of public influence
and leadership, greatly contribured to an individual's opportunity to
be elecred as a company officer. As such, a disrincr correlarion exisred
berween public leadership before rhe war and officer sratus during rhe
war. Wealthy slaveholders-rradirionally dominant in Harrison County's
political and societal affairs-simply were nor represenred in rhe unir's
officer corps. Professional occupation, name recognirion, and especially
public leadership qualities, rarher rhan wealrhholding and slaveholding,
earned certain men the righr ro be elecred a officers.The facr thar rhe
Bass Grays' officers were nor wealrhy slaveholders does nor mean rhey were
any less supportive of secession. ]. M. Clough, a New Hampshire narive
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and owner of only three slaves, denounced Abraham Lincoln's election
and was a member of a Harrison County committee that declared that
the Republican party threatened slavery, and even proposed a convention
to consider secession. K. M. Van Zandt also blamed Lincoln for inciting
a "wicked, fratricidal war." Such language naturally reflected Marshall's
unanimous precinct vote in favor of disunion. BeH I. Wiley observed that
such actions and words were common among the "fire-eating element,
made largely of county editors, preachers, lawyers, and politicians-on-the~
make/' as these individuals were often the "most vocal and eloquent." Wiley
essentially described the very nature of the men who commanded the Bass
Grays. The election of company officers, reflected both the community's
as well as the enlisted men's political attitudes. Officers represented the
overall nature of the unit, especially in terms of non-agricultural occupations
and economic status. Middle class enlisted men and non~officers elected and
fought alongside officers from a similar class. 28
The final characterization regarding officer status is that of officer
mobility within the ranks. Simply puc, what were the factors that aJlowed
officers to be promoted during the war? In the spring of 1862, the vast
majority of Confederate units underwent significant reorganizations in
response to the Southern government's passage of the Conscription Act.
The act allowed for new elections of officers, and as a result, the social and
economic structure of officer corps' across the South drastically changed. 29
Due to its imprisonment at Camp Douglas in the spring and
summer of 1862, the Seventh Texas Infantry, and consequently the Bass
Grays, were not directly affected by the Conscription Act. Therefore,
following its release in August and September of 1862, the unit underwent
minimal reorganizations throughout the remainder of the war. Death in
battle or resignation usually determined Bass Gray reorganization and
promotion, but for the most part, the officer corps underwent no drastic
structural change. Promotions or new elections hardly affected the overall
social and economic components of the Bass Grays' officer corps. For
example, when Captain K. M. Van Zandt became a regimental major,
the officers below him simply moved up in rank. Moreover, the men who
were originally privates, and were later appointed to the officer corps,
generally shared the same social and economic traits as the originally
elected officers: mid·twenties, middle-class economic status, ownership of
few slaves, and most significant, a community leader on the home front.
Such trends provide further wealthier slaveholding did not determine
officer, and class divisions rarely existed between officers and the men
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they commanded. 30
After the Seventh Texas Infantry was released from Camp Douglas
and exchanged at Vicksburg, Mississippi, in August 1862, the Confederate
Secretary of War declared the regimental positions of lieurenant colonel
and major open. Captain William Moody of Company G and K. M.
Van Zandt were chosen to decide berween themselves who should assume
which position, as a "result of our records at Fon Donelson." Moody
advised Van Zandt that since "you and I are of equal rank [we] mUSt
determine seniority by lot." On the behest of the Secretary of War, both
men drew straws and "Captain Moody drew the appointment as lieutenant
colonel." Both Moody and Van Zandt were of moderate means; however,
it was [heir record on the banlefield, and a stroke of luck, that afforded
their promotions in the regimen!.3'
A detailed examination of the Bass Grays' overall social and
economic structure, as well as [he dynamics that were involved in electing
officers, has revealed that the majority of the company was of the nonagricultural, middle-class sector in Harrison County. The remaining issue
regarding the nature of the company is an assessment of the war's personal
impact on the Bass Grays. More specifically, was the unit representative of
the contemporary complaint that the ivil War was a "rich man's war, but
a poor man's fighr?"
Among the ninereen skirmishes, battles, and campaigns that
[he Bass Grays participated, the mOSt costly were Fon Donelson,
Raymond, Mississippi, and Chickamauga. Nearly three-founhs (seventy
three percent) of the unit's entire casualties (killed, wounded, missing,
or captured) occurred as a result of the three engagements. 1he entire
Seventh Texas Infantry of 306 soldiers went into Raymond, Mississippi,
and left the batrlefield with only 148 men. The Bass Grays alone lost
fifteen wounded and six killed at the same fight. Private Thomas W.
Johnson, for insrance, was hit "through the muscles of both [highs," and
somehow managed to survive.» In terms of casualties, Raymond reAected
the company's most traumatic combat experience. On an individual basis,
however, Fon Donelson and Chickamauga were juSt as gruesome. In
the defense of Donelson, Lieutenant Colonel J. M. Clough was "shot
through [he head with a Minie ball ... while gallantly leading his men
in a desperate charge," whereas on the Chickamauga battlefield, eighteenyear-old Private Josiah P. Alford suffered an amputation of his lefr leg
witllOut the benefir of anesthesia. J3
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On a larger scale, in terms of the war's overall impact on the
company, the Bass Grays were not representative of the contemporary
cliche that the conRict was a «rich man's war, but a poor man's fight." Of
the forty-nine members in the company who suffered at least one casualty
throughout the war, thirty-nine percent fell to in the poor class, while the
middle and wealthy classes combined for seventy-six percent of the unit's
total casualties. Overall, the unit contained slightly more poor members
than wealthy individuals, yet the wealthy class had a higher casualty rate.
The poor and downtrodden simply did not suffer at higher rates than
wealthier and more privileged groups. As a proportion of the company's
overall casualties, middle-class and wealthy men were killed and wounded
at equal-to-higher rates than those in the lower class. 34
Birth origins, age, and marital status, also contributed to who was
more likely to suffer a casualty. Men born in the Lower South accoun ted for
over one-third (thirty-nine percent) ofthe unit's casuahies, while those who
claimed Upper South, northern, or European roots combined for slightly
more than twenty percent of the company's casualties. Additionally, men
who were kilJed, wounded, or missing tended to be slightly older (twentyfive years old) than the average age of the company in general (twentythree years old). Moreover, slightly more than ten percent of the unit's
casualties were either married or the head of a household. Richard Lowe
found that in Walkees Texas Division, "married men and men who had
households to support were ... less likely to expose themselves recklessly
in battle than men without such responsibilities." Lowe's characterization
seemed to be a consistent occurrence with the Bass Grays as welJ (see
Tables 5).35
This examination of the Bass Grays, Company 0 of the Seventh
Texas Infantry, recognizes that company-level studies are not intended
to make broad generalizations concerning large portions of society or
the Confederate Army. As previously noted, historians have found that
the majority of the southern fighting force was made largely of men with
rural farming backgrounds and initially commanded by individuals who
were generally of the upper-economic slaveholding classes. Microcosmic
inspections such as this study do have the potential to reveal the small
percentage of Confederates who differed from their fellow southerners in
terms of economic and social status.
Focusing on a segment of Harrison County's Civil War volunteers
uncovered how the Bass Grays were inherently different from their fellow
citizens in Harrison Couney. Although the company contained a small
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number of wealthy slaveholders, such individuals did not dominate the
unit' overall ocial and economic rructur , a notion that seemed almost
antithetical to antebellum East Texa ociety. For the mo t parr the Ba
Gray were typically of moderate mean and were more likely to elect
leader who were of the arne status as the majority of those in the unit.
This trend eemed to depart somewhat from the tendencie of citizen
in antebellum Harrison County who favored the community's mall
percentage of wealthy slaveholders co govern and lead. In tead members
of Company 0 preferred to be led by men who were already proven
leader.
Perhap the mo t pressing unre olved is ue beyond the cope of
thi tudy i the ext nt [ which the Bass Gray compared with [heir
fellow companies in the larger eventh Texa Infantry. Historian James L.
New om hinted that the regiment as a whole re embled the overall narure
of the Bas Grays' however, a sy tematic and detailed analysi concerning
the regiment's economic, ocial and demographi element ha yet to
be addre sed. Examining the eventh Regiment in a manner imilar to
thi analysis of the Ba Gray could notably influence Texa Civil War
history becau e of the in inuated idea of how the regiment' culrure
intertwined with it various companies. For now at lea t, a thorough
study over a mailer component of the eventh Texas conrributes to the
overall understanding of why men fought in the ivil War, where they
came from at a gtass-root level and how oldiers shared a deeply-rooted
and committed relation hip with their community on the home front. 36

Table 1- Bass Grays' Age Distribution in 1861

ouree: Eighth Censu ,1860, chedule 1.
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Table 2- Bass Grays' Occupations and Comparisons
Percenragc of
Percentage
Occupation
Walkeis Texas
of Company

Percentage
oITexas
Households

Division

Agriculture

23.0

78.1

69.7

Commerce

9.5

2.6

4.3

Unskilled Labor

8.1

7.9

9.2

Protessional

6.8

2.8

5.0

Student

6.8

-

-

Skilled Labor

3.9

5.8

9.1

Public Ofticial

1.4

0.4

0.8

Miscellaneous
Non-Agricultural
Occupations

8.1

1.5

0.7

Other

32.4

-

-

Source: Eighth Census) 1860~ Schedule 1; Lowe, Walker's Texas Division t 22;
Campbell and Lowe, Wealth

and Power, 63.
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Table 5- The Impact ofWar

,. ome members of the company endured more than one ca ualry and were counted
as uch. Therefore, the percentage i greater rhan 100 percent.
1his number does nor in lude rho e who surrendered ar Fore Donelson. a every
member of rhe unir was raken as a prisoner of war. The number rake into
account only those who were P Ws on mor than one occasion after Forr
Donelson.
"* Ca ualry defined a killed, wounded missing. or caprured. ources: Compiled
ervice Records. Reels 315-320; Eighth Census. 1860. hedule I.
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'Khleber Miller Van Zandt, Fora Without Fanfare: The Autobiography ofK M. \&n Zandt, ed. Sandra L. Myres, (Fort Worth: Texas
Christian University Press, 1968), 99; ~r ofthe Rebellion: A Compilation ofthe Official Records ofthe Union and Confederate Armies, 128
vols. (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1880-190 I), Series I,
Volume 24, p. 747-48-hereafter cited as O.R.
IRandolph B. Campbell, "Planters and Plain Folk: Harrison
County, Texas, as a Test Case, 1850-1860," journal ofSouthern History
40 (August, 1974), 371, 392, argues in favor of smafIer, microcosmic
studies. The author wishes to rhank Dr. Randolph B. Campbell for
providing helpful materials from his personal collection of notes regarding antebellum Harrison County. and especially those covering the Bass
Grays. More specifically Dr. Campbell supplied his own census-based
data collection concerning the unit; however. all data was doublechecked by the author to impart legitimacy for this study. For the regimental level, see for example Douglas Hale, "The Third Texas Cavalty: A
Socioeconomic Profile of a Confederate Regiment," Military History of
the SOl/rhwm 19 (Spring. I989), 1-26; See also, M. Jane Johansson, PeCl/liar Honor: A History oj the 28th uxas Cavalry, 1862-1865 (Fayetteville:
University of Arkansas Press, 1998). For the brigade level see Charles
E. Brooks, "The Social and Cultural Dynamics of Soldiering in Hood's
Texas Brigade," journal ofSouthern History 67 (August, 2001), 535-72.
For the division see. Richard Lowe. ~lkers uxas Division, C.S.A.: Greyhounds ofthe Trans-Mississippi (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press. 2004). One of the only scholarly treatments of a Texas company
is John D. Perkins. "The Titus Hunters: Company 0, II th Texas Infantry Regiment, Walker's Texas Division," East uxas Historical journal 35
(Spring. 1997), 17-29.
'United States Bureau of the Census, Population of the United
States in 1860; Compiled from the Original Returns of the Eighth
Census (Washington. D.C.: Government Printing Office. 1864), 475.
485; Randolph B. Campbell, A Southern Community in Crisis: Harrison
County, uxas, 1850-1880 (Austin: Texas State Historical Association,
1983), 24-27. 182-97. For an overview of the thirteen companies that
were raised in Harrison County. see Randolph B. Campbell. "Fighting
for the Confederacy: 1he White Male Population of Harrison County in
the Civil War," Southwestern Historical Quarterly 104 Ouly. 2000), 2528. James L. Newsom, "Intrepid Gray Warriors: 1he 7th Texas Infantry,
1861-1865" (Ph.D. diss.• Texas Christian University, 1995). provides a
Inilirary account with slight socia-economic generalizations.
4Marshall. uxas Republican, June 22, 1861; Harold B. Simpson,
The Marshall Guards: Harrison Countys Contribution to Hoods uxas
Brigade (Marshall, Texas: Port Caddo Press. 1967), II; Van Zandr. Force
Without Fanfare, 77-79; Campbell, "Fighting for the Confederacy," 2526. In spite of F. S. Bass's absence. the unit retained its tirle of the Bass
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Grays.
5Newsom, "Intrepid Gray Warriors," 16-29; Ralph A. Wooster,
Lone Star R~iments in Gray (Austin: Eakin Press, 2002), 132; Douglas
R. Shields, John Gregg/ in Ron Tyler et al. eds., the New Handbook of
Texas (6 vols.; Austin: Texas State Historical Association, 1996), 3: 328;
Van Zandt Force without Fanfare, 79.
6Stewart Sifakis, "Compendium of the Confederate Armies
Texas" (New York: Facts on File, 1995),117-18; Campbell, "Fighting
for the Confederacy," 26-27.
7Compiled Service Records of Confederate Soldiers Who Served
in Organizations from the State ofTexas t War Depanment Collection of
Confederate Records, Record Group 109, National Archives, Washington, D.C. (Microfilm M323), reels 315-320-hereafter cited as Compiled Service Records, with appropriate reel number, and soldier file.
Eighth Census of the United States, 1860, Records of the Bureau of the
Census, Record Group 29, Schedule 1 (Free Population) and Schedule 2
(Slave Population). Hereafter cited as Eighth Census, 1860, Schedules 1
or 2. Marshall Texas Republican, October 12, 1861, provides an original roster of Company D. Of the 122 men in the Bass Grays, 74 were
located in the 1860 Census. This represented 61 percent of the entire
company, and data from these men were placed in a database for statisti·
cal analysis (see footnote 1). Locating only a certain portion of men in
a census-based study is common. See Richard Lowe, "The Freedmen's
Bureau and Local Leadership in Virginia/' Journal ofSouthern History 64
(August, 1998), 456-57. Lowe found only 52.4 percent of men for his
study and identifies other historians who similar samples.
SEighth Census, 1860, Schedule 1; Douglas Hale, lhe Third
Texas Cavalry in the Civil War (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press),
44; Lowe, Walker's Texas Division, 19-21; Bell Irvin Wiley, 1he Life
ofJohnny Reb: 1he Common Soldier ofthe Conftderacy (Indianapolis:
Bobbs-Merrill, 1943), 330-31. Only twelve of the Bass Grays, out of the
seventy-four listed in the census, volunteered in either 1862 or 1863.
The ages were calculated based on how old the men were in 1861.
91n this study the sixteen men who were married were also house..
hold heads. Therefore, the terms "married" and «household head" are
used interchangeably to mean the same thing.
lOEighth Census, 1860, Schedule 1; Earl J. Hess, uThe 12th
MisColonel of the Seventh Texas Regiment and is included in the study.
Non-commissioned officers are not counted as they had little to no
command authority. soud Infantry: A Socia-Military Profile of a Union
Regiment/ Missouri Historical Review 76 (October 1981), 62; Lowe,
Walkers uxas Division, 21; CampbelJ, "Fighting for the Confederacy,"
t

t

t

t

t

35.

llRandolph B. Campbell and Richard G. Lowe, Wealth and Power in Antebellum Texas (College Station: Texas A&M University Press,
90
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1977),29, defined the Lower South a Alabama Arkan a , Florida
Georgia, Louisiana, Mis issippi, outh Carolina, and Texas. The Upper
outh wa defined as Delaware, Wa hington D. C. Kentucky Maryland, North Carolina, Tenne ee and Virginia. Campbell and Lowe,
Wealth and Power 29, found that in 1860 41.1 percent of all Texan
were born in the Upper outh, whereas 36.0 percent were born in the
Lower South. Campbell, outhern Community in Crisis, 26.
12Similar ideas are found in Lowe Walker's Texas Division, 22,
and Jame M. McPherson What They Fought For, 1861-1865 (Baton
Rouge: Loui iana tate Univer ity Pre ,1994), 16.
I Lowe, Walker's Texa Divi ion, 23' Ei~hth
en u , 1860
Schedule 1; ewsom, "Intrepid Gray Warrior, 11. Johan on, Peculiar
Honor 18-19, found thar 75.3 percent of men in the 28th Texa Cavalry were farmers. Hale, "Third Texas Cavalry," 22 discovered that 59
percent of men in the Third Texa Cavalry were farmers. Although 32
percent of the Ba Grays' 0 cupation were not Ii ted in the census, it is
doubtful that every one of the unknown profe sion wa agriculturally
related.
I Population figure derived from Mary G. Ramos, d. and Roberr Plocheck asst. ed. Texas Almanac, 2002-2003: 2000 Cen u Data
(Dallas Texa : Dallas Morning News Publishers 2001), 389-99. For a
detailed treatment of the commercial nature of Marshall see Campbell
Southern Community in Crisis, 73-95. Eighth Cen us, 1860, chedule 1,
Ii ted the specific location within the ounty where the men lived. For
a ro ter of Co. A Third Texa Cavalry, see Janet B. Hewett, ed., Texas
Confederate Soldiers, 1861-1865, Volume II: Unit Ro ter (2 vol.; Wilmington, .c.: Broadfoot Publishing Co., 1997), 27. Hale, "Third Texa
Cavalry,' 14-15, proposes the same ideas about those living outside of
Marshall being more agricultural, and in many respects wealthier. The
majority of the Texas Hunter lived in Jone ville or Porr addo.
I Eighth Census, 1860, Schedule 1. Randolph B.
ampbell
and Richard G. Lowe "Wealthholding and Political Power in Antebellum Texas," Southwestern Historical Quarterly 79 Guly, 1975),27, Ii ted
Texas's average wealth in 1860 as $6 393. Wealth i defined as the sum
of real and personal property. The purpo e of taking the ompany'
median wealth was due to the kewed nature of the company mean
wealth. If the mean were calculated, it would reveal a wealth of $16, III
with a standard deviation of $23,750. Thi is due to having 0 few men
to calculate combined with the large disparities in wealth amounts.
'GEighth Censu ,1860, chedule L. Wealth measurement were
taken from Campbell and Lowe, Wealth and Power, 46. Campbell and
Lowe found that 25.1 percent of all Texans were poor, 67.8 percent
were middle-class and 7.1 percent were wealthy. Brooks, " ocial and
Cultural Dynamics," 538-39 u ing Campbell and Lowe's wealth definitions, found that Hood' Texas Brigade po sessed 31.3 percent of poor
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men, 58.2 percent in the middle-class, and 10.6 percent of men in the
wealthy class. Richard G. Lowe and Randolph B. Campbell, Planters and
Plain Folk: Agriculture in Antebellum Texas (Dallas: Southern Methodist
University Press, 1987), 107-14. If a member of the Bass Grays was not
a household head, his father's wealth was recorded.
llVan Zandt, Force without Fanftre, 79; Eighth Census, 1860,
Schedule 2.; Campbell and Lowe, Wealth and Power, 44, found that in
1860 nearly three-fourths of Texans did not own slaves. Studies on larger
Texas units produced similar findings. Lowe, Walkers Texas Division,
25, found that just over 20 percent of the men in the Texas Division
owned slaves, while Brooks, Hood's Texas Brigade, 541, found that on
average, three-quarters of the men in the First, Fourth, and Fifth Texas
Infantries were non-slaveholders. Conversely, Hale, Third Texas Cavalry,
40, found that upwards of 60 percent of horsemen in the Third Cavalry
owned slaves. The Texas Hunters from Harrison County possessed 76
percent slaveholders within the ranks. If a man was not a household
head, his father's slaveholding was recorded.
18Van Zandt, Force without Fanfare, 79. Horrls request appeared
in the Marshall, Texas Republican, October 11, 1862.
De Bow's Review ofthe Southern and ~stern States, 43 vols. (New Orleans: J. D. B. De Bow, 1846-80),30: 69, 73. De Bow also considered
those southerners who owned five or less slaves to be "non-slaveholders."
See also, Kenneth M. Stampp, The Peculiar Institution: Slavery in the Ante-Bel/um South (New York: Knopf, 1956), 28, 322-30, esp. 387. James
M. McPherson, For Cause and Comrades: Why Men Fought in the Civil
Wltr (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), presents a comprehensive look at the motivations of both Union and Confederate soldiers.
19Campbell, "Planters and Plain Folk," 391. Only commissioned
officers are examined for this study: Captain, First Lieutenant, Second
Lieutenant. One member of the Bass Grays was elected as Lieutenant
1Khleber Miller Van Zandt, Force Without Fanfare: 1he Autobiography
ofK M. 1-'lln Zandt, ed. Sandra L. Myres, (Fort Worth: Texas Christian
University Press, 1968), 99; WIlr ofthe Rebellion: A Compilation ofthe
Official Records of the Union and Confederate Armies, 128 vols. (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1880-1901), Series 1, Volume 24, p.
747-48-hereafter cited as O.R.
2°David Donald, "The Confederate as a Fighting Man," Journal
o/Southern History 25 (May, 1959), 185; James M. McPherson, Battle
Cry ofFreedom: The Civil war Era (New York: Oxford University Press,
1988), 327. An example of a public record that details a Bass Grays
election is, "Bass Grays Certificate of Election," May 28, 1861, Seventh
Texas Infantry Muster Roll File, Texas Sta[e Archives, Austin, Texas.
21Eighth Census, 1860, Schedule 2.
22Jeremiah M. Clough (0 his mother, January 12, 1862, Civil
War Letters of Khleber Miller Van Zandt, Seventh Texas Infantry File,
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Harold B. Simpson Confederate Research Center, Hillsboro, Texashereafter cited as Van Zandt Lerrers, Seventh Texas Infantry File, SCRe.
Fred Arthur Bailey, Class and Tennessee's Confederate Generation (Chapel Hill: Universiry of orm Carolina Press, 1987), 78-79; Hale, "Third
Texas Cavalry," 5-6.
lJWiley, Lift ofJohnny Reb, 235; K. M. Van Zandt ro My Dear
Wife, July 19, 1861, Van Zandr Lerrers, evenm Texas Infantry File,
SCRe.
14Campbell, outhern Community in Crisis, 79-80; Eighth Census, 1860, chedule I. For examples of Bradfield and Talley's advertisements see, Marshall, Texas Republican, January 7, April 21, May 19, December 29, 1860. William Bradfield was roo old ro serve in me milirary;
however, his son, John A. Bradfield enlisted in the Bass Grays in 1863
at age seventeen, was severely wounded at Raymond, Mississippi, and
finally sent home because of his injuries.
lSCampbell, "Planters and Plain Folk," 387; John B. Wilder,
"Isaac Van Zandt," in New Handbook ofTexas, ed. Tyler et aI., 6: 707;
Campbell, "Planters and Plain Folk," 397-98; Marshall, Texas Republican, Ocrober 8, 15, 1859 and June 2, December I, 8, 1860.
16Eighth Census, 1860, Schedule I; Newsom, "Intrepid Gray
Warriors," 12; Campbell, "Planters and Plain Folk," 395, 398; Marshall,
Texas Republical/, August 6, Ocrober 8, 15, 1859 and April 21, August
I I, 1860.
17K. M. Van Zandt ro My Dear Wife, Ocrober 25, 1861, Van
Zandt Lerrers, Seventh Texas Infantry File, CRC; Wiley, Lift ofjohnny
Reb, 16; Campbell, Southern Community in Crisis, 183-84, 190-91;
Eighth Census, 1860, Schedules I and 2. For examples on how communiry influence reflected the nature of choosing officers, see, Thomas R.
Kemp, "Communiry and War: The Civil War Experiences of Two New
Hampshire Towns," in Maris A. Vinovskis, ed., Toward a Social History
ofthe Americal/ Civil war: Explorarory Essays ( ew York: Cambridge
Universiry Press, 1990),37,40.
"For a detailed account of the Conscription Act of 1862, see,
Alberr Burron Moore, Conscription and Conflict in the Conftderacy ( ew
York: Macmillan, 1924). See also, McPherson, Battle Cry ofFreedom,
429-31. For examples of the officers who were elected ro replace original
officers, see, Brooks, " ocial and Cultural Dynamics," 542, and Hale,
Third Texas Cavalry, 41.
19For a detailed explanation of me unit's imprisonment, release,
n

and subsequent "reorganizacions after Camp Douglas, see,

eWSOffi,

"Intrepid Gray Warriors," 58-62. Compiled Service Records, Reels 315320; Ei%hrh Census, 1860, Schedules I and 2.
Van Zandt, Force without Fanfare, 95-97; W. H. Moody ro
Dear Captain, ovember 23, 1862, Van Zandt Lerrers, eventh Texas
Infantry File, CRe.
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38 B. G. Dyson to Unknown, July 5, 1863, Compiled Service Records,
Reel 317, T. W. Johnson file; Sifakis, Compendium of the Confederate
Armies, 118; Compiled Service Records, Reels 315-320; a.R., Series
1, Volume 24, p. 748; Edwin C. Bearss, 1he Campaignfor Vicksburg, VOlume II: Grant Strikes a Fatal Blow (Dayton, Ohio: Morningside Publishers, 1985-86), 498-501.
31John S. Bigham to Mrs. L. V. CJough, February 19, 1862, Van
Zandt Letters, Seventh Texas Infantry File, SCRC; Campbell, "Fighting
for the Confederacy,)) 22.
32Compiled Service Records, Reels 315-320; Eighth Census,
1860, Schedule 1. Some members of the unit accounted for more than
one casualty, thus, the total percentage was greater than 100 percent.
33Lowe, Walker's Texas Division, 265; Compiled Service Records,
Reels 315-320; Eighth Census, 1860, Schedule 1. Newsom, "Intrepid
Gray Warriors," 7-11, presented overall generalizations of the Seventh
Texas's economic-social status. A detailed breakdown of the relationships
that each company had with their home counties is not evident, nor is
the comparison on how the Seventh Texas fit into the larger Confederate
Army)s economic-social structure. See the end of footnote 3.
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EAST TEXAS NEWS AND NOTES
by SCOtt Sosebee
Onceagain the members ofthe East Texas Historical Association gathered in Nacogdoches fotourannual Fall Meeting. Held eptember24-26. members and guests were
treated to a full and varied program. commendably orchestrated by Program Chair
Milton Jordan and his fine commillee of Dan Utley. Linda Hudson. COUll Carney.
Bernadene Pruin, Bruce Glasrud. and Francis Galan. The Assodadon saw many first

time presenters in 2009. as well as grizzled veterans. In terms ofparticipants, the 2009
Fall Meeting was the largest in our hisrory, continuing a recent [fend of expansion.

Awards are quite often the highlight of the Fall Meeting and 2009 brought
us a galaxy of "stars" in that area. Mary Kelley-Scheer received the Ollis Lock
"Educator of rhe Year" award for her outstanding accomplishments at Lamar University in Beaumom. Kyle Wilkison. of Collin College, collected the Ollis Lock
"Book of the Year" prize for his important ""oml/lI, Shl/r<croppm. 1/1Id SociI/lists: PilIill Folk Proust ill UXlIS, /870-/9/4. L. Patrick Hughes of Austin Community College. and Jerry Hopkins of East Texas Baptist University received
Ollis Lock Research grants during the Saturday Business Luncheon. The 2009
recipient of the Chamberlain Award for the year's best article in the Emt UXlIS
Historic,,1 jOl/ml/1 went to Robert Shelton of Cleveland State University for his
superbly wrillen and researched "Built By The Irishman, The Negro, and the
Mule:' Labor Militancy Across the Color Line in Post-Reconstruction Texas."
Michael Hurd of the Texas Black History Preservation Project delivered the
Luncheon Address on Saturday. His talk. "The Founding of Black Colleges in
East Texas: Something From Nothing." reminded the audience of the vital importance these often struggling institutions of higher learning had within the
tOO often neglected African American students in East Texas. Mr. Hurd's message resonated with our members and we appreciate his sharing of the story.
Mr. jeff Guinn ofFon Worth delivered the 2009 Georgiana and Max Lale LeclUre at the Baker Pallillo Student Cemer on the campus of Stephen F. Austin State
University. Guinn's outstanding address. "Go Down Together: The True. Untold
Srory of Bonnie and Clyde" was adapted from his latest book of the same name. As
Mr. Guinn pointed out. Clyde Barrow and Bonnie Parker are two of the most erroneously mythologized historical figures ofTexas, but his fine research shows that
most of their image was fabricated and exaggerated by a press hungry to sell newspapers during a raging economic depression. 111e reality was that these twO, poor,
44-kids" from West Dallas turned [Q crime to escape a hopeless fu£ure, and for most
of their brief careers they were not much more than small-time thieves. The usual

large crowd in the Grand Ballroom enthusiastically responded to Guinn's talk.
Speaking of Association friend Jeff Guinn. he has graciously agreed to donate
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his entire collection of the research he conducted for Go Down TOgether-notes.
film, documents, and interviews-to the Association. Jeffs generous gift is not
only magnanimous but also historically significant. The collection after processing,
will be housed in Stephen F. Austin State University's East Texas Research Center
at the Ralph W Steen Library and will be available for future research efforts.
The Association is pleased to announce its latest publication and the first offering in its Max and Cissy Lale East Texas Social and Cultural History Series,
Making East Texas. East Texas: Selections From the East Texas Historical Journal. edited by Bruce Glasrud and Archie P. McDonald. The work, through representative
articles from our journal, examines the question of "what makes East Texas. East
Texas (p.6)." The end result is a publication that aptly demonstrates the diversity, nuance, and texture of East Texas' unique heritage. It is available for purchase from our website (easttexashisrorical.org) or by calling the office at 936-4682407. All proceeds benefit the Association and, need I add, it makes a great gift.
Archie McDonald and Hardy Meredith have teamed up for an Arcadia Publishing work that should be of great interest to members, Nacogdoches, part of
Arcadia's "Images of America" Series. It is a pictorial/text book that covers the
history of the 'Oldest Town in Texas" from its inception through the contemporary era. It is available at local retailers, online bookstores, or directly through
Arcadia Publishing at www.arcardiapublishing.com or by calling 888-313-2665.
A recent development in East Texas is the establishment of an academic press
at Stephen F. Austin State University. Headed by editor Kim Verhines, the new
venture, SFA State University Press will publish fiction and non-fiction works that
have a regional emphasis. Historical works will no doubt form a significant part of
this new undertaking and the Association is at work on a close relationship with our
host institution and its press. The first fruit of this new partnership is the current issue of thefournal. ofwhich SFA State University Press helped design and print. Ms.
Verhines enthusiastically asks for possible manuscript proposals, and she will also
sell you a book or twO as they become available. If you have any questions or proposals. please contact Kimberly Verhines at sfapress@sfasu.edu or 936-468-1078.
It is Spring Meeting time in February and, as most now know, this year
the Association has planned an exciting and hismric event. We will gather in Fort
Worth at the Marriot Resort at Champion's Circle for a joint meeting with the
West Texas Historical Association. At press time, program chair Tom Crum and
his committee were busily preparing a fine program full of informative and innovative sessions, as well as historic rours, receptions, and other activities. Registration materials have been mailed to all members, or are available through our
website (easrrexashistoricaLorg), and by request at 936-468-2407. We would
love to see a huge turnout for this special meeting. Please make plans to attend.
Once again the office asks you to update your e-maiJ information if you ace
not receiving the Association newsletter. A quarterly effort. the newsletter helps
members stay up-to-date on Association news and happenings. Ifyou have not yet
I
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received a newsletter bye-mail, please call Deanna at 936-468-2407 and make sure
we have a working address for you.
We encourage all to send informalion for inclusion in our News and Notes. If
you have an item that you wish to appear, please send it to sosebeem@sfasu.edu
or East Texas Historical Association, Box 6223. SFA Station, Nacogdoches. TX
75962-6223 For guaranteed inclusion in our next issue. all materials should be
received no later than April 1. 2010.
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BOOK NOTES FOR SPRING 2010
By
Archie l? McDonaU

The East Texas Historicaljournal attempts to review or take notice
of as many newly published works of Texana, with admitted preference
for East Texana, as possible. If received from publishers or authors, each
receives a full review if a reviewer can be obtained, and the remainder
are noted in this column. Sometimes the editor simply assigns new
arrivals to this booknote writer, and sometimes he asks for them. The
latter is the case with True west: An Illustrated Guide to the Heyday Of
1he western, by Michael Barson (TeU Press, Box 298300, Fort Worth,
TX 76129. 2008. $29.95), because of my well-known affection for the
very movie and television Westerns that constitute Barson's subject; and
because I used to teach a course on the West using John Wayne films to
illustrate such themes as transportation and careers ("Stagecoach"), the
cattle frontier ("Red River"), and manifest destiny ("The Alamo"). In
other words, like Barson, I, too, am a Western nut. So, assuming one
nut can evaluate the work of another, I asked Scott for this one. I am
pleased that he agreed. Barson's review is divided into chapters on how a
nadve of Massachusetts became interested in the West, to units on early
stars in Western film and television, Western literature and music and
even Western comic books and costumes. I took particular interest in
Barson)s list of most significant Western films. I agree with most of it,
but must assume a gremlin made him claim that Wayne played the "wise
commander of the post" in "She Wore A Yellow Ribbon" (1949). Wayne
played Captain Nathan Brittles, commander ofC troop; George O'Brien
played the major who commanded the post. One thing is certain: the
excellent color reproductions of movie posters, book covers, and such, are
magnificent. I strongly recommend True west to all western "nuts."
The gardeners among us will find the photos in Texas PubLic
Gardens, by Elvin McDonald, photography by Kevin Vandivier and Earl
Nottingham (Pelican Publishing Company, 1000 Burmaster St., Gretna,
LA 70053. 2008. $35.), spectacular. From bJuebonnets and Indian
paintbrush in snow, to azaleas in Nacogdoches and roses in Tyler, these
vivid pictures will interest you in horticulture even if you can't stand dirt
under your fingernails. Of course, Texas has bunches of such gardens,
and the author and picture takers have visited thirty-three of them. Of
l
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that number, four in Houston and Galveston, a couple in Dallas, plus the
Tyler Rose Garden and the Stephen F. Austin Mast Arboretum and Native
Plant Center in Nacogdoches, are East Texas' share, though the table of
contents mistakenly assigns Harlingen's Hugh Ramsey ature Trail to
acogdoches as well. I'm sure David Creech, who runs Stephen F. Austin
State University's arboretum and native plant center would be happy to
add it to his responsibilities if Harlingen would pay travel expenses. 0
matter; the illustrations in this special book will make you forget where
you are except in these special gardens.
To Sav~ A City: TJu Balin Airlift, 1948-1949 (Texas A&M
University Press, 4354 TAMU, College tation, TX 77843-4354. 2000.
$34.95), by Roger G. Miller, reCounts the brief but significant effort of
American and British airmen, mostly militaty but some civilian, who flew
near 300,000 flights into blockaded Berlin to save that city from starvation.
Tensions between Western powers and the USSR after their successful
effort to defeat Adolph Hitler's attempt to rule the world focused on a
divided Germany, with the United States, England, France, and the USSR
each in charge of former Germany homeland, and within the Soviet sector
(East Germany), of Berlin, the old capital and Germany's largest city.
With Josef talin's plan for control of aU of Germany in abeyance, the
Soviet premier clo ed down all surface access to Berlin. Western powers
responded with the Airlift and placed General William Tunner, who had
coordinated Allied efforts to "fly the Hump" in the China-Burma-India
Theatre during WW1I, in charge. The narrative is heavy on logistical
explanations, but humanized by the story of the pilot who parachuted
candy to German children, and humorized with cartoons from the Tnsk
Forc~ Tim~s, the official newspaper of the Combined Airlift Task Force.
One might have to be of a certain age to under tand the apprehension
of that Cold War time, but modern students of military affairs can learn
much here, and marvel, as did my generation, at the determination of
President Harty Truman and the compassion of thousands of aviarors
who risked lives-and some surrendered them-"to save a City" and turn
Stalin's tough stand into a major blunder.
R~markabu PlAnts o/Tans: Uncommon Accounts O/Our Common
Nativ~s (University of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 787137819, 2009. $29.95.) by Matt Warnock Turner claim it djffers from
previous publications about Texas' native plants in that they are mostly
field guides. Turner judged that understandable, since there are over 6,000
species of plants in Texas and the first thing one needs to know is their
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names. What makes his Remarkable Plants of Texas remarkabJe, then, is
his concentration on less that 100 species and wealth of information far
beyond botanical data through the use of archeology, history, folklore,
medicine, culinary arts, and other fields. Turner cites, for exampJe, the
live oak, which provided not just shade but food, tannin, and ink, but
because of its sturdiness, was also a favored material for ship construction.
When appropriate, Tanner reports on real or supposed medicinal,
psychotropic, or toxic properties, and also, right up front there is a press
disclaimer that the book is not meant as guide to such use and "by no
means replaces professional medical advice." The narrative is informative
and the pictures of plants are spectacular. East Texans likely will find
an interest in: Trees-Pecan, Flowering Dogwood, Loblolly and Longleaf
Pine; Shrubs-Yaupon and Sumac; and Herbaceous Plants, Cacti, Grasses,
Vines, and Aquatics-Wild Onion, Sunflower, Bluebonnet, Mistletoe,
and Wild Grape. I think I have all of those on the place in East Texas
where The Bank lets me live.
Echoes of Glory, by Robert FJynn (TeD Press, Box 298300, Fort
Worth, TX, 76129, 2009. $19.95), is a disturbing but fun fictional look
at a factual reality of modern Texas-our gun-Joving, Bible-pounding,
hero-worshiping, media-dominated, rumor-loving selves. The setting
is a made-up county located in central Texas and the protagonists are a
genuine hero who doesn1t believe he is one and a wannabe hero locked in
an eJection for sheriff, with all the community's self interests and personal
lives on the line. Unless one has been involved in political campaigns,
one might mistake Flynn's characterization for taU tale or myth; not so,
unfonunately. Flynn's story invoJves an aging sheriff come home a hero,
the soJe survivor of the town's reserve unit otherwise wiped out in the
Korean Conflict. It might has weH have been the Alamo. Flynn, being
Flynn, can't resist using the town's evangelist (0 show what's wrong or
right (depending on one's view), with modern mega-religion. Like I said,
this is fiction, but it hits pretty close to home anyway.
I'm a setup for publications like Sundays With Ron Rozelle, by
Ron Rozelle (TCU Press, Box 298300, Fort Worth, TX 76129.2009.),
because it is a compilation of his Sunday column in the Brazosport Facts. I
did the same with my radio commentaries (and would like to do so again).
Beyond that, I enjoyed similar collections of the columns of Leon Hale
and Lewis Grizzard, and before that of the Dallas Morning Newl Paul
Crume. RozelJes' columns contain more references to literature than the
others, which is fitting for a teacher of English, but cover such multiple
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topics as a tribute to his father and especially memories of growing up
in Oakwood, a small community located in centtal East Texas. Rozelle
is younger than I am, but otherwise many similarities appear in his
columns, such as a partiality to John Wayne, fruitcakes, and coffee, to
name only three among many. 1 hope to meet Mr. Rozelle one day to
learn of possible other interests we share. Meantime, you will enjoy these
columns-none take longer than a few minutes to read and you get to
start over ever third page-and it is well worth the effort.
We've all wondered who should be the Mother of Texas if that
bachelor Stephen F. Austin is the Father ofTexas. Jane Long and Kiamata
have their advocates, and with good cause, but after reading Light
Townsend Cummins' Emily Austin OJUXl1S, 1795-1851 (TCU Press, Box
298300, Forth Worth, Texas, 76129. 2009. $27.95), no doubt remains:
this daughter of Moses and sister of old Stephen himself, leads the field.
Emily Margaret Btown Austin was the child and sister of wanderers, and
like her mother, ever conscious of the need for "place" in society, a good
education, and a good helping of old fashioned nobleu oblige. So father
Moses Austin started Out in Connecticut, then moved to Virginia and
Missouri, and only death kept him from continuing to Texas. Btothers
Stephen and Brown took up the cause, and finally sister Emily followedbut not before marrying James Bryan, and when widowed, James Perry.
Cummins makes plain that Emily, despite two marriages and eleven
children, remained, always, an Austin. Perry reluctantly moved to Texas
to please his wife and with het built a prosperous plantation at Peach
Point, even ifhe remained a Missourian at heart. Together, they were also
the caretakers of Stephen Austin's legend in Texas during that inevitable
dip between his actual life and the lore that sometimes enhances an
important person's stature. Emily remained through all of it a Southern
aristocrat, and this is no where berrer illustrated than in this line about
fearing a seizure of daughtet Eliza while traveling, and why: "I am kept
it a state of excitement for fear that she will have a spasm. It would be
intolerable for such a thing to happen while we are among strangers." 1
think my mother would have understood that concept of public behavior.
So Emily Margaret Brown Austin Bryan Perry is my candidate for Mother
of Texas and Light Townsend Cummins' for Biographer of the Year.
One Man's Music: The Lift And Times OJ uxas Songwriter Vina
Bell, by Vince Bell (University of North Texas Press, 1155 Union Circle
#311336, Denton, TX 76203-5017. $29.95.), with foreword by Kathleen
Hudson, is Volume 3 in the North Texas Lives of Musicians Series. Bell's
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writes in stream-of-consciousness mode with irony thrown in. The book
of words is accompanied by a CD of Bell's compositions, including "100
Miles from Mexico," "Pair of Dice," and "Hard Road.')
Just in time for readers to begin planning for planting time in East
Texas, comes What Can I Do With My Herbs? How to Grow, Use & Enjoy
7hese Versatile Plants, by Judy Barrett (Texas A&M University Press, 4354
TAMU, College Station, TX 77843-4354. $19.95.), with art by Victor
Z. Martin. Barrett's book contains forty brief chapters, each devoted to an
herb. Each entry is divided into titled paragraphs that vary according to
that particular herb. For example, for dill (Anethum graveolens), contains
sections on "Learn About It"--history of the plant; "Grow it," "Eat it; "
((Get pretty with it"-basically, crushed dill is good for appearance and
health of fingernails; "Soothe with it"-tea made with dill calms colicky
babies; "Stay healthy with it"--good source of calcium, fiber, and various
minerals; and "Save it"-drying so dill can be used later. And so forth for
thirty-nine other herbs that can be grown in Texas. A concluding chapter
discusses such additional uses as landscaping with herbs.
Finally, for all those who miss The King-Elvis, of course-comes
now The Genuine Elvis: Photos and Untold Stories about the King (Pelican
Publishing Company, 1000 Burmaster Street, Gretna, LA 70053. 2008.
$14.95), by Ronnie McDowell, Edie Hand, and Jew Meador. This
square (6" x 6") and spare (111 pages) memorial is filled with photos and
memories of Elvis-mostly an early Elvis before sequined jumpsuits and
doctors and pills. According to reports, McDowell sounds more like Elvis
than Elvis when performing songs associated with the King of Rock and
Roll; Hand is a relative of Elvis; and Meador is a manager of entertainers
and entertainment projects. These, plus a score or more of Elvis' relatives
and friends, share memories of (heir association with him. The most
interesting offerings are prints of McDowell's interpretive paintings of
Elvis. Anyone who remembers the 1950s will love those paintings.
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Latina Legislator: Leticia Van de Putte and the Road to Leadership,
by Sharon A. Navarro (Texas A&M University Press, 4354 TAMU,College
Station, TX 77843-4354). 2008. Contents. lllustrations. Acknowledgements
Introduction. Appendices. Notes. Bibliography. Index. P. 178. $29.95
Hardcover.
According to Sharon A. Navarro, the definitive act of political
involvement in American society lies in a candidate's campaigning for elected
office. The struggle for a woman of Mexican American descent to attain
this accomplishment requires ambition and skill, qualities nor encouraged
by their culture. Navarro focuses specifically on the lack of female minority
representatives in Texas politics and the importance of race in the development
offemale leadership ability.
Navarro begins with a brief summary of the Texas political system
and the historical development of the state's political culture. Placing Texas
in a unique fusion of traditionalistic and individualistic political tendencies,
this hybrid provides perfect opportunity for Leticia Van de Purre to ascend ro
political leadership in Texas politics. Focusing on the barriers a woman must
overcome to be elected, Navarro states that southern gender bias that seeks to
maintain the elite male dominated legislature, along with Mexican American
cultural handicaps, provide significant barriers ro the women in politics.
Navarro also studies women in United States politics and concluded that in
many cases the woman's family is the mOSt oppressive barrier ro her political
consciousness. Navarro documents Van de Purre's efforts after her election ro
the State Senate and the influence of her political mentor, Frank Tejeda.
Navarro concluded her study of Van de Purre with her critical
leadership of the eleven state senarors, affiliated with the Democratic Party,
during the controversial breaking of quorum and withdraw to Albuquerque
during the congressional redistricting dispute. Navarro places significance of
Van de Purre's participation during this event and emphaSized the strategic
importance of her leadership during this crisis.
By examining the political behavior of Latinas through the case study
of Leticia Van de Purte, Navarro places her study within the context of Latina
experience within the male-dominated politics of the state ofTexas. Although
Navarro admitted to the lack of quality Iitetature on the experiences of
politically minded Latinas, she provides significant historiographical analysis
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concerning historians' and political scientists' conclusions that distinctively
divides Larinal experiences from that of Anglo women in Texas politics. By
studying a broad collection of sources, Navarro provides a unique perspective
on the strength required ofwomen who desire elected office in Texas, which
places her study within the broader context of minority studies on political
involvement.
Ryan Gullett
~

Quest for Justice: Louis A. Bedford ir. and the Struggle for EqUdI
Rights in Texas, by Darwin Payne (Southern Methodist University Press, :P.O.
Box 750415, Dallas, TX 75275-0415), 2009. Contents. Foreword. Preface.
Acknowledgements. Selected bibliography. Index. 1>. 274. $22.50 Hardcover.
Presently coming of age is a generation of Americans who have
never experienced institutionalized racism. These Americans have never seen
signs for colored restrooms or lunch counters. African-Americans of this
generation, in particular, have never been subjugated to "colored seating" in
theatres or refused service in cabs or elevators reserved for "whites only." Louis
A Bedford, Jr., the protagonist of Darwin Payne's Quest for Justice, was not
so fortunate. His was one of the generations most burdened by those daily
humiliations that are now but painful memories. Born in Dallas in 1926,
Bedford would come of age in a separate but equal America that was anything but.
With meticulous detail Payne chronicles Bedford's path from Dallas'
segregated schools to the Brooklyn Law School in New York and his return
to Dallas where he would eventually become the first African-American
judge in Dallas County history. Through Bedford and his Dallas roots,
Payne illuminates the challenges faced by African Americans in their struggle
for equality. The Supreme Court in 1954 declared via Brown vs. Board of
Education that the separate but equal doctrine was unconstitutional, and
the lives of Americans both black and white were put on a path that would
change them forever.
Bedford would experience, sometimes as a participant and sometimes
as an eyewitness, protests and sit-ins and legal batdes and the eventual victories
of African-Americans in their struggle for equality. He witnessed the change
Dallas went through as a city after JFK was assassinated in its streets. The
last few pages of Payne's biography are dedicated to the numerous honors
bestowed upon Bedford by his peers and the young Mrican-American lawyers
and students he inspired.
Payne deftly uses Bedford's story as the foundation upon which he
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builds a rich and detailed history of the suuggle for equality in Dallas, bur
Bedford himself is a rather passive protagonist. While he was certainly among
a group ofAfrican-American pioneers in a Dallas legal system long dominated
by whites, Bedford often assumed a secondary role within that group. He
undoubtedly deserves praise and recognition for his achievements, bur there
were several instances in which Bedford was presented opportunities to take a
leading role, and he elected to remain in the background.
Payne's biogtaphy of Bedford is a clever rool for narrowing the
focus, and provides a prism through which the narrative is made personal.
It is, however, ultimately less compelling than the broader scope of Quest
for Justice, a history of the Civil Rights Movement in Dallas. Quest for
Justice is at its moSt cogent when focused on the daunting challenges
faced by African Americans and their eventual triumphs in the face of
those challenges. It is critical that our history be preserved for posterity
so that we might learn from our mistakes, especially when that history is
centered on hate and bigotry. In that regard, Payne's book is successful and
important. His meticulous research and attention to detail has produced
an illuminating history of one of America's darkest epochs.
Forrest Taylor
San Augustine, Florida
~

The Wrecking ofLa Salle's Ship Aimable and the Trial ofClaude
Aigron, by Robert S. Weddle (University of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819,
Austin, TX 78713-7819),2009. Contents. List of Illustrations. Preface.
Notes. Bibliography. Index. P. 136. $50.00 Hardcover.
Robert Weddle's latest in a long line of books on the Gulf of
Mexico, and his second specifically about Rene Robert Cavelier, Sieur de
La Salle, and one of the ships in his final, ill-fated expedition to Texas, is
a quick, fascinating, and multifaceted read. The slim work is equal parts
sailing yarn, exploration narrative, courtroom drama, and underwater
archaeology; it is enough to interest specia.lists in several fields, from
historians of East Texas to students of the legal system of the Ancien
Regime. Weddle utilizes a wealth of published and archival primary
sources from several repositories, making particular use of seldom-seen
maritime records housed in La Rochelle, France. Fran~ois Lagarde of
the University of Texas offers the first English translations of several
documents Weddle presents.
In the first section Weddle quickly and comprehensively recounts
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the purpose of La Sal.le's expedition that landed in Texas in the winter
of 1685, centering on the wrecking of the 180-ton armed cargo vessel
Aimable and the legal battles that followed in France. When Louis XIV
refused to give another ship to the expedition, the explorer leased the
Aimable, owned by Jean Massior and captained by Claude Aigron, at the
last minute. The journey to the New World was fraught with mishaps and
disputes, with Captain Aigron even rdeiving the ship's pilot, one Jacques
Zacharie Mengaud, from his duties. After months of travel, the three
battered ships of La Salle's expedirion reached Pass Cavallo, the entrance
to Matagorda Bay, which La Salle mistakenly held was his destination,
the mouth of the Mississippi River. On February 20, 1685, two days
after the ship Belle successfully entered the bay, the Aimable ran aground
attempting to cross the bar. Some stores were salvaged from the wrecked
ship, but many important items were lost to the sea.
La Salle, who had several disputes with Aigron, accused the captain
of refusing the aid of a pilot and purposefulJy wrecking the ship. Aigron,
with most of his crew, returned to France with the French naval ship
Joly. When royal officials read La SaHe's report, Aigron was temporarily
arrested and imprisoned, while the AimabJe's pilot Mengaud and gunner
Pierre Georget sued Aigron and the ship's owner Massiot for unpaid
wages and damages for lost personal items. The case centered on whether
Aigron intentionally grounded his vessel. The trial records, affidavits, and
depositions are summarized in Weddle's narrative and reproduced with
short commentary in the second part of the book. The official records offer
an intriguing window into shipboard politics during the expedition and
delineate the complexities of French and maritime law of the seventeenth
century. Though documentary evidence concerning the final outcome of
the case are missing, the suit against Aigron and Massoit likely failed, as
the defense made it appear that plaintiff Mengaud only brought the suit
because he was smaning from his dismissal as pilot. In the third section
of the book, Weddle recounts the search for the remains of the Aimable
in the mud underneath the Gulf.
Most importantly, Weddle's informative account ofthe expedition,
Aimable's sinking, and Aigrods trial all highlight La Salle's unfitness
for command. La Salle in the records of Aigron's trial and in Weddle's
commentary appears petty and incompotent. Weddle at one point states
that La Salle "is found wanting to a degree that warrants harsh judgemen£"
(p. 39). This refreshing view hardly resembles the brave adventurer of
many accounts. Readers may question the editorial decision to place all
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of the primary source texts in a section after Weddle's complete narrative
summary of the story instead of weaving them into the narrative or
making it a sort of ptimary source readet. Yet the texts complement the
narrative and provide many interesting bits of history. One of the French
lawyers, for instance, cited ptecedents ftom sources as wide-ranging as
Aristotle, the Hanseatic League, and Catahin books on Rhodian law (pp.
68-73). Weddle's latest work is a welcome addition to the corpus on La
Salle and the Texas Gulf Coast.
Gene Rhea Tucket
University of Texas at Arlington
~

Texas Devils: RAngers and Regulators on the Lower Rio Grande.
1846-1861. by Michael L. Collins (University of Oklahoma Press. 2008
Venture Drive, Norman, OK 73069), 2008. Contents. Illustrations.
Acknowledgments. Introduction. Notes. Bibliography. Index. P. 316.
$26.95 Hardcover.
Michael Collins's Texas Devils tackles the Texas Ranger mythology
head-on with his lively book examining the law enforcement organization
in the years between the Mexican Wat and the Civil War. 1he author
begins his study with a brief introduction, arguing that a balanced view
of the Rangers has not been forthcoming in the historiography of the
Lone Star State. Instead, a sanitized and often reverential view marks the
history of the law enforcement unit. Collins thus proceeds to challenge
the old orthodoxy, using contemporary accounts and a critical eye to
highlight the corrupt and sometimes vicious character of the Rangers who
served along the Rio Grande.
A constant theme soon emerges from Collins's work. Whether they
were dealing with the Tejano population along the border or engaging in
filibustering expeditions, fortune or vengeance, nor necessarily freedom or
justice, generally motivated the Rangers. According to the author, many
viewed them with derision. That is not to say the Rangers were not adept
at frontier defense or demonstrated bravery. In fact, Collins highlights
these trends, pointing out that even the Spanish-surnamed landowners of
sourh Texas could appreciate the Rangers' ability to provide safety from
hostile Native Americans.
While ctitics may discount Texas Devils as a revisionist work,
it offers much more than that. Collins's study is well-written and
clearly argued, and it succeeds in balancing recent wotks maintaining
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the impeachable character of the Rangers. A particular strength is the
author's ability to convey a definite sense of life on the border during the
mid nineteenth century, not only in geographic terms, but in a broader
cultural sense as well. Readers interested in a more objective view of the
Rangers and the cuhural conflict in South Texas will surely find Collins's
study a welcomed contribution to the field.
Alex Mendoza
University of Texas at Tyler
~

The Seventh Star of the Confederacy: Texas During the Civil
\.%r, by Kenneth W. Howell, editor (University of North Texas Press,
1155 Union Circle #311336, Denton, TX 76203-5017),2009. Contents.
List of Illustrations. List of Maps. Preface. Acknowledgements. List of
Contributors. Index. E348. $34.95 Hardcover.
The Seventh Star of the Confederacy: Texas During the Civil War
offers a unique perspective on the Lone Star State's often neglected role
in the Civil War. Edited by Kenneth W. Howell, the anthology represents
an attempt "to provide a balance of military, social, and cultural history
to explain Texas' involvement in one of the most pivotal moments in
American History (vii). Indeed, Howell has achieved his ambitious goal
in the production of this excellent anthology. Contributions from many
respected historians such as Alwyn Barr, Archie ~ McDonald, James M.
Smallwood, Ronald Goodwin, and Bruce Glasrud masterfully examine
not only the important military engagements relevant to Texas; but also
the experiences ofMrican-Americans, Native Americans, Texas politicians,
and women during this crucial era in Texas history.
Howell divided the anthology into four parts. In Part One, (~n
Historical Overview of Texas and the Civil War, Barr and McDonald
expertly document Texas role in the Civil war from both a hisroriograpic
and generaJ history perspective. Part Two, entitled "The Time for
Compromise has Passed," chronicles the root causes of the Civil War and
how these events fostered Texas secession from the Union. The third section
of the book, "In Sight of My Enemy," provides a fresh examination of
the key military engagements relevant to Texas during the war, the Battle
of Galveston, the Battle of the Nueces, and the Red River Campaign.
With the fourth and final section, Howell successfully fulfills the anthology's
mission to provide a reliable military history balanced with political, cultural,
and social history of the state during the remarkable Civil War Period.
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1he editor and contributors involved in the production of The
Seventh Star of the Confederacy have succeeded in their attempt to
provide a balanced study of Texas during the Civil War Era and have
made available a remarkable anthology useful to the casual history buff as
well as the educator or professional scholar.
John B. Caraway
Clyde, Texas
~

Class and Race in the Frontier Army: Military Lift in the U7est,
1870-1890, by Kevin Adams (University of Oklahoma Press, 2800
Venture Drive, Norman, OK 73069), 2009. Contents. List Illustrations.
Introduction. Conclusion. Nares.
Preface and Acknowledgments.
Bibliography. Index. P. 276. $34.95 Hardcover.
Traditional treatments of the army and military life in the
American West have focused on the Indian wars that understandably
dominated contemporary headlines and have continued to capture the
imagination of writers and filmmakers alike. Even generations later, the
legends of Custer, Sitting Bull, Crazy Horse, and Geronimo endure as
fixtures in the collective American memory. The Indian campaigns-from
Red Cloud's War to the Great Sioux Uprising on the Northern Plains, and
the Buffalo War on the Southern Plains as well as the Apache conRict on
the borderlands of Mexico and southern Arizona-have commanded the
attention of historians and their general audience. Simply pur, the frontier
army during the post Civil War era has been viewed mostly through the
twin prisms of military history and biography. Only in recent years have
these trends in scholarship been challenged.
In his study, Class and Race in the Frontier Army, historian
Kevin Adams defies conventional notions and assumptions in bringing
the reader a welcomed reassessment of the army in the West. Arguing
convincingly that the United States Army as an institution both reRected
and reinforced racial divisions as well as class distinctions during the
Gilded Age, he skillfully persuades his readers that the military mostly
mirrored a nation grappling with the social ten ions arising from the new
industrial age, tensions that highlighted rank and caste distinctions. In so
doing, he emphasiZes not the dangers of soldiering but the daily drudgery
of a drab military life that, while affording some privilege, comfort and
even leisure for the officer corps, brought only low pay, menial tasks,
inadequate medical care and poor rations for the enlisted ranks.
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Professor Adams presents the case well for an inert military
institution resistant to change and one that, by ancient custom and
conventional practice, actually exaggerated the great divide between
classes and races in American life. Conscious of status, and observant of
the gulf separating those who had much from those who shared little of
the nation's advancing wealth, the structure of the military hierarchythe bastions of the "Old Army"-held firm in the face of challenges to
the status quo.
Professor Adams should be commended for breaking new ground
in what remains still a fertile field ofWestern American studies, albeit one
well traveled by past investigators. He taps a rich trove of primary sources,
both published and unpublished, in uncovering evidence supporting his
thesis that the race and class distinctions that characterized American
society in the Gilded Age also permeated everyday life in the frontier
army, while ethnic differences in the ranks did not. Wel1-crafted, and
thoughtfully presented, the book will appeal more to serious scholars than
to a broader general audience more interested in wars with the Indians
than with social history.
Michael L. Collins
Midwestern State University
~

Winchester w:arriors: Texas Rangers of Company D, 18741901, by Bob Alexander (University of North Texas Press, 1155 Union
Circle #311336, Denton, TX 76203-5017), 2009. Contents. Preface.
Acknowledgments. Endnotes. Bibliography. Index. P.. 402. $29.95
Hardcover.
For decades W.P.. Webb's 1935 classic, The Texas Rangers, was the
last word on the world's most famous law enforcement body. In recent
years, however, comprehensive works by Robert M. Utley, Frederick
Wilkins, Charles M. Robinson III, and Mike Cox have been published,
along with several biographies of noted Ranger captains.
Winchester Warriors offers a new element to this resurgence of
research about Texas Rangers. As the subtitle proclaims, this book is a
study of the Texas Rangers of Company 0, 1874-1901, during the period
of the famed Frontier Battalion. Prior to the organization of the Frontier
Battalion, Texas Rangers had ridden primarily to defend the frontier
against Comanche, Kiowa, and Mexican raiders. The Frontier Battalion,
consisting of six companies of seventy-five men each, was created to
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continue the battle against the Indian tribes. But within a year, a major
military campaign drove the Comanches and Kiowas onto reservations in
Indian Territory. The Frontier Battalion companies drastically reduced in
size, and the remaining Rangers found themselves increasingly occupied
as law enforcement officers.
Ranger companies were headquartered in tent camps located
within a few miles of a town, so that a man could be dispatched regularly
for the mail. Each camp was placed in a region plagued by rustling or
fence cutting or general outlawry. When a region became relatively tame,
the camp was packed up and the Ranger company moved to a new trouble
SpOt. Except for captains and lieutenants, Rangers were not permitted to
marry. They rode thousands of miles in pursuit of fugitives. Despite lives
of hardship and danger, Texas Rangers were poorly paid and, all toO often,
undersupplied, and there was conStant turnover of personnel. Well-known
Rangers who were members of Company D included James B. Gillette, Ira
Aten, Baz Outlaw, Frank Jones, and John R. Hughes, who rose to command
of the company after Captain Jones was slain in a border shootour. In all,
eight members of Company D were killed in the line of duty.
The amhor was a career law enforcement officer, including long
service as a special agent with the U.S. Treasury Department. Since his
retirement, Bob Alexander has written several award-winning books about
frontier outlaws and lawmen. With Winchester Warriors, he has elevated
the genre to a new level. Mter a lifetime in law enforcement, Alexander
possesses a deep understanding of rank-and-file peace officers and of
lawbreakers. In almost evety page, the reader finds enlightenment about
the development of police methodology or insights about the actions
of lawmen or outlaws. Indeed, a remark about a Ranger administrative
situation in 1892 could serve as a mission statement for the entire book:
"It opens the doorway for stealing a look at one of the subterranean
realities of everyday police work - then or now." [p.261]
Winchester Warriors is a tale of adventure and high courage, of
drudgery and hardship, of stalwart frontier officers and of men who could
nor cut the Ranger life. Above all, it is the story of the evolution of Texas
Rangers from frontier warriors to respected, often feared police officers.
And it is a story told in a lively, enrhusiastic, colloquial style that is fitting
for a tale of frontier Texas. Winchester Warriors is an important addition
to any Texana collection.
Bill O'Neal
Panola College
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Kiowa Humanity and the Invasion ofthe State, by Jacki Thompson
Rand (University of Nebraska Press, 111 Lincoln Mall, Lincoln, NE
68588-0630)t 2009. Contents. Acknowledgements. Notes. Bibliography.
Index. Illustrations. ~ 198. $45.00 Hardcover.
In this theoretically sophisticated and passionately argued book,
Jacki Thompson Rand (Choctaw) reinterprets Kiowa culture and their
people)s responses to the invasion of the United States from 1867 to 1910.
According to the author, historians have sanitized U.S. History using
terms such as "discovery," "exploration,') and "frontier settlemene ' rather
than "colonialism" and "genocide," which she contends more accurately
reflect the actual experience of Kiowas and other Native groups during
(his time period. Offering a case study of how colonialism works, Rand
argues Kiowas, like other tribes, are a sovereign people" who adopted
strategies to counteract U.S. policies of assimilation and individualism
that were rooted in tribalism) which "for Indian people, expressed their
social values and humanity" (7, 6). Kiowa Humanity and the Invasion
of the Stare is significant because it provides a close examination of the
gendered responses of Native people to colonial domination.
Rand divides her study into two topical sections. The first
two chapters explore Kiowa culture prior to 1867 and U.S. values and
Indian policy from the early nineteenth century (0 1910. Moving
beyond the limiting stereotype of the relentless warrior) Rand emphasizes
Kiowa humanity, gender complementarities, interdependence, and the
environmental complexity of their southern plains homeland. Then, in a
sobering and damning interpretation of U.S. post-Civil War Indian policy)
she controversially maintains that because the goal of civilizing Indians
and destroying tribalism through reservations "nearly rendered American
Indians within the United States extinct," it constituted "Native genocide
on the local Jevel" (34, 35). The next three chapters) which comprise the
strongest ponion of the book) focus on the responses of Kiowa women
and young men to colonialism. Rand shows that when local Indian agents
and federal officials began withhoJding rations ro coerce the Kiowas into
compliance in the 1860s) young Kiowa men conducted livestock raids
for food) as they had done for generations, and on-reservadon and offreservation groups maintained political unity by cooperating with each
ocher uncil1873. Finally, the last two chapters demonstrate that, whether
though young Kiowa men's artwork at Fort Marion or Kiowa women's
beadwork and other labor patterns, Native peoples could still exercise
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autonomy in defiance of the state's dominant discourse of assimilation,
empire, and colonialism.
One of this book's greatest srrengrhs is its potential utility to
scholars interested in patrerns of indigenous adaptation to colonial
domination. To draw out the Kiowa perspective, Rand relies on a wide
range of sources, ranging from government documents and newspapers,
which she reads against the grain, to Kiowa ledger drawings, winter
counts, and ethnographies, and anthropological and sociological theory.
Influenced by Jeffrey Ostler's recent work on the Plains Sioux and Frederick
Hoxie's classic study of the Crow, the author's most unique contribution
is revealing how Kiowa men and women conducted their own gendered
responses ro colonialism.
Rand's book suffers from several major limitations, however.
First, she rends to romanticize Kiowa pre-reservation culture by looking
too exclusively inward and minimizing cultural change. The only
Kiowa conflicts with other cultures that Rand highlights prior to 1867
are "conflicts with intruders" (35). Yet, as the recent works of Pekka
Hamalainen and Brian Delay have shown, young Kiowa and Comanche
men routinely traveled hundreds of miles into Mexico ro raid for Mexican
livestock and captives. AJthough Rand correctly points out that Kiowas
viewed stock raiding as a rational and acceptable cultural practice, in no
way should that overshadow the perspectives of Mexicans, Anglo-Texans,
and other encroaching Euro-Americans who understandably saw such
Kiowa acts as rhefts, kidnapping, and invasions of their property and
territory. These raids were violent and sometimes are best understood
as acts of wat motivated by vengeance. To say that Indians wete usually
more interested in tesources than in harming settlers may be true in
theory, but the reality on the ground, especially from 1846 onward, was
vastly different. Second, her comparison of Kiowas to Jews at Auschwitz
is overstated. Is atrempted cultural genocide, which American Indians
did experience as a result of U.S. assimilation policy, the same thing as
extermination? Reservation Indians most definitely experienced poverty,
hunger, and disease, but Indian agents and army officers never intentionally
fried them in ovens.
In spite of these shorrcomings, this book is an important
contribution ro American Indian History and Comparative Colonial
Studies. The fact that scholars such as Nancy Shoemaker and Colin
Calloway have already incorporated many of her findings into their
works demonstrates the wide-ranging importance of Rand's research from
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graduate-level collections of colonial theory to undergraduate textbooks.
Matthew Babcock
Stephen F. Austin State University
~

San Juan Legacy: Life in the Mining Camps, by Duane A.
Smith (University of New Mexico Press, 1 University of New Mexico~
87131-0001), 2009, Contents, Preface, Prologue
Epilogue, Index. ~ 163. $24.95 Softcover.
As I read the prologue to San Juan Legacy by Duane A. Smith,
immediately I heard the opening lines of the old Saturday morning
television serial, The Lone Ranger~ as we returned to frontier times ofyore.
Smith writes of a different frontier and a different time, but he certainly
achieves his stated goal in recreating the mining towns and society of
frontier of Colorado in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
This work is not an academic work) nor is it intended to be. Written for
non-professionals, it is illustrated with copious black and white photos of
both the mining camps themselves and the artifacts of life that were left
behind.
The book opens with a brief description of the San Juan Valley,
and includes a map of the area, containing the locations of each mining
camp and town the author addresses in the text. Smith doesn't provide
an adequate description of the physical obstacles the miners faced, an
indication that this book targets a rather restricted audience. Anyone
not familiar with the mountains of northern New Mexico and southern
Colorado will not fully understand the late arrival of railroads and the lack
ofsome of the creature comforts the town folks in Durango, Ouray, Creede,
and the other mining camps suffered. Exploring these issues could have
broadened the readers' appreciation of the frontier life. Smith discusses
the business (booster) community in various towns, establishment of local
governments) newspapers, family life---including the experiences of brides
new to the territory, schools and schooling, healthcare, the institution of
religion in the camps, fraternal organizations, sin in its various forrns~ and
even the importance of baseball. Relying largely on newspapers for source
material, Smith does an admirable job in presenting a brief overview of
the topics and provides informative accompanying photos.
Is this work pertinent to East Texas? As a brief social history of
the Colorado mining camps) probably not. However, it is an overview of
rural Americana, applicable to any area with "boom towns," such as those
associated with the piney woods lumber industry and the oil industry of
Albuquerque~ NM
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East Texas. In every IOpic, in every chapter, you can hear the echo oflife in
East Texas during the period. The individuals involved were quite similar
in both areas, JUSt slightly differem accems. While the panicipams in the
East Texas lumber boom tended to be moscly local, the oil boom allracted
men from all over the coumry and the world, not unlike the gold fields of
Colorado, Nevada, and even California.
This work falls imo the class of currem local histories aimed at a
relatively small market, and that is unfonunate. 1he book has value well
beyond that demographic. 1he only real criticism I have with Duane
Smith's book is that it comains no bibliography, and the photographs
are uncredited. Perhaps a brief discussion of additional works for those
imerested in pursuing further reading might have been included. While
the author, in a very broad statement within the prologue, thanks the
various museums and hislOrical societies in the area, it would have been
helpful 10 know the source for the pictures.
If the hislOry of mining imercsts you, with a glimpse of rural
America at the turn of the rwelllieth cemury, or boomlOwn life, then read
this book. It is concise, well-written and thoroughly enjoyable. I highly
recommend it.
George M. Cooper
Lone Star College-Momgomery
~

!he Secret War in El Paso: Mexican Revolutionary Intrigue,
1906-1920, by Charles H. Harris and Louis R. Sadler (Universiry of New
Mexico Press, 1 University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 871310001),2009. Comems. Preface. P. 488. $37.50 Hardcover.
The constam threat of danger, even death, lurks just across the Rio
Grande from EI Paso, Texas. Attacks and coumer-attacks conducted by
the Mexican military and the armed opposition threaten 10 spill over the
imernational boundary, as weapons Rowing from the American side to
Ciudad Juarez increase the violence and the likelihood of reverberations
in Texas. If this appears 10 be a repon of the currem drug wars in nonhern
Mexico, it is not. It is a cene out of the Mexican Revolution on the
nonhern fromier a hundred years ago.
Whether the past offers any lessons for the presem is debatable,
but Charles H. Harris and Louis R. Sadler cenainly provide irony aplenty
in the lengthy, but fast-paced, The Secret War in El Paso. The history
professors emeriti from New Mexico State University, only a shon run up
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1-10 from EI Paso, compare the intrigue at the mountain pass to Berlin
and other Eastern European capitals during the Cold War. According to
the authors of a series of books and articles on the locale and period,
EI Paso, within the context of United States neutrality, was crucial to
the making and success of the Revolution. No innocent bystander, the
border city brimmed with partisans, adventurers, Mexican agents, and
homegrown arms dealers eager for glory or profits. In complete symbiosis,
Ciudad Juarez acted as a magnet to all revolutionary factions thirsting for
access to the willing resources of its sister city.
Mexican specialists, and most £1 Pasoans, wilJ be familiar with the
outlines of this story. Francisco Madero laid grandiose plans in El Paso,
Pancho Villa regularly visited for bulJets and ice cream, and the remains
of Victoriano Huerta and Pascual Orozco rest there to this day. Villa
and Orozco brought down the thirty-plus year rule of President Porfirio
Diaz at Ciudad Juarez in May, 1911. Correspondents from across the
United States reported events for distant and local readerships and El Paso
newspapers openly took sides in the Mexican struggle. Journalists such as
Timothy Turner wrote of their travels with government and rebel troops
and some of the agents mentioned in this book. The authors' emphasis
is on the extent of the surveillance and plotting at the pass, drawn from
rarely used files of the Bureau of Investigation, forerunner of the EB.I.
The memoranda and correspondence paint a murky and compelling
picture of avarice and opportunism, but also of loyalty, patriotism, and
bravery. Among the more puzzling items, Villa retained a substantial local
following even after the Columbus, New Mexico raid, and arms smuggling,
employed by leading businessmen, achieved the status of respectability.
The depth of German intrigue exceeded the continuing rumors.
This is not a starter book for uninformed readers. The detailed
focus on the matters at hand precludes a broader historical perspective
of both EI Paso and the Mexican Revolution. Anecdotes of locals whose
names now appear on street signs may not resonate east of the Franklin
Mountains. Precise addresses and references to past and present sites filled
this reviewer with nostalgia, but probably won't playas well in Peoria.
There is little to remind ofWooclrow Wilson's holy war against Huerta in
discussions of arms embargoes. The quantity of participants in overt and
covert activities requires concentration, though some accounts beg more
reportage. Apparently, the General Juan Andreu Almazan arrested with
filibusters is the 1940 ~A.N. presidential candidate who may actually
have defeated Manuel Avila Camacho, the official winner. Probably Harris
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and Sadler would nor have found the resr of rhe srory in rhe Forr Bliss
posr rerurns or rhe several unmenrioned rheses and disserrations on rhe
ciry and the forr. bur rheir absence from rhe bibliography and end nores
is curious. The breezy wridng sryle moves rhe srory along but occasionally
draws anention to itself, as in me frequent use of the contraction "who'd"
in place of the more conventional subject and verb.
In sum. Harris and Sadler easily meer their goal of demonstraring
rhe imporrance of the border lands, and parricularly EI Paso, in rhe conducr
of Mexican revolurionaries and me mountain of intrigue involved in the
struggle. Never considered a rown of homes and churches. me ciry at the
pass will accrue litde public admiradon from the disclosures of The Secrer
War in EI Paso. but may add another level of mysdque ro irs rraditions of
ninereenth century gun slingers and twentieth century rum runners.
Garna L. Chrisrian
Universiry of Housron-Downtown
~

Rocky Mountain Heartland: Colorado, Montana, and
W)1oming in the Twenty Century, by Duane A. Smith (The Universiry
of Arizona Press, 355 S. Euclid Avenue Suire 103. Tucson, AZ 85719),
2008. Contents. Lisr of IIIustrarions. Preface. Prologue. Notes. Suggesred
Readings. Illusrrarion Credirs. Index. P. 305. $22.95 Sofrcover.
In Rocky Mountain Hearrland: Colorado, Monrana, and
Wyoming in rhe Twenry Century, preeminenr Western hisrorian Duane
mirh argues thar rhe vasr region strerching along rhe length of the Rocky
Mountains marks "the Wesr of rhe mosr modern of American places" and
ar rhe same time marks rhe "West of hallowed rradirions and capdvaring
herirage." These opposing forces of rradirion and modernizarion nor only
shaped the hisrories of Colorado. Wyoming. and Montana during me
rwentierh century. bur also provide a grearer insighr into rhe emergence
of rhe Modern American West. In ren shorr chaprers. Rocky Mounrain
Hearrland broadly chronicles the hisroryofthe three srares during rwentieth
cenrury. While Smirh uses broad srrokes ro rell his rale, he successfully
provides readers with a deeper undersranding of the forces that shaped
the region throughour rhe century by placing them in a larger narional
context. From the Ludlow Massacre in 1914 ro me boom in rourism
follOWing World War II, ro the growing fighr over warer between urban
and rural regions within each srate ar the century's end, Smith arriculares
how events in each srare borh reRected me internal srruggles berween
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rradidon and modernization while reflecting larger national trends. It is
this placing of Colorado, Wyoming, and Montana into a larger context
that is the strength of Rocky Mountain Heartland. While rather general at
times, such an approach underlines the importance of the transformation
of this once isolated region and demonstrates the increasingly complex
nature of the American West during the twentieth century.
Michael Childers, ABO
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
~

Jimmy Carter, Human Rights and the National Agenda, by Mary
E. Stuckey (Texas A&M University Press, 4354 TAMU, College Station,
Texas 77843-4354), 2009. Contents. Acknowledgements. Introduction.
Notes. Bibliography. Index. P 197. $39.95 Hardcover.
EssentiaHy agreeing with the widely held belief that Jimmy Carter
was one of the least effective of all modern presidents, author Mary
Stuckey argues that the major reason for Carter's difficulties was his poor
rhetorical skill. However, she further asserts that the very fact that he was
a poor communicator made it possible for him to successfully establish
"human rights" as a major national agenda item and further made it
possible for his successors to use the "human rights" issue as chey pleased.
They benefitted from the fact that even though Carter was obsessed with
i'human rights/' he was unable to assign a specific meaning to the term.
Stuckey argues that "human rights" first came to the nation's
attention as a result of a combination of factors including public interest,
Congressional interest, the "agenda-shaping" power of presidential
rhetoric, and President Carter's creation ofthe "human rights" bureaucracy.
Her overall conclusion is that President Carter's incompetence as a
communicator and its results provides a brand new way to analyze
presidential influence, a technique that focuses primarily on "ambitious
incomp]eteness."
Well, where to begin? Of course, historians do not ignore
presidential rhetoric in their analysis of presidential success or failure
(think of George W. Bush at one end of the rhetorical spectrum and
Franklin Delano Roosevelt at the other), but they place much more
emphasis on other factors such as leadership qualities, ability to influence
Congress, abiliry to deal effectively with major problems, ability to react
effectively to public opinion and so on. Being a rherorical wizard is not
necessarily required to place an issue on the national agenda. Think,
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for example, of Lyndon Baines Johnson and his domesric policy prior
to the Vietnam fiasco. So, problem one with Stuckey's argument is that
she vastly overstates her case. There is nothing new abour rhetorical
analysis. A second problem concerns Stuckey's presentation of her case.
It is unpleasant to wade rhrough her prose replere as ir is wirh compound
complex senrences and the use of terms rhar can best be described as
jargon - words such as ideograph, erhos, and myrhos. Of course, rhese are
all legirimare words - see any standard dictionary - bur they can also be
defined as part of a specialized vocabulary aimed only at members of one's
own profession. To this old narrative hisrorian who believes thar history is
a form oflirerature and should be wrirten to be read by rhe general public,
Sruckey's prose reads like a doctoral dissertarion wrirten to be read by a
small commirtee. Sruckey's thesis is, nevertheless, interesting and maybe
even useful in a very narrow sense, but unfortunarely her targer audience
is mosr likely very small.
Kennerh E. Hendrickson, J r.
Midwesrern State University
I'l:l

Dancing Naked:

Memorable Encounters with Unforgettable

Texans, by Mary Rogers (TCU Press, P. O. box 298300, Ft. Worth,
TX 76129), 2008. Contents. Introduction. Acknowdegements. P. 280.
$18.95 Softcover.
Whether Mary Rogers writes about the rich and famous or the
unpretentious, she describes the courage and fortitude that is common to
each individual in her collection of interviews.
Rogers' book contains interesting stories abour fellow Texans who
have accepred sorrow with grace, shown grit, shared heartache and love, or
found success in second chances. One might think the book would have a
limited appeal because all the stories are set in Texas and are about Texans
living mainly in the vicinity of Ft. Worth, but the srories have a universal
appeal. An acclaimed journalist for the Fort Worth Star-Telegram for
many years, Rogers selects exclusive interviews that include familiar Texas
family names including Moncrief, McDavid, Cliburn, Hyder, Wynne,
and Bass. Texas ranchers, horse lovers, oil men and women, artists, and
industrialists are subjects of these interviews. Her entree into their private
lives is a tribute to her abilities and the truSt her subjects place with her.
A master of description and story telling, Rogers develops the
interviews into moving stories poignant with almost every aspect of the
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human condition to provide truly "unforgettable" reading. The book is
divided into eight parts. Each part varies from the others and admirable
in its own right~ but to me the best is the last-the essays about her own
Bfe experiences.
As a native Texan from a pioneering family, I thought I knew
a lot about the people in our state, but I learned new, fascinating facts
about some remarkable Texans in this book. The most important lesson I
came away with, however, is the overall impact of the themes: strength in
hardship, courage, and love of friends.
Sarah Jackson
Nacogdoches, Texas
00

Ten Deadly Texans, by Laurence ]. Yadon and Dan Anderson
(Pelican Publishing, 1000 Burmaster Street, Gretna, LA 70053)~ 2009.
Contents. Preface. Acknowledgments. Chronology of Significant Events.
Outlaw Hideouts, Hangouts, and Locales. Notes. Bibliography. Index. p.
334. $16.95 Softcover.
During a 1DO-year period beginning in 1835, tales of robbers,
outlaws, rustlers, and murderers touched private fears and captured public
interest. Particularly after Reconstruction, violence upon blacks seemed
to have become routine for several outlaws with questionable mental
health. Violent acts of cold-blooded killing or gunfights in the street were
frequently reported, and just as frequently magnified and embellished for
newspaper readers across the country.
Ten DeadlyTexans focuses on the stories ofsuch men, both familiar
and notorious. Based on two other popular histories by the authors~ this
work is able to go into more depth with the material they collected from
a variety of western authors. By narrowing their focus to only ten of the
hundreds of outlaws in their earlier work, Yadon and Anderson provide
much more detail on this select group. For readers less accustomed with
the names and stories, that level of detail can be somewhat difficult to
follow. In only the first eight pages of the chapter on Pink Higgins, for
example~ the authors inserted the names of thirty-eight outlaws and their
kin, which made it a challenge to foHow the stories of lawlessness and
criminality. With its broad cut through one hundred years ofTexas social
change, readers with a focus on a more narrow time and place will find
one or more connections to their interests. A chronology of events and
a list of locations where outlaws lived or committed their crimes help
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overcome some of rhose concerns, and will be useful for anyone interesred
in a panicular pan of Texas or a specific rime period.
Readers wirh a keen eye for popular wesrern history or a collecrion
of stories on desperadoes, abour whom rhey would like to know more, will
be provided wirh more rhan sufficient marerial for funher examinarion
and discussion. The resr of us have a ready source for a mighty fine yarn
around rhe campfire.
Gary Pinkenon
Silsbee, Texas

=

Riding for the Brand: 150 Years of Cowden Ranching, by
Michael Pmir (University of Oklahoma Press. 2800 Venture Drive,
Norman, OK 73069). 2009. Contents. Lisr of Illustrations. Lisr of Maps.
Acknowledgements. Nores. Bibliography. Index. P. 306. $29.95 Sofrcover.
On rhe eve of rhe Unired Srares war wirh Mexico in 1846. Georgia
narives William Hamby and George Franklin Cowden came to Texas as
volunteers serving in rhe Unired Srares Army. Following rheir service and
brief relocarion to Alabama. rhe brorhers rerurned to Texas to make lives
as ranchers.
A descendant of rhe Cowden brorhers, former rancher and award
winning aurhor Michael Perrir offers a unique blend ofhisrory and personal
experience on rhe vasr 50.000 acre Cowden Ranch. His approach offers
rhe reader a lively representarion of wesr Texas and sourheasrern New
Mexico ranching pasr and present.
Riding for rhe Brand rells rhe more rhan ISO year history of
rhe Cowden family and rhe JAL Ranch. Penir successfully blends
adminisnarive and social history, addressing rhemes rhar borh impacr
ranching as a business enterprise and individual ranchers and cowboys,
Horsemanship, branding, and rhe hardships of making a life a rancher in
Wesr Texas and New Mexico rake cenrer srage. Because recent scholarship
is sporty. rhe reader will find rhe story of modern ranching parricularly
interesring. By looking ar rhe current srare of ranching, Penh reveals borh
continuity and change in rhe lives of cowboys and rhe indusrry as a whole.
Penir utilizes a variery of primary and secondary sources and
relays stories handed down in rhe rich oral tradirion of rhe ranching
experience. The Row of rhe work. however, is disrupred somewhar by
alrernaring chaprers of history and travelogue. While borh approaches are
enterraining and informative, rhe work would be bener served by picking
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one or the other.
Both the scholar of ranching history and the casual reader will
find something of interest in this work. An informative and entertaining
read, Riding for (he Brand should be on every list of worthwhile books
on western ranching.
Damon Kennedy
Midland College
~

Branding Texas: Performing Culture in the Lone Star State, by
Leigh Clemons (University of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX
78713),2008. Contents. Preface. Acknowledgments. Introduction. Notes.
Index. P. 173. $40.00 Hardcover.
In her cogent, insightful, and articulate new book, Leigh Clemons
effectively demonstrates how the construction ofa unique and prescriptively
masculine Texas identity has been consistently communicated and
culturally entrenched through public performance, broadly defined
and analyzed. By examining theater, museums, monuments, product
marketing, television, and film - among other media - Clemons illustrates
how the magnification of a nationalist, white male, brazenly independent,
and typically larger-than-life stereotype has defined common percepdons
of what it means to be a Texan, who does and does not have access to that
identity) and what impact the shadow so widely cast by that identity has
on the state's relationship with the rest of the country and among Texas
residents.
Quite succinctly, this hook provides scholars with a unique,
valuable, and almost prerequisite tool for contextualizing, framing,
and understanding virtually any aspect of modern Texas history. Such
a statement may seem bold, but properly understanding Texas politics
necessitates an understanding of image formation, communication, and
the manipulation of perceptions within public memory. At the same
time, the socioeconomic and cultural history of the state is difficult to
understand without grasping the dynamic nature of state politics. One
might only have wished, therefore, to find a more thorough analysis of how
the construction of Texas identity has actually altered the sociopolitical
landscape, though chapter five strives after this goal. Certainly, other
scholars will undoubtedly draw that connection more deeply in future
studies. Perhaps then, part of this book's charm lies in its precision,
concision, and focus. Entertaining and most helpful, Branding Texas
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should cerrainly find its way onto the shelves of many a Texas historian.
Sean P. Cunningham
Texas Tech Universiry
~

7he Real South: Southern Narrative in the Age 0/ Cultural
Reproduction, by Scon Romine (Louisiana State Universiry Press, 3990
West Lakeshore Drive, Baton Rouge, LA 70808), 2008. Contents. Notes.
Index. P. 284. $42.50 Hardcover.
In The Real South, Scon Romine provides a literary analysis of
the production and reproduction of culture in the American South. He
investigates the imporrance of "authenticity" to the southern narrative
and argues that the practice of promoting unauthentic "authentic" spaces
has contributed to the detachment of southern culture from its roots (if it
had any roots to begin with). In chapters on Gone with the Wind, travel
accounts, black literarure, civil rights imagery, and depictions of southern
homes, Romine explores the appropriation (what he terms as "use") of
the South by southernets and non-southerners alike. To Romine, the
southern narrative provides a cultural terrain for Americans to fight
modern batdes that are not historical and only relevant in their current
context. In his discussion of Tony Horowitz's Confederates in the Anic,
for example, Romine describes how "Civil War users" (in this case, Sons
of Confederate Veterans) are not actually concerned with the South as
a region or with the Civil War as a Lost Cause but employ the images
associated with the South and the war in their "contemporary campaigns
of political and racial division" (74).
Although Romine's srudy offers a synthesis of the theory
surrounding literature on the South, it does nOt present many original
concepts. The author borrows heavily from previous studies and offers
more evaluation of southern culture than actual analysis of its origins or
causes. He often suggests that one version of the South is bener than
another-that 0 Brother Where Arr 1l1OU? might not be real but has
more arristic value than the suburban recreations of the Tara plantation.
Romine's ideas regarding the "reterritorialization" of the South and the
ambiguous boundaries that define the region are interesting, but tend
merely to reconstitute long-held notions regarding the region in new,
theoretical terms. The "real South" (and all its permutations) is not
that different from the "many Souths" discovered by twentieth-century
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historians; Romine simply adds claims to authenticity to the already
confusing and convoluted mixture that is southern cuJture.
Charity Rakestraw
Stephen F. Austin State University
~

Texas Blues: The Rise of a Contemporary Sound, by Alan Govenar
(Texas A&M University Press, 4354 TAMU, College Station, TX 77843-4354),
2008. Contents. Foreword. Acknowledgements. Prologue. Introduction. List of
Illustrations. Selected Discography. Selected Bibliography. Index. P. 599. $40.00
Hardcover.
From Chicago blues festivals to historical markers along Mississippi
highways to (he statue of Stevie Ray Vaughn in Austin, the story of the
blues is firmly written into the fabric of American culture. As increased
tourism sweeps across the southern cultural landscape, places like the
Mississippi Delta region are utilizing the pull of a ubiquitous blues heritage
to come up with new methods of boosting their ailing economies. In a
process identifying the origins of American blues, marketers offer a sense
of authenticity packaged and sold, as they beckon visitors to 'come see
where Robert Johnson sold his soul to the Devil.'
In Texas Blues: The Rise of a Contemporary Sound, Alan Govenar
acknowledges Johnson's long shadow, but qualifies its primacy with a
portrait ofTexas musician Blind Lemon Jefferson, "the first guitar-playing
bluesman to attract a national audience" (p. 22). Beginning with the life
and influence of Jefferson and ending with Stevie Ray Vaughn, Govenar
explores the many faces, styles~ and influences of blues music in Texas.
Govenar accurately situates the origins of twentieth-century blues
within traditions dating back to slavery, which further gathers influences
traced to Africa. In 1999~ he traveled to Senegal to find the roots of
American blues. To his surprise, he discovered wider connections between
the living conditions of those in Africa and African Americans in the
South, along with expressive forms similar to American country music.
This realization sets the tone for Texas Blues, displaying the inherenr
diversity in African American traditions and the cross-pollination of
musical and cultural forms. Govenar builds upon the work of modern
blues scholars Elijah Wald and Marybeth Hamilton. acknowledging the
presence of various folk and commercial strains within the wider field of
blues expression.
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111e most valuable element of Texas Blues is its use of oral histOry
and personal narrative to convey me myriad notions of authenticity held
by those who actually play the music. As Robert Johnson's ghost dances
mysteriously thtOugh the engines of tOurism, works like Alan Govenar's
Texas Blues help to parse the myths and legends of our icons by anchoring
them to the dynamic histOrical contexts that continue to shape the world
of blues.
Brian Oem psey
Middle Tennessee Stare University

=

Spare Time in Texas: Recreation and History in the Lone Star
State, by David G. McComb (University of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819,
Austin, TX 78713), 2008. Contents. Images. Index. P. 290. $24.95
Softcover.
Award-winning author David G. McComb has produced his most
innovative and thought-provoking book, Spare Time in Texas, the lirst
comprehensive study of leisure activities in the Lone Star State. In me
opening sentence, McComb tecognizes that recreation "is a trivial subject"
for many people, who assign far greater importance to work or family.
However, leisure time allows people to pursue their true interests. "A
person's choice of recreation, therefore, may well be a berrer measurement
of individual character. .... proposes McComb on page one. "In larger
terms, the recreational preferences of a people reveal the character of the
people" (p. 1).
For the next 253 pages, the author explores and veri lies this novel
proposal, leading the reader away from military generals, politicians, and
business leaders, into a world of theaters and stadiums, parks and libraries,
zoos and red-light districts. In rhe course of this exploration of leisure
and recreation, McComb brings new perspective to such Texas icons
as the Chicken Ranch, me Corron Bowl, Palo Duro Canyon, Austin's
Barton Springs, GalvestOn's Balinese Room, HoustOn's Alley Theater,
and Big Bend National Park. Alongside Doak Walker, Ben 1110mpson,
Judge Roy Hofheinz, Margo Jones, and other well-known characters, the
aumor introduces a host of less familiar but consequential Texans. Before
considering each major subject, such as "111e Licir and Illicit," McComb
presents insightful essays on rhe histOry of "Drinking", Gambling", and
"Prostitution." An essay on the Roman Coliseum precedes the discussion
of the Corron Bowl, the Astrodome, Texas Stadium, and "spare wooden
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bleachers for a handful of parents and students." [po 7l].
Spare Time in Texas is replete with unexpected delights and fresh
ideas including a fifty-page photo section, which illustrates the authoes
illuminating concepts. Spare Time in Texas is a must for the bookshelf of
any reader interested in Texas history or culture.
Bill O'Neal
Carthage, Texas
~

Dinosaur Highway: A History of Dinosaur Valley State Park,
by Laurie E. Jasinski (TCD Press, Box 298300, Fr. Worth, TX 76129),
2008. Contents. Introduction. Acknowledgements. "The Dinosaur
Waltz" Notes and Other Trackways. Bibliography. Index. E 212. $19.95
Softcover.
In Dinosaur Highway Laurie E. Jasinski creates a captivating story,
with anecdotes ofSomervell County's history from the time of the Tonkawa
Indians to the creation and current management of Dinosaur Valley State
Park. Jasinski's work aims to inform the reader of the significance that one
ofthe state's historicaJly poorest counties plays in the annals of paJeontology.
The story centers on Glen Rose, Texas, located along the banks of
the Paluxy River, and the discovery of some mysterious tracks in 1909.
Until that time, Glen Rose's claim to fame was its status as a small resort
community known for its many springs. Soon after having been identified,
the sauropod and theropod dinosaur tracks provided quite a draw, and
quickly became a local pilgrimage. During the Great Depression, some
Glen Rose residents attempted to survive the hard times by conducting
tours on the private property that enclosed the tracks. A few even sold off
chiseled out footprints for income.
The importance of the tracks was soon revealed after paleontologist
R.T. Bird came across some of these chiseled out fossil souvenirs that had
made their way to New Mexico. From 1938-1940, Bird and his Works
Progress Administration crew excavated tracks for the American Museum
of Natural History and University of Texas. Most importantly, Bird used
the discovery to dispute the popular theory that sauropods did not walk
on dry land due to their weight. By the 1960s, the local citizenry began a
movement to preserve the tracks for future generations via the National Park
Service or Texas Parks and Wildlife. The movement reached a crescendo on
October 2, 1970, with the opening of Dinosaur Valley State Park.
Jasinski's book is well researched, informative, and entertaining.
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For primary sources, rhe aumor has used newspapers, inrerviews with
residenrs, the personal papers ofR.T Bird, and counry documenrs. Research
also includes the use of secondary materials on archaeology, paleonrology,
and Texas histOry for background information. The sources blend tOgether
to create an inrriguing and informative StOry for anyone inrerested in the
scienrific, histOrical, or cultural aspects of the subjecr. )askinski also uses
numerous pictures and maps to illustrate and greatly enhance the stOry of
Somerville Counry and Dinosaur Valley State Park.
John Garbutt
Panola College
~

Neches River User Guide, by Gina Donovan, Creator and EditOr,
Stephen D. Lange, GIS Specialist, and Adrian F. Van Dellen, River Consu)t3lH
(Texas A&M University Press, 4354 TAMU, College S13tion, TX 77843), 2009.
Contents. Series EditOr's Foreword ix-x. P. 83. $17.95 Sofrcover.
Of all the rivers that run through Texas, the Neches River may
exhibit more natural beauty and biodiversity along irs banks than any
other, according to Gina Donovan. In hopes ro encourage firsthand study,
she has authored the Neches River User Guide, part of rhe River Books
eries, providing practically all the information needed for embarking
on a journey of river exploration. Donovan is the executive directOr of
the HoustOn Audubon Sociery, Co-founder of rhe East Texas Forest and
Wildlife Coalition, and has canoed hundreds of miles of the Neches River.
She begins me Neches River User Guide with an archaeological
synopsis and hisrorical background placing the river in rhe conrexr of Texas
histOry through the mid-rwenrieth century. In telling the histOry of the
eches, she amibutes the plethora of wildlife and unspoiled wilderness to
lessened human presence afrer the arrival of the railroads and rimber industry,
which effectively ended the use of the river as means for transportarion.
New timber indusrry practices and urbanization in EaSt Texas shifted people
our of the Neches River Valley to nearby commercial cenrers and ultimarely
pressures on rhe natural environment subsided leaving the river much rhe
way early setclers would have found it in 1800s.
The real wealth here are rhe maps and accompanying text that give
descriprions of each of the eighreen segments by which Donovan divides
over three hundred miles of Neches River inro detailed snapshots of what
river goers might find around each river bend. The maps are clear and well
pUt together, giving visual represenrarion and GIS coordinates for each of the
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various marked points of interest, road intersections, hazards, confluences,
and recommended portages, as well as appropriate river access points. The
content that accompanies each of the detailed river maps provides pertinent
information for paddlers, as well as interesting tidbits into the history of
some particularly interesting stretches of the river, adding further texture to
the broader history of the Neches that appears earlier in the book.
Places such as the Aldridge Sawmill) which still stands along the
Neches's course in the Angelina National Forest near Jasper, provide tangible
evidence ofpast roles the river has played. Other stretches of the river invoke
stories that raise a chuckle, as Donovan tells of a local Angelina County bar
owner that used his location by the river to his advantage, "John Young
Fowler had owned a thriving hanky-tonk in Angelina County until the
citizens voted that county dry in 1936 ... [however] the enterprising Fowler
built his spirits store out the backdoor of his dance hall just beyond the
center line of the river in "wee' Trinity county" (p. 28). Another significant
stop along the Neches's banks is the site of Fon Teran, built by the Mexican
government around 1830 in an attempt to "stem the flow of American
settlers" (p. 36). No physical evidence remains of the fort, but the location
is still commemorated by a granite historical marker atop the bluff where
the fort is said to have once stood.
This particular work is a much needed contribution to the body
of works on the East Texas region, and hopefu.lly will encourage further
study into subjects relating to this fascinating waterway. Donovan has
done a fabulous job of creating a work of value across disciplines of study,
supplying multi-faceted perspective into what otherwise might be a little
known natural and cultural resource. Donovan also includes a useful
section outlining many of the animals, reptiles, and types of flora that might
be encountered along this cruly wild natural resource, completing the span
of topics from areas of traditional and natural history to heritage tourism to
pure recreation. In its compact size, the Neches River User Guide provides
the perfect take along guide for canoeists, kayakers, hunters, fishermen, bird
watchers, or any outdoors enthusiast.
Chris Elzen
Tyler, Texas
~

Flying Across America: The Airline Passenger Experience, by
Daniel L. Rust (University of Oklahoma Press, 2800 Venture Drive,
Norman, OK73069), 2009. Contents. Acknowledgements. Introductions.
Appendix. Notes. Bibliography. Index. Il. 260. $45.00 Hardcover.
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Prior to the late-1940's, commercial airline travel was soundly
overshadowed by the large numbers of Americans traveling by rail and
by bus. While Americans who did enjoy the sense of excitement and
adventure that flying commercially brought them, still others were not
swayed by the shorter travel periods and the sheer fun of it. The luxury
of trains' with their plush railcars compared more favorably to the rather
sparse accommodation of the first commercial airlines. Non~proponents
were also quick to point out that rail and bus travel was economically
more attractive.
Here, Flying Across America treats the reader to a detailed history
of trials and tribulations of airline travel. Man's time honored quest to
go faster and farther with more efficiency has brought about a group of
aviation pioneers who changed our traveling lives forever. Beginning with
the history of flying with the mail on Boeing Air Transport, a fascination
with this medium of travel awakens. Rust sets out in detail the sparks
of interest igniting other aviation professionals to hatch a plan to travel
coast-to-coast with people. From wicker seats in noisy aircraft to the
appearance of women as stewardesses replacing the men 'couriers' who
provided cabin service) further to present day innovations and constraints,
the story of the birth of air travel is thoughtfully told and reinforced
with pleasing illustrations, pictures and replicas of posters and pamphlet
covers. Firsthand accounts of professionals and passengers are included
in this overview of the beginnings of air travel and the accompanying
changes in the air travel experience. Rust describes the landscapes from
above in gathering his notes and research) admirably preparing a story full
of beginnings and some endings of giants in the passenger transportation
business.
Readers will find it worthwhile to pause and ponder the amazing
evolution of this mode of travel that has culminated into the modern day
airline and its daily operations and obligations.
Leslie Daniel
Nacogdoches) Texas
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Clio's Eye: An Audio-Visual Magazine for the Historian @Sfasu.edu is a copy right" on~
line journal that reviews 6lms, books, games and music (old and new) rhar reflecr hisrorical themes
and concepts. Future articles will vary and may nor always deal wirh Texas or regional hiscory but

will represent a spectrum of sources and themes. Professional and amareur writers and scholars are
invited (O submit manuscripts: clo Department of History. Clio: P.O. Box 13013 Nacogdoches,
Texas 75951. Editorial Board: Dr. Elizaberh D. Malpass. Professor Mary Devine, Mr. Ryan Gullett,
project coordinator. The East Texas Journal is pleased to publish se1ecdons from Clio's Eye.

An Unfinished Life: Compromise in the New West
by Carol Antill
The 2005 film) An Unfinished Life) based on the Mark Spragg
novel and screenplay of the same name, contemporary characters in a
western setting. The characters of An Unfinished Life confront the very
human desire to cast blame rather than wrestle with elusive compromises.
It is a tale of loss and forgiveness that revolves around five characters:
Einar, an aging rancher; Mitch, his hired hand and best friend; Jean,
his estranged daughter-in-law; her 10-year old daughter, Griff; and a
displaced grizzly bear. Einar loses his only son, Griffin, in a car accident
when Jean falls asleep at the wheeL He manages his grief by saddling his
horse and riding to his son's hilltop grave overlooking the ranch) where
he talks to a headstone etched with "An Unfinished Life" beneath Griffin's
name.
Einar's life is further altered when a grizzly bear attacks Mitch,
leaving the ranch hand seriously impaired. Mitch carves deer antlers on
good days, and remains bedridden on bad days, what raises the story to a
Jevel above the famiJiar, cliched family drama is the symbolic and physical
presence of the bear.
In the West that existed prior to paved roads and power lines, the
grizzly's range met little resistance. Native American tribes viewed the
bear with fear and respect; human interaction with bears usually resulted
in death for one or the other. In the New West of An Unfinished Life)
the grizzly bear still commands fear and respect, but interactions between
bear and human take unpredictable turns. The grizzly's symbolic role
in the film emerges when it contemplates his altered fate; one of the last
spirits of the untamed West visibly fades before the public in a 20-foot
circular prison. Close-ups of the grizzly after his capture are spare yet
effective; the twist of his massive head when he growls and his unblinking
stare back at the tourists and townspeople who gawk at him underscore a
growing disconnect between humans and nature.
Einar, portrayed by Robert Redford in the first role that
acknowledges him as a senior citizen, is a believable curmudgeon, reduced
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to a spare, duty-driven existence through his inability to accept the loss
of his son. A stubble-faced silhouette in dust-speckled twilight, his first
appearance on screen resembles a Rockwell portrait.
As the stoic hired hand, Morgan Freeman infuses his character
with world-weary wisdom and easy banter that makes a lifetime friendship
between the two aging cowboys reminiscent of mountain men of the Old
West. He is the most complex character in the film, whose reclusive
existence doesn't diminish his vitality. Mitch actually commits to the
ultimate forgiveness when he not only forgives the bear who robbed him
of the life he loved above all else, that of a working ranch hand, but takes
it one step further with a request that Einar cannot refuse: return the
captive bear to its natural setting.
Perhaps the most questionable casting of this film is Jennifer Lopez
in the roJe of Jean. She is a blend of sexual tension and a need to please,
which draws men of all types to her. Though Jean's transformation falls
far short of an epiphany, the credible range of emotion from Lopez earns
her a well-deserved niche in the company of Redford and Freeman.
Spragg's characters are a likeable bunch, but none are as engaging
as the irrepressible II-year old Griff. Becca Gardner portrays Griff, a
muld-Iayered character who shifts emotional gears through subtle body
language changes. Gardner pauses between her lines instead of the usual
rise and fall in decibles that is accepted too often as good acting.
Undeniable chemistry between Redford and Freeman rescues the
film from sentimentality and gives it a powerful statement of loss and
forgiveness. Morgan Freeman's portrayal of Mitch is of the caliber for
which he earned an Oscar in Million Dollar Baby. Another element that
lifts this film above average is the location shooting in western landscapes
such as New Mexico .and British Columbia; such open vistas offer
filmmakers unparalleJed opportunities for capturing sunsets ofpastel glory
and tranquility of space. A subtle score enhances the unhurried pacing,
allowing drama [0 unfold in dialogue rather than straight action scenes.
Any rural America community such as Tupelo, Mississippi or Chardon,
Ohio could be the film's setting, but it is the landscape and mindset of the
west and its residents, past and present, that gives the filmits essential core
and spirit, An Unfinished Life is a western whose setting, combined with
quality acting, allows its actors to realize a capacity within themselves to
change their unfinished lives for the better.
Recommended contemporary western films: Around the Bend
(2004) Off the Map (2003) Suggested Reading: An Unfinished Life by
Mark Spragg, Random House, 2004; Where Rivers Change Direction by
Mark Spragg, University of Utah Press, 1999.
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STEPHEN F. AUSTIN
ST.ilTE [JNI\lERSITI,T PRESS
Ni\COGDOCIIES~

TEX1\S

111tl):/ jsfaprcss.sfasll.C(lu

Stephen F. Austin State University Press, housed in the
College of Liberal and Applied Arts, seeks book proposals in
the traditional areas of literary publishing and in the history
and culture of East Texas and the surrounding region.
See website lor guidelines or email sfapress@Jslasu.edu
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AVAILABLE NOW

GEORGE
SESSIONS
PERRY
Illr ;tlllll /tlld IIlf W{)u/\'

GARNA L. CHRISTIAN

Available through your local bookstore's order desk or at
these online bookstores: Amazon.com, Barnesandnoble.
com, Xlibris.com, or by phone at 1-888-795-4274.
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THE STEPHEN F. AUSTIN STATE UNIVERSITY
PRESS
FICTION AND POETRY PRIZES
Announcing!
Stephen F. Austin State Univ~p; Fiction Series' Fiction Prize
Poetry Series' Poetry Prize
Submissions January 1 through March 31, 2010

One winner and up to three finalists in each category
will &e published in 2011
Stephen F. Austin State University Press invites submissions of manuscripts
each year for its fiction and poetry series. We are committed to publishing
diverse kinds of fiction and poetry by a diversity of writers. The only
criterion is excellence.

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS (PLEASE READ CAREFULLY):
1. The series is open to all book~length manuscripts by a single
author of at least 150 pages of fiction or 60 pages of poetry.
Stories or poems previously published in periodicals or
anthologies are eligible for inclusion.
2. The editor requests that faculty, staff, and current or former
students refrain from submitting to the series.
3. Submissions will be accepted from January 1 through March
31, 20 IO. Please do not send revisions once you bave sent
a manuscript. Up to four manuscripts will be chosen in each
category by July 31 20 I O~ one of which (in each category) will
win the $1000 prize.
4. Manuscripts should be typed or machine-printed double~spaced.
Xeroxed copies are acceptable. Please do not bind manuscripts
with anything other than a binder dip or rubber band. No
electronic submissions will be considered.
5. There is a reading fee of $25 payable by check or money order
to Stephen F. Austin State Universiry Press. Please do not send
cash.
6. Simultaneously submitted manuscripts are allowed provided we
are notified immediately of acceptance elsewhere.
7. All entries will be judged anonymously. Please enclose twO title
pages with your submission: one page shouJd indude only the
tide of the manuscript and the other should list the title of the
manuscript and the author's name~ address, telephone number~
e-mail address and a brief, bio fa hical statement. The author's
J

t
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name must not appear anywhere else in the manuscript.

If you wish to be notified that your manuscript was received , please
include an SAS postcard-small index cards will not be accepted by
the post-office.
9. If you submit a #10 SASE along with your manuscript , you will be
notified of our decisions by July 31. Otherwise, check our Web site
in mid-August, where the winners will be announced.
10. Manuscripts will be recycled cather than returned.
11. Send your manuscript and reading fee to

8.

Stephen F. Austin State University Press (INDICATE FICTION
OR POETRY PRIZE)
C/O Department of English
RO. Box 13007 SFA Station
Nacogdoches, TX 75962-3007
sfapress@sfasu.edu
sfapress.sfasu.edu
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INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERS

AC. McMillan Mrican American Museum, Emory
American Legion Post 3140, Longview
Angelina College, Lufkin
BancorpSouth-Fredonia Bank, Nacogdoches
Camp Ford Historical Association, Tyler
Cherokee County Historical Commission, Jacksonville
Commercial Bank ofTexas, N.A., Nacogdoches
East Texas Baptist University, Marshall
East Texas Oil Museum, Kilgore
Farmers Branch Historical Park, Farmers Branch
First Bank & Trust East Texas, Diboll-Lufkin-Nacogdoches
Harris Coumy Flood Control District, Houston
Harrison County Historical Commission, Marshall
Jacksonville College, Jacksonville
Rob Jones, CLU" CHFC. CFP
Kilgore College, Kilgore
Lamar University, Beaumont
LeTourneau University, Longview
Linda Frazier. Arlington
Lon Morris College, Jacksonville
The Long Trusts, Kilgore
Midwestern Srare University, Wichita Falls
Northeast Texas Community College, Mount Pleasant
Peggy & Tom Wright. Nacogdoches
Panola College, Carthage
The Brick House B & B, David and Anne Norton. Nacogdoches
Red River Radio Network, Shreveport, Louisiana
Regions-Stone Fort Bank, Nacogdoches
Sam Houston Regional Library & research Cenrer, Liberty
Sam Housron State University, Huntsville
San Jacinto College North, Houston
San Jacinto Museum of History. La Pone
Southwest Dairy Museum, Sulphur Springs
Smith County Historical Sociery, Tyler
Temple-Inland Forest Products Corporadon, Diboll
Texas Forcstry Association. Lufkin
Texas Forestry Museum, Lufkin
Texas Historical Commission, Austin
Thomas McCall. Bullard
Trinity Valley Communi[y College, A[hens

Tyler Junior College
Tyler Morning Telegraph, Tyler
Vinson & Elkins, L.L.P., Houston
(A special thanks to Stephen F. Austin State University for its
sponsorship)
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